
9/12/13 

To Region V 
Environmental Protection Agency 
From: Concerned Citizens Ohio 
RE: Concerned Citizens Ohio interactions with Ohio DNR 2012-2013 

The notes below and attachments are submitted on behalf of Concerned Citizens Ohio 
(CCO), as an effort to present a year of interactions with the Ohio Department of Natural 
Resources, and in particular, with the Division of Mineral Resources Management. 
Although the packet includes examples of unsatisfactory interactions from a number of 
people, it is not a complete history of all those interactions because our "group" is a loose 
association of citizens. 

Our grassroots group became a non-profit organization registered with the State of Ohio, 
sometime around May of this year. We now have a functioning website 
(www.concernedcitizensohio.org  ), which has been updated only within the last few weeks. 
We are beginning to have an official membership list. However, our communications are 
still not systematic---we have two groups that began to meet regularly perhaps 6-9 months 
ago and a growing email list. However, we still have no systematic and consistent decision-
making structure. In other words, we are an evolving grass roots group. We began as a 
handful of concerned citizens early in 2011. 

A year ago, when we learned about and became concerned about eight pending permit 
applications for SWIWs in Portage County, we were a very loosely connected group of 
residents (mainly living in Portage County)---friends, neighbors, relatives and their email 
lists--- who were connected primarily by email but had even less organization than we now 
have. "Members" had very loose connections to other individuals and groups around the 
state. While we shared information as we well as we could, we had no plan and no 
systematic sharing of information. Individuals who learned of the large number of 
proposed injection wells and the horizontal wells on the Soinski property became alarmed. 
We were learning about the proper procedures for obtaining public records, how to 
navigate the ODNR web site, and how to understand the whole permitting process and 
finally how to understand regulations and safety of injection wells. 

While none of us were experts in drilling, geology, permitting, "drilling waste" and 
injection, we do have some highly educated members and are networked with people with 
a very wide range of experience and others who are extremely capable of reading complex 
material and reasoning. We reached out to experts whenever possible and searched the 
ODNR, industry, research, and governmental websites. We compared notes when we could 
and sought information as individuals. 

Some of our communications were by phone and some in person, so our records about our 
interactions with ODNR have been difficult to assemble for this purpose and are probably 
incomplete. In attempting to assemble our sometimes fruitful and sometimes frustrating 



exchanges with ODNR for this packet, we discovered that some people had deleted their 
emails or had not kept complete records. 

Because most of our members work and have families, we are not able to meet very often. 
At our last meeting in the Hiram area, members present agreed that any members who 
were able to attend the September 14 People's Hearing in Ravenna, could present 
information on behalf of CCO. In particular, because I was likely to have the most complete 
records (as well as the most time), all materials I gathered together could be presented on 
behalf of CCO. Several members agreed to examine certain records and send me the 
results of their examinations. Because all of us have other obligations and limited time, 
the material I have gathered together has not been reviewed by any official body of CCO 
members, or even core members. Members requested their emails be deleted from any 
submissions. If you require specific names for specific emails here submitted with names 
deleted, please notify me and I'll make a special request of each individual. 

Sincerely, 

we,y1.3. F1'4,dt,or 
Gwen B. Fischer, M.Ed., PhD 
Professor Emerita 
Co-Founder of Concerned Citizens Ohio 
330-569-7863 
POB 133 
6793 Cheryl Road 
Hiram, OH 44234 



Concerned Citizens Ohio 9/14/13 People's Hearing 

Concerned Citizens Ohio [Portage County] 
People's Hearing 9/14/13 
Submitted for Consideration 2013 Audit of Ohio Department of 

Natural Resources Underground Injection Control Program by Region 

V of the Federal Environmental Protection Agency 

Packet submitted by Gwen Fischer, M.Ed., Ph.D., Co-Founder of Concerned Citizens 
Ohioon behalf of Concerned Citizens Ohio 

ABSTRACT 

Since EPA's last audit of ODNR in 2009, the oil and gas boom has caught both the 
staff of ODNR (in particular the Underground Injection Control Program) and the 
citizens living with the boom unprepared. According to the Ohio Constitution, 
"Government is instituted for [the people's]. . equal protection and benefit" to 
protect "our inalienable rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending 
life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and seeking and 
obtaining happiness and safety." Further, according to the agency's web site 
[October, 2012] ODNR's Mission Statement: "To ensure a balance between wise 
use and protection of our natural resources for the benefit of all." Citizens who 
have studied this oil and gas boom as it has occurred in other states believe there 
is evidence that, our health, safety and our environment may be threatened by the 
sheer volume of waste coming into our state. We believe the testimony provided 
in this packet and by individuals illustrate that at present, the Ohio State 
government has failed in its constitutional duty to protect to provide citizens 
equal protection as evidenced by the powers, structure and policies given to 
ODNR and the DMR. Further evidence is provided by the actions of DMR since 
given primacy. Our particular citizen group has had extensive experience with 
ODNR and DMR only during the past year or two, and therefore can speak only to 
actions within that time frame. However, we believe that Therefore, our citizen 
group recommends that EPA recind ODNR's primacy. 



Concerned Citizens Ohio (Portage County) 

Outline of Packet Submitted on Behalf of 
Concerned Citizens Ohio 

1. History and Description of the grassroots organization Concerned Citizens 
Ohio 

2. Brief Selection of Reasons for Our Concerns about Class II Wells and ODNR's 
UIC Program 

3. Outline of our experience with Ohio Department of Natural Resources from 
Summer 2012 to present 

a. Program Administration. 
i. UIC Public Notice of permit applications 

ii. Access to Public Records (Permit Applications) 
iii. Response of DMRD to substantive comments on permit 

applications 
iv. Response of ODNR to public comments on permit applications 

b. Data Management 
i. Public Information requests 

A selection of email exchanges between residents of 
Portage County and ODNR 

c. Quality Assurance & Field Inspections 
Examination of Class II wells in Portage County 

4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

5. Appendices 
a. A selection of Email exchanges between citizens and ODNR (Appendices 

1.1 through 5.1) 
b. Citizens' examination and comments on Portage County SWIW 

Inspection Reports (Appendix 6.0) 
c. Selection of Source Citations for Concerns about Class II Wells and 

ODNR Primacy (Appendix 7.0) 
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Concerned Citizens Ohio 9/14/13 People's Hearing 

1. Brief History of Concerned Citizens Ohio 

Submitting information on behalf of an organization with the title "Concerned Citizens Ohio" makes 
our whole history with Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) and Division Mineral Resources 
(DMR) over the past year sound like a planned and concerted attack on those agencies. Some 
responses from those agencies seemed to suggest some individuals in the agency thought we had 
organized an attack. This brief history of CCO will put the remainder of this packet and the individual 
presentations in the People's Hearing into perspective. 

In December 2010 and January 2011, when a number of Portage residents read about the earthquakes 
in Youngstown and in summer of 2011, when we learned that injection wells were again going to be 
permitted , we were a very loosely connected group of residents (mainly living in Portage County)---
friends, neighbors, relatives and their email lists--- but with little to no organization. "Members" had 
very loose connections to other individuals and groups around the state. While we shared information 
as well as we could, we had no plan, beyond educating ourselves and others about the shale gas boom, 
and no systematic sharing of information. Individuals who learned of the large number of proposed 
injection wells and the horizontal wells on the Soinski property became alarmed. So we reached out 
to the experts we knew---including ODNR and DMR, individuals and other organizations that had had 
experience seeking the kind of information we needed. 

We had to learn the proper procedures for obtaining public records, how to navigate the ODNR web 
site, to understand regulations, the UIC Program requirements, the whole permitting process and how 
and where citizens could express their concerns. Of course we expected the agency with responsibility 
to protect citizens health, safety and the environment to assist us. 

With so many technical subjects to master (drilling, geology, permitting, "drilling waste," injection and 
even procedures to obtain public records), the concerned Portage citizens rather frantically shared 
information once we understood the extremely short period available for public comments. While a 
handful had been studying some of the technical pieces for several years, most were new to the 
subjects and just concerned Portage residents. We reached out to experts whenever possible and 
searched the ODNR, industry, or research, and governmental websites. We compared notes when we 
could, but primarily wrote and sought information as individuals. 

Still lacking organization, the records about our interactions with ODNR have been difficult to 
assemble for this purpose and are certainly incomplete. In attempting to assemble our sometimes 
fruitful and sometimes frustrating exchanges with ODNR, we discovered that some people had deleted 
their emails or had not kept complete records. Others had shared their letters so multiple copies were 
available. 

Last May four Portage residents incorporated CCO with the state as a non-profit. Over the past four 
months we have created a membership form and now have a couple of dozen "official" members; over 
the last month we now have a functioning webpage (vvww.concernedcitizensohio.org  ) and are getting 
our email lists more organized. We still have no systematic structure for decision making. The 
materials submitted by individuals and in this packet have not been approved in any detail by "official 
members" of CCO., or even by any group of "core" members. Where email exchanges have been 
included, I've deleted citizen names unless I have been able to obtain their permission to include it. If 
you require additional information or any verification, please contact me. In the following packet, 
"we," "residents," "members," or "citizens" are used inter-changeably. 

Gwen B. Fischer, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
(Professor Emerita) 
Co-Founder of Concerned Citizens Ohio concernedcitizensohioPgmail.com  330-569-7863 (home) 



Concerned Citizens Ohio (Portage County) 

2. Brief Selection of Reasons for Our Concerns about Underground Injection 
Control 

1) Unconventional gas and oil extraction and production (High Volume Horizontal Shale 
Drilling and Production- HVHSDP) is massively more industrial than conventional 
extraction and production and carries significant risks, especially because local 
communities are unable to protect residential areas through zoning. 
a) Requires millions of gallons of water, hundreds of thousands of gallons of chemicals, 

thousands of trucks with the potential for spills, leaks and illegal dumping 
b) Shale is naturally radioactive and the flowback and produced water is radioactive 
c) Waste from this drilling contains highly toxic chemicals such as benzene, xylene, 

naphthalene, formaldehyde, cadmium, mercury, arsenic, and radioactive radium, 
barium and strontium. 

2) Wastes from HVHSDP are not required to be systematically and consistently tested. 
3) Class II wells are not designed to receive hazardous waste. 
4) Oil and gas industry waste is legally exempt from certain federal hazardous waste 

regulations and the toxic fluids are legally designated as "non-hazardous". If tested they 
would be deemed hazardous and be required to be disposed of in Class I wells. 

5) Industry reports plans to drill hundreds (even thousands) of wells in the next 5 to 10 years 
in Ohio. 

6) Ohio is receiving waste from drilling in PA, WV and perhaps other states in addition to 
Ohio and that waste is only going to increase if Ohio's shale is productive. 

7) Rural Portage County depends heavily on private water wells for drinking. In addition, a 
1990 report by ODNR states: "The entire County is covered by variable thicknesses of 
glacial till and outwash sands and gravels that have a moderate to high pollution 
potential index. The County is crossed by a network of buried valleys that constitute a 
major ground water resource and exhibit a moderate to high vulnerability to 
contamination. The glacial deposits are underlain by sandstone and shale sequences; 
both are used for domestic and municipal supplies. Areas containing recent allumium 
in valleys exhibit moderately high susceptibility to contamination." Furthermore, "In 
Ohio, about 700,000 rural households depend on private wells; approximately 12,000 of 
these wells exist in Portage County." 
(http://www.dnr.state.oh.us/Portals/7/gwppmaps/pdf  printmap wreport/portage pp r 
eport wmap.pdf  ) 

8) Ohio regulations for the SWIW permiting process do not require special attention be paid 
to the potential for contaminating private drinking water wells by spills, leaks or illegal 
dumping. 

9) Industry reports that cement does not guarantee protection of aquafers and eventually 
cement will leak. Older wells are being used for SWIW without modern construction 
protection. 

10) DMRM funding depends on "Funding for programs comes from severance taxes on coal and 
industrial minerals; federal grants; genera! revenue funds; fees; fines; bonds and reimbursements." 
(http://ohiodnicom/Default.aspx?alias=ohiodnrcom/mineral  ) which is a conflict of interest. 
If you require sources for these concerns, email concernedcitizensohioPgmail.com   
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Concerned Citizens Ohio (Portage County) 

3. Outline of CCO experience with Ohio Department of Natural Resources 
Summer 2012 to present 

3.1 Program Administration 
3.1.1 UIC Public Notice of permit applications 

DMRD allowed Hardrock Drilling to publish their public notice for eight Class II SWIW in 
Portage County in the Portage County Legal News from August13-18th with the comment 
period ending on September 1st. CCO members watching ODNR's website discovered that 
permits had been applied for. We wrote to ODNR to find out where and when the public 
notice for those wells had appeared. One of our members finally wrote to ODNR and on 
August 22 discovered that it had appeared in the Portage County Legal News.' This is a 
publication available only in the Portage County Law Library or by subscription (not on 
line, and not widely known, and not freely available). Having discovered this not-very-
public public announcement, members of CCO objected to ODNR. 2  ODNR did require 
Hardrock Drilling to re-publish the notice in the Record Courier beginning August 31, so 
residents likely to be affected would have additional time to examine the applications and 
make informed comments. Without extensive vigilance on the part of the public the official 
comment period would have passed without our awareness any applications had been made 
for permits. 

3.1.2 Access to Public Records 
Once our loose network of friends and neighbors learned of the public notice of seven 
injection wells to be permitted all on the same property (the Soinski wells) and another in 
Atwater, concerned individuals wrote to obtain copies of the applications so they could 
make informed comments. 3  

3.1.3 DMRM responses to requests for public records. On or about August 20-
25, perhaps a dozen residents of Portage requested digital copies of the permits by email. 
Because Portage residents live about 2 '/2 hours away from Columbus and most of the 
residents who were concerned particularly about the seven "Soinski" wells either work, 
have small children, or are somewhat elderly, making a trip in person to obtain the 
applications was not feasible. We also never received any information as to why 7 well 
permit applications were submitted when the driller only planned to drill two, or why it was 
acceptable for the Head Geologist to inform our citizens that all the wells "were the same" 
and so we didn't need to look at all seven applications. 4  A number of residents seeking 
this information were told: "As 1 stated before, all seven of the Soinski applications are the 
same information other then the plat locations of the different wells. The operator only 
plans on drilling two of those wells at this time. Because we receive many public records 
requests, we cannot scan in every document to fulfill a request. These applications are on 
paper and when people want to look at large files we ask them to schedule to do a file 
review and then they can come in to Columbus and copy what records they want." We 
finally made contact with a citizen who lived closer to Columbus. She was able to go to the 

1  See Appendix 1.1 
2  See Appendix 1.2.0, 1.2.1 
3  See Appendix 1.2.3 
4  See Appendix 1.2.3 

3 



Concerned Citizens Ohio (Portage County) 

office, obtain the permit applications and scan them. She subsequently posted them on the 
internet so citizens living near the proposed wells had access to them. Here are a selection 
of responses received by various residents:' As citizens, we do not understand why our 
government agency which is supposed to work for us, is unable to post public records on its 
web site if an ordinary citizen can do so, or why a government agency would direct citizens 
requesting public records would direct inquiries to a non-governmental website. 

3.2 Substantive comments on permit applications for Soinski wells and Atwater 
wells. 

3.2.1 Substantive issues that concerned a number of us examining the 
Soinski permit applications. A small group of concerned citizens poured over the 
applications and came up with these comments, which we shared with our email 
list: 

a. For all seven wells: 
i. All seven applications are designated SWD (salt water disposal) AND have 

an "Enhanced Recovery Program" supplemental form. My understanding is 
that these are two VERY different types of wells and the ERP form also 
seems to indicate that these are very different. From what I've read about 
ERP, if they are recovering gas or oil, there should be storage tanks and a 
well should be designated from which they will be recovering the gas or oil. 
If one of these is a mistake, then I'm sure ODNR would require that the 
application be re-submitted correctly. This type of mistake indicates 
carelessness on the part of the driller. 

ii. I find no surface facility sketch: Certainly we cannot be assured that public 
health, safety or good conservation practices will be protected without 
knowing where the storage tanks will be, where the concrete containment 
facility will be relative to the unloading location or how fluids will get from 
tanks to the wells. 

b. Soinski wells 1-4: 
i. These wells are very close to the deep shale horizontal wells currently being 

drilled on a corner of the Soinski property. In fact, these wells are very close, 
to and at least one of the injection wells will be nearly on top of two of the 
laterals. I understand that there will be several thousand feet between the 
horizontal laterals and the injection well. But, the neighbors whose 
immediate aquafer might be affected deserve a public hearing to learn how 
ODNR can assure them that the shale fracturing will absolutely not create 
fractures---either in existing faults, or in the cement that is supposed to 
protect drinking water sources. In addition, the public deserves to hear how 
injecting "salt brine" and "flowback" won't create pressures that exacerbate 
any fractures or faults in cement or rock layers. 

5  See Appendix 1.3 
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Concerned Citizens Ohio (Portage County) 

ii. The permits indicate that, in addition to Hard Rock drilling, Ray Pander's 
company will be working on these injection wells. I am concerned about this 
company's involvement because of the violation incurred on a nearby 
property to the Blazdek well. I also understand that Ray Pander is currently 
operating an injection well at excessive pressures (the Plum Creek well). The 
public deserves to know who is going to be held accountable in the event of 
any contamination or resulting health problems in surrounding 
neighborhoods. 

c. Soinski wells 1 & 2: 
i. These wells are within 500 feet of Eagle Creek. Without a sketch of the 

surface facilities, we have no way of knowing how Eagle Creek will be 
protected from spills, leaks, or other contamination. In our part of NE 
Portage County, we greatly value Eagle Creek. 

ii. The tank sketch that shows 12 tanks for well #1 and another 12 for well #2, 
show us nothing about the location of the tanks, any containment facility, an 
unloading pad, or the relationship of these facilities to Eagle Creek. The 
public deserves a public hearing to understand how the environment around 
Eagle Creek will be protected. Many neighbors downstream will be 
understandably greatly concerned about this potential threat to environmental 
conservation practices. 

d. Soinski wells 3 & 4: 
i. The Area of Review maps do not show the permitted horizontal Utica shale 

wells currently being drilled, along with their laterals. The public deserves to 
have the relationship between these wells explained at a public hearing. 

e. Soinski wells 5, 6, and 7: 
i. I find no geologic review, no EPA review and no Drinking water review. 

The tank sketch shown in these permits have "Well #1" and "Well #2" 
written on them, even though they are for wells 5 -7. This indicates 
sloppiness on the part of the driller and raises concerned about their 
willingness to attend to details that will protect our health, safety and the 
welfare of our environment and the community where we live. 

ii. I find no location indicated for the wellhead for well #7. 

3.2.2 One helpful response to the observation that the applications were confusing as to 
whether these wells were salt water injection or enhanced recovery wells. 
From: "Kozlowski, Jocelyn" <Jocelyn.Kozlowski@dnr.state.oh.us>  
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:51 PM 
Subject: RE: Soinski Inj Wells 
Mr. S. 
All of the Soinski injection wells are Class H salt water injection wells. They are not 
FOR wells. Wells cannot be permitted for two different types of injection wells. 

Jocelyn Kozlowski 
Public Information Officer 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, Bldg. 1-2 
Columbus, OH 43229 
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614.265.6920 
Comment: This helpful information confirmed our understanding that the two types of 
wells were different. However, the posted online applications were not altered nor were 
we informed that the well purpose designations had been changed. 

3.2.4 One local resident examined the Kelly well in Atwater, and sent in extensive 
comments 6 and also requested a public hearing, including concern about the location with 
reference to the city of Atwater's drinking water. See Appendices 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 

3.2.6 In a subsequent email exchange, I expressed concern about a well 
was that (on the maps provided by the surveyors) a well (apparently 
plugged) with the API # 22769 was indicated within the 1/2 mile circle of 
Soinski #2. Upon requesting information about API# of the well, Joyce 
Kozlowski (Public Information Officer) sent information that that API # was 
an active well (see string of emails designated API# 34133227690000). 
One member who lives close to the proposed Soinski #2 went to the 
general area indicated on the Surveyor's map as the location for that API# 
and found some old pipes sticking out of the ground but no real indication 
of any well in a very swampy area. Another member looked up the 
lattitude and longitude of API # 34133227690000 and went physically to 
that location and discovered that, indeed there was a well in Paris 
Township with that API #. We never were given an answer as to why an 
active Paris Township well was indicated on official surveyor's maps as 
being located within a % mile of Soinski #2, nor a response to my request 
for information as to why a well (whose API # we never found out) was 
plugged or what its history was. 

Having not received satisfactory responses to all of the issues described above, having been told 
that the permit applications scanned by our contact in Columbus and posted on the web were 
complete, and believing our concerns to have potential impact on the health, safety or environment 
of residents near the wells, Portage residents wrote to request a public hearing so our concerns could 
be expressed as a matter of public record and responded to and we could find out if "terms" or 
"conditions" had been applied before permitting. 

October 3, 2012, I (Gwen Fischer, also letting our various email lists know about this request) sent a 
formal request to Director Zehringer, Chief Simmers and Mr. Tomastik for a public hearing . Other 
Portage residents made similar requests. 8  

On October 5, 2012 GF received an email from Mr. Tomastik stating that the administration at 

6  See Appendices 3.1 and 3.1.1 
7  See Appendix 2.0 
8  See Appendix 4.1 
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Concerned Citizens Ohio (Portage County) 

ODNR was deciding how to handle requests for "these types of meetings". 9  

October 19, 2012 GF wrote a second request for a public hearing citing citizens' legitimate 
concerns about SWI permits which had never been explicitly answered.' 

 24, 2012 I (GF) sent a request for the Chief's rulings on the validity of my objections and 
rulings on the relevance along with another request for a public hearing. 11  

I have never received written copies of rulings on the validity or relevance of my objections. To 
my knowledge, none of the Portage residents who wrote similarly received responses. 

May 21, 2013 GF (and other residents of Portage) received a form letter (see Appendix) inviting the 
recipient to an Open House/Informational meeting on May 30 11'. 12  The attachment included 23 very 
broad generic questions and answers which were identified as "Citizens' questions" 13---none of 
which were specific to the Soinski wells, and none of which I (nor had asked. In spite of this being 
a public meeting with a government agency, we were told that no video cameras would be allowed 
inside. The letter included the statement: "We will provide information about the Soinski injection 
wells". None of our specific questions and concerns about the Soinski injection wells was 
addressed or answered by ODNR staff. The invitation (and statements at the Open 
House/Informational Meeting) indicated that our questions (only those submitted in writing at that 
meeting, not ones submitted earlier) would be responded to "in writing in a timely fashion". 

Although our members have not accessed the web site every day, we have verification from one 
"member" that questions and responses were not posted until approximately early September----in 
other words, more than a month after the seven Soinski wells and the Atwater/Kelly well were 
permitted, and 3 1/2 months after the "Informational" meeting. 

3.3 Quality Assurance and Field Inspections 

Having obtained copies of the "Facilities Reports" for Portage County injection well inspections 
and the RBDMS spread sheets for those same injection wells, four member/volunteers of our group 
compared inspection records. In the Appendix you will find that for some wells there are 
descrepancies between supplied "Facilities Reports" and the inspection dates in the RBDMS spread 
sheet for other wells quarterly inspections were overdue and reports that our "committee" found 
questions about. 14  

4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

We believe there are serious concerns about the present practices in the state of Ohio for disposing 
of High Volume Horizontal Deep Shale fluid waste in Class II wells. We believe that the ODNR's 

9  See Appendix 4.2 
10  See Appendix 4.3 
11  See Appendix 4.3.1 
12  See Appendix 5.0 
13  See Appendix 5.1 
14  See Appendix 6.0 
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permitting, administration of public comments and concerns, responses to legitimate concerns are 
unacceptable. Citizens have no spokespersons protecting their health and safety. Even ODNR's 
administration of the inadequate and unacceptable laws and rules is faulty. The inadequately short 
public comment period for the recently permitted 8 new injection wells was sabotaged by ODNR 
allowing publication of the public notice where the public would never see it, being one example. 
ODNR is not protecting citizens who depend on the government agency to manage our resources 
"for the benefit of all" and to fulfill its Constitutional responsibility to provide "equal protection and 
benefit" to the people. Therefore we are submitting this information for Region V's audit and with 
our citizens' serious consideration of removing primacy from the State of Ohio and ODNR. 

Appendix 

The records submitted are not complete. I (GF) have arranged a selection of email exchanges 
by dates. A complete collection of email exchanges (which I presume would be available from 
ODNR) over the past twelve months would reveal these patterns: 

1. ODNR received a flurry of emails from Portage residents during the months 
of August, September and October. While this flurry might have seemed to 
the Department like an organized effort, there was communication, but no 
organization. We have no record of who wrote (some did send me copies of 
their exchanges, while others just told me they'd written). 

2. As of November 2012, some people had received notice that there would be 
an informational meeting sometime while others had not. 

3. Specific responses to our comments about the Soinski or Kelly wells were 
NOT addressed, even to the extent of determinations of validity or relevance. 

4. It seems to have taken eight months (October 2012 to May 21, 2013) for the 
Administration of ODNR to decide they could provide us information about 
the Soinski wells (only 9 days before they scheduled the meeting) 15 . 

Other members are addressing the disrespectful treatment of residents of Portage County at 
the May 30, 2013 meeting„ uninformative content, excessive number of armed guards, their 
intimidating behavior and other aspects of the meeting. If EPA's audit discovers the need for a 
complete list of emails in my email archives, please contact me 330-569-7863 or 
fischergbPhiram.edu  or gwenfischer@fulbrightmail.org  or 
concernedcitizensohio@gmail.com  

Submitted on behalf of Concerned Citizens Ohio, Gwen B. Fischer 

15  Appendices 5.0 and 5.1 
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- Original Message 	 
From: oilanddas  
To: 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:52 PM 
Subject: RE: ODNR Documentation 

Ms. S., 

Thank you for writing. The legal notice was run in the Portage County Legal News from 
August 13-18th and the comment period ends on September 1st. Please send me any 
comments. Pursuant to Section 1501: 9-3-06 (H) (2) (c) of the Ohio Administrative 
Code, any objections to the application must be relevant to the issues of public health or 
safety, or to good conservation practices for consideration. As I stated before, all seven 
of the Soinski applications are the same information other then the plat locations of the 
different wells. The operator only plans on drilling two of those wells at this time. 
Because we receive many public records requests, we cannot scan in every document 
to fulfill a request. These applications are on paper and when people want to look at 
large files we ask them to schedule to do a file review and then they can come in to 
Columbus and copy what records they want. 

Jocelyn Kozlowski 

Public Information Officer 

Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 

2045 Morse Road, Bldg. 1-2 

Columbus, OH 43229 

614.265.6920 



Verification of the public legal notice for the Soinski wells. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Tomastik, Tom" <Tom.Tomastikdnr.state.oh.us > 
Date: August 21, 2012 7:06:08 AM EDT 
To: 
Subject: RE: ODNR documentation 

R: 

The legal notice was run in the Portage County Legal News from August 
13-18th and the comment period ends on September 1st. Please send me any 
comments. Pursuant to Section 1501: 9-3-06 (H) (2) (c) of the Ohio 
Administrative Code, any objections to the application must be relevant 
to the issues of public health or safety, or to good conservation 
practices for consideration. As I stated before, all seven of the 
Soinski applications are the same information other then the plat 
locations of the different wells. The operator only plans on drilling 
two of those wells at this time. Because we receive many public records 
requests, we cannot scan in every document to fulfill a request. These 
applications are on paper and when people want to look at large files we 
ask them to schedule to do a file review and then they can come in to 
Columbus and copy what records they want. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 



From: Tomastik, Tom <Tom.Tomastik(&dnrstate.oh.us > 
Date: Tue, Aug 21, 2012 at 6:56 AM 
Subject: RE: I want to comment on an injection well, when does comment 
period start 
To: T. 

T: 

I just received the notice yesterday. The ad was run on August 13-18th 
in the Portage County Legal News. The comment period ends on September 
1st. Pursuant to Section 1501: 9-3-06 (H) (2) (c) of the Ohio 
Administrative Code, any objections to the application must be relevant 
to the issues of public health or safety, or to good conservation 
practices for consideration. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 



(a) From: Tomastik, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 9:20 AM 
Cc: Simmers, Rick; Rayfield, Jon; Worstall, Robert; Gingras, 
Jennifer 
Subject: RE: Soinski Injection well permits 

I have scanned the permit file for the Soinski #2I and it is 
attached. 
Our e-mail accounts are limited to 10MB, so there is no way for 
me to 
e-mail you any more documents. Since these files are on paper, if 
you 
want to review and copy any more of the files, the Division 
requests you 
make an appointment to come in and review these files in person 
and tag 
pages for copying. All seven injection wells are basically the same 
and 
the only variation would be the location information. 
Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 

b. (b) Date: 	08/28/2012 07:05 AM 
Subject: 	Soinski permit application files 
The only difference between all seven Soinski applications is the plat map 

for each well. Below is the link where another person came in and copied all of 
the pending injection files and then scanned them. So you can view all the 
scanned applications on their website without having to make a trip to Columbus 
and review the records. http://www.frackfreeamerica.org/well-pennits.html   
Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 

(c) 	Date: September 4, 2012 7:36:18 AM EDT 
Subject: RE: Comments Regarding Soinski Injection Wells 

Submit your comments now or before the end of the public notice comment 
period. Below is the link to the rules regarding public notice requirements for Class II 
injection well applications under Section 1501: 9-3-06 (E) (c) of the Ohio Administrative 
Code. Please read this section. No meeting is held until after the end of the public 
comment period. A Public Hearing is only required when the objections are relevant to 
public health, or safety, or good conservation practices. The chief of this Division rules 
upon the validity of each objection. Since we are receiving a number 
of comments regarding the Soinski applications, I have agreed to hold a public meeting 
to do a presentation about Class II injection well applications and answer questions 
regarding the public's concerns. 



http://www.ohiodnr.com/portals/11/oil/pdf/uic  emergency rule 9-3-06.pdf 
Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 

d. (d)Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 5:27 PM, Tomastik, Tom 
wrote: 

Gwen: The Soinski applications were copied for E. (who you know) and are 
scanned and posted on Frack Free America's website. You can access the files 
electronically at the site located below and not have to worry about any public 
records request. http://www.frackfreeamerica.org/well-permits.html   

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 

Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 



Soinski applications 

6 messages 

From: Tomastik, Tom <Tom.Tomastik@dnr.state.oh.us > 

To: Gwen <fischergb@hiram.edu > 

Date: Monday, September 17, 2012 7:03:56 AM 

Subject: RE: Soinski applications 

Gwen: 

The emergency rules did not change the area of review requirements. Multiple maps are submitted or created for each application. The Division does the 
area of review, so the map is ours (a copy from our township well spot map), along with the worksheet that lists any other wells in the 1/2 mile area of 
review. The Soinski #7 area of review map is attached. There are no other wells within the 1/2 mile radius. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen [mailto:fischerqb@hiram.edul  
Sent: Friday, September 14, 2012 12:44 AM 
To: Tomastik, Tom; Kozlowski, Jocelyn 
Subject: Re: Soinski applications 

Mr. Tomastik, 

I guess you're right that I need some help with the Area of Review. I found the maps prepared by the 
surveyors and the maps with the lot numbers (such as 87,88,89, etc.) and the circle. 

In 1501:9-1-02 there is (as I'm sure you're aware), this section: 

I 	I 

5) A map showing: 

(a) The subject tract of land or drilling unit upon which the well is to be 

drilled and property lines with surface and mineral owner name(s) 

within.; 

(b) The location of the proposed well on the subject tract of land or drilling 

unit established by a field survey showing the distances in feet from the 

proposed well site to the boundary lines of the subject tract or drilling 

unit, and to the nearest permanent geographic subdivision boundaries. 

The proposed well location also shall be designated by plane 

coordinates as provided by Chapter 157. of the Revised Code (Ohio 

coordinate system. Indicate if the coordinates are NAD 27 or NAD 83.). 

Coordinates may be established by map scale to the nearest fifty feet or 

by GPS.; 

(c) Location of drilling or producing wells, which are within the distances 

required according to depth of drilling as set forth in rule 1501:9-1-04 

of the Administrative Code, and a showing of the distances between 

such drilling or producing wells and the proposed well; 

(d) The location of all buildings, public roads, railroads and streams within 

two hundred feet of the proposed well site, and their distances from the 

proposed well site.; 

(e) A title block to the map certifying the above information and including the 

applicants name, well name, county, civil township, permanent 

geographic subdivisions (section, lot and/or tract) and surface elevation 

for the well location, USGS quadrangle name, date map prepared, name 

of surveyor preparing the map and phone number, and map scale; 



In the new Emergency Rules, I failed to find a similar specification, so I was assuming that perhaps the production well 
Area of Review would also apply to injection wells---1 expected to find a single map, with all the detail indicated above 
and all the existing wells clearly marked, instead of the two types of maps further, the circles on the maps with the 
lot numbers are so faint that in some cases it is not even possible to see it---for example Soinski #7. 

I again request as a matter of public records that you please scan The AREA OF REVIEW for Soinski 
#7 so I know I'm looking at the right part of the application. 

I know I'm taking your valuable time, but since we in the neighborhood are going to live with these 
for a long time, we want to understand exactly where they are and as much as possible about them. 

Thank you, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or 
even how much you know. It's being able to differentiate between 
what you know and what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow  

On Thursday, September 13, 2012 at 7:04 AM, Tomastik, Tom wrote: 

Gwen: 

We do the area of review. They were in the files when they were copied and they are on the Frack Free America link I sent you, as I just checked them. 
The area of the review maps and the area of review sheets are scanned in for each well on that site. The wells in each 1/2 mile area of review are 
listed on the area of review sheet. Some area of reviews do not have any other existing wells in the 1/2 mile radius. The problem is you folks do not 
know what you are looking at and don't know the application process. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen fmailto:fischerqb@thiramiedu]  
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 7:34 PM 
To: Tomastik, Tom 
Subject: Re: Soinski applications 

I have found no Area of Review for five of the seven wells. Were they submitted? 

I also need a complete list of all the existing wells in the AOR for all seven wells. 

thank you, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or 
even how much you know. It's being able to differentiate between 
what you know and what you don't. 



Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow 

On Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 5:27 PM, Tomastik, Tom wrote: 

Gwen: 

The Soinski applications were copied for Elisa Young (who you know) and are scanned and posted on Frack Free America's website. You can 
access the files electronically at the site located below and not have to worry about any public records request. 

http://www.frackfreeamerica.orq/well-permits.html  

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 



From: Gwen <fischergb@hiram.edu > 

To: Tomastik, Tom <Tom.Tomastik@dnr.state.oh.us >, Kozlowski, Jocelyn <Jocelyn.Kozlowski@dnr.state.oh.us > 
Date: Friday, September 14, 2012 12:43:52 AM 

Subject: Re: Soinski applications 

Mr. Tomastik, 

I guess you're right that I need some help with the Area of Review. I found the maps prepared by the 
surveyors and the maps with the lot numbers (such as 87,88,89, etc.) and the circle. 

In 1501:9-1-02 there is (as I'm sure you're aware), this section: 

I 	I 

5) A map showing: 
(a) The subject tract of land or drilling unit upon which the well is to be 
drilled and property lines with surface and mineral owner name(s) 
within.; 
(b) The location of the proposed well on the subject tract of land or drilling 
unit established by a field survey showing the distances in feet from the 
proposed well site to the boundary lines of the subject tract or drilling 
unit, and to the nearest permanent geographic subdivision boundaries. 
The proposed well location also shall be designated by plane 
coordinates as provided by Chapter 157. of the Revised Code (Ohio 
coordinate system. Indicate if the coordinates are NAD 27 or NAD 83.). 
Coordinates may be established by map scale to the nearest fifty feet or 
by GPS.; 
(c) Location of drilling or producing wells, which are within the distances 
required according to depth of drilling as set forth in rule 1501:9-1-04 
of the Administrative Code, and a showing of the distances between 
such drilling or producing wells and the proposed well; 
(d) The location of all buildings, public roads, railroads and streams within 
two hundred feet of the proposed well site, and their distances from the 
proposed well site.; 
(e) A title block to the map certifying the above information and including the 
applicants name, well name, county, civil township, permanent 
geographic subdivisions (section, lot and/or tract) and surface elevation 
for the well location, USGS quadrangle name, date map prepared, name 
of surveyor preparing the map and phone number, and map scale; 

In the new Emergency Rules, I failed to find a similar specification, so I was assuming that perhaps the production well 
Area of Review would also apply to injection wells---I expected to find a single map, with all the detail indicated above 
and all the existing wells clearly marked, instead of the two types of maps further, the circles on the maps with the 
lot numbers are so faint that in some cases it is not even possible to see it---for example Soinski #7. 

I again request as a matter of public records that you please scan The AREA OF REVIEW for Soinski 
#7 so I know I'm looking at the right part of the application. 

I know I'm taking your valuable time, but since we in the neighborhood are going to live with these 
for a long time, we want to understand exactly where they are and as much as possible about them. 

Thank you, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or 



even how much you know. It's being able to differentiate between 
what you know and what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow 

On Thursday. September 13, 2012 at 7:04 AM, Tomastik, Tom wrote: 

Gwen: 

We do the area of review. They were in the files when they were copied and they are on the Frack Free America link I sent you, as I just checked them. 
The area of the review maps and the area of review sheets are scanned in for each well on that site. The wells in each 1/2 mile area of review are 
listed on the area of review sheet. Some area of reviews do not have any other existing wells in the 1/2 mile radius. The problem is you folks do not 
know what you are looking at and don't know the application process. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen rmailto:fischerob(a)hiram,edu]  
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 7:34 PM 
To: Tomastik, Tom 
Subject: Re: Soinski applications 

I have found no Area of Review for five of the seven wells. Were they submitted? 

I also need a complete list of all the existing wells in the AOR for all seven wells. 

thank you, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or 
even how much you know. It's being able to differentiate between 
what you know and what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow 

On Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 5:27 PM, Tomastik, Tom wrote. 

Gwen: 

The Soinski applications were copied for Elisa Young (who you know) and are scanned and posted on Frack Free America's website. You can 
access the files electronically at the site located below and not have to worry about any public records request. 

httpliwww.frackfreeamerica.orcilwell-permits.html 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 



From: Gwen <fischergb@hiram.edu > 

To: elisayoung1313@gmail.com  

Date: Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:31:51 AM 

Subject: Fw: Soinski applications 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or 
even how much you know. It's being able to differentiate between 
what you know and what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow  

Forwarded message: 

From: Tomastik, Tom <Tom.Tomastik@dnr.state.oh.us > 
To: Gwen <fischemb@hiram.edu >  
Cc: Kozlowski, Jocelyn <Jocelvn.Kozlowski@dnr.state.oh.us >  
Date: Thursday, September 13, 2012 7:04:19 AM 
Subject: RE: Soinski applications 

Gwen: 

We do the area of review. They were in the files when they were copied and they are on the Frack Free America link I sent you, as I just checked them. 
The area of the review maps and the area of review sheets are scanned in for each well on that site. The wells in each 1/2 mile area of review are 
listed on the area of review sheet. Some area of reviews do not have any other existing wells in the 1/2 mile radius. The problem is you folks do not 
know what you are looking at and don't know the application process. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen [mailto:fischerob@hiram.edu]  
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 7:34 PM 
To: Tomastik, Tom 
Subject: Re: Soinski applications 

I have found no Area of Review for five of the seven wells. Were they submitted? 

I also need a complete list of all the existing wells in the AOR for all seven wells. 

thank you, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or 



even how much you know. It's being able to differentiate between 
what you know and what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow 

On Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 5:27 PM, Tomastik, Tom wrote: 

Gwen: 

The Soinski applications were copied for Elisa Young (who you know) and are scanned and posted on Frack Free America's website. You can 
access the files electronically at the site located below and not have to worry about any public records request. 

http://www.frackfreeamerica ,orq/well-permits.html 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 



From: Tomastik, Tom <Tom.Tomastik@dnr.state.oh.us > 

To: Gwen <fischergb@hiram.edu > 

Cc: Kozlowski, Jocelyn <Jocelyn.Kozlowski@dnr.state.oh.us > 

Date: Thursday, September 13, 2012 7:04:19 AM 

Subject: RE: Soinski applications 

Gwen: 

We do the area of review. They were in the files when they were copied and they are on the Frack Free America link I sent you, as I just checked them. 
The area of the review maps and the area of review sheets are scanned in for each well on that site. The wells in each 1/2 mile area of review are listed 
on the area of review sheet. Some area of reviews do not have any other existing wells in the 1/2 mile radius. The problem is you folks do not know what 
you are looking at and don't know the application process. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen fmailto:fischerqb@hiram,edul  
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 7:34 PM 
To: Tomastik, Tom 
Subject: Re: Soinski applications 

I have found no Area of Review for five of the seven wells. Were they submitted? 

I also need a complete list of all the existing wells in the AOR for all seven wells. 

thank you, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or 
even how much you know. It's being able to differentiate between 
what you know and what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow  

On Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 5:27 PM, Tomastik, Tom wrote: 

Gwen: 

The Soinski applications were copied for Elisa Young (who you know) and are scanned and posted on Frack Free America's website. You can access 
the files electronically at the site located below and not have to worry about any public records request. 

http://www.frackfreeamerica.ora/well-permits.html  

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 



From: Gwen <fischergb@hiram.edu > 

To: Tomastik, Tom <Tom.Tomastik@dnr.state.oh.us > 

Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 7:34:22 PM 

Subject: Re: Soinski applications 

I have found no Area of Review for five of the seven wells. Were they submitted? 

I also need a complete list of all the existing wells in the AOR for all seven wells. 

thank you, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or 
even how much you know. It's being able to differentiate between 
what you know and what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow 

On Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 5:27 PM, Tomastik, Tom wrote: 

Gwen: 

The Soinski applications were copied for Elisa Young (who you know) and are scanned and posted on Frack Free America's website. You can access 
the files electronically at the site located below and not have to worry about any public records request. 

http://www.frackfreeamerica.orq/well-perrnits.html  

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 



From: Tomastik, Tom <Tom.Tomastik@dnr.state.oh.us > 

To: Gwen <fischergb@hiram.edu > 

Cc: Kozlowski, Jocelyn <Jocelyn.Kozlowski@dnr.state.oh.us > 

Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 5:27:00 PM 

Subject: Soinski applications 

Gwen: 

The Soinski applications were copied for Elisa Young (who you know) and are scanned and posted on Frack Free America's website. You can access the 
files electronically at the site located below and not have to worry about any public records request. 

httlyilwww.frackfreeamerica.orq/well-permits.html 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 



Summary of (and commentary on) the following email exchanges: These are copied from my archived 

emails. 1 believe they are complete. The only changes 1 have made in copying them are to reduce the 

font size to save space and to delete names and emails of people other than myself and staff of ODNR. 

1 cannot guarantee that the exchange is complete. i have no response to my substantive concerns: 

1. The AP1# indicated within the AOR on the profession surveyor's maps is actually a functioning 

well in Paris Township, miles away from the SW1 well Soinski #2.1 (indicated on that official 

map as "plugged and abandoned" 

2. The Annarock injection well AP1# 22523 immediately outside the 1/2 mile with all the violations 

recorded over many years is officially determined to be "irrelevant". 

3. if an ordinary citizen is able to scan and publish the permit applications on a citizen-created 

website, why are citizens' substantive concerns not responded to by our government scanning 

and publishing what ought to be open public records? Why were our substantive concerns, 

relevant to our health and safety not answered until a year after we raised them and not 

answered online until a month after permits were granted? 

On Sun, Aug 26, 2012 at 5:13 PM, Gwen <fischerqb@hiram.edu >  wrote: 

I am requesting these records under the Ohio Open Records Law, pursuant to ORC 
149.43. I need them because the clock is ticking for the public comment period for 
these Soinski applications (Hard Rock Drillers): 

(1) The list of all wells existing within the area of review for each one of the 7 pending 
permit Soinski applications in Portage County, Windham Township. This list should be 
readily available as industry is required to provide it to the ODNR as part of the permit 
application process. 

(2) I want copies of the mapped area of review for each of the 7 Soinski wells which 
would include identifying these wells by API number, which is required as part of the 
permit application process. 

(3) For the 2 existing wells that are included in the area of review and immediately 
outside the perimeter for Soinski #2 (34133225230000 and 34133227690000) I would 
like a copy of all notices of violations that were issued for these wells, copies of 
corrective actions that were taken to bring these wells back into compliance, and copies 
of any non-appealable orders regarding these wells, including orders to plug and 
abandon. 

These are some, but not all, dates for notices of violation for Annarock's well 
#34133225230000: 

25-Jun-02 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
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29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
13-Feb-01 
09-Nov-00 
13-Feb-01 

(4) In addition to inspections, notice of violations, corrective actions, and court orders, I 
would like to know why well 34133227690000 was plugged and abandoned. 

(5) I would like to see production records for any existing oil and gas wells in the 
vicinity. If any aspect of the Soinski wells is being proposed for enhanced recovery, I 
would like a list of the wells they expect to enhance recovery from. 

(6) I would like to make an appointment for myself or someone I will appoint to review 
the files for these two wells and potentially any other wells that exist within the area of 
review for each of the 7 proposed Soinski wells. I do not currently have the well API 
numbers, but they should be easily obtainable from the list and area of review industry 
would have been required to submit to you for completion of the permit application 
process. 

Respectfully, 
Gwen B. Fischer 

Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or even how 
much you know. It's being able to differentiate between what you know and 
what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow 

Gwen: 

Public comments can be submitted at any time after an application is received. You do 
not have to wait for the public notice to be run. 
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Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen [mailto:fischergb©hiram.edu ]  
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:58 AM 
To: Tomastik, Tom 
Cc: Kozlowski, Jocelyn 
Subject: Re: Time Sensitive Records Request 

Mr. Tomastik, 

I really thank you very much for requesting that the driller republish the notice in the 
Record Courier. I assume from your comments that the "clock" will start ticking on the 
public comment period after five days of this new notice being published. So if the 
notice begins to appear in the RC tomorrow, we'll have 20 days from tomorrow before 
the comment period deadline. That is a big help. 

I will make every effort to get down to Columbus to look up the information I requested 
below that is not available in the permits that were posted on line. 

I am interested in wells that are "outside" the area of review by only a few feet, as we all 
know that any 1/2 mile or 1/4 mile AOR is not based on the particular geology of the 
injection zone, but an arbitrary designation. 

Thank you for your response in what must be a very busy work schedule, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or even how 
much you know. It's being able to differentiate between what you know and 
what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow 

On Tuesday, August 28 , 2012 at 11:42 AM, Tomastik, Tom wrote: 
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Gwen: 

As we are getting many public records requests from many people, so we cannot pull 
and scan a large records request. These are paper files and they are not electronic. 
That is why we ask people to make an appointment to come and review the records for 
themselves and tag what they want copied. That is how we address these requests and 
many people have come to Columbus for the reviews. Additionally, I have asked the 
operator to re-run their public notice in The Record Courier, so there will be time for 
people to comment. 

Wells outside of the area of review will have no relevance to these permit applications. 
Permit #34133227690000 is not plugged and abandoned. It is a producing oil and gas 
well. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen [mailto:fischergb©hiram.edu ]  
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:17 AM 
To: Tomastik, Tom 
Cc: Kozlowski, Jocelyn 
Subject: Re: Time Sensitive Records Request 

Thank you, Mr. Tomastik, 
Thanks you for your reply. I appreciate it, when I know how busy you must be. Yes. I 
do now have the permits, posted on line. However, some of my questions cannot be 
answered by looking at the permits: 

Given that the permit commenting period is nearly over for these wells, I cannot take a 
day to drive down to Columbus to an appointment for a public records request and still 
meet all my other commitments this week. I am still looking for someone who might be 
available to come in to do the records request, but most of my friends and neighbors 
either don't drive or have jobs they cannot leave during the day. 

Here is information I need to make my comments that is not available in the permits: 

For the 2 existing wells that are included in the area of review and immediately outside 
the perimeter for Soinski #2 (34133225230000 and 34133227690000) I would like a 
copy of all notices of violations that were issued for these wells, copies of corrective 
actions that were taken to bring these wells back into compliance, and copies of any 
non-appealable orders regarding these wells, including orders to plug and abandon. 
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These are some, but not all, dates for notices of violation for Annarock's well 
#34133225230000: 

25-Jun-02 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
13-Feb-01 
09-Nov-00 
13-Feb-01 

In addition to inspections, notice of violations, corrective actions, and court orders, I 
would like to know why well 34133227690000 was plugged and abandoned. 

I have diligently searched on line and cannot find the information I require. Thank you 
for your service. 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or even how 
much you know. It's being able to differentiate between what you know and 
what you don't. 
Anatole France 
Sent with Sparrow 

On Tuesday, August 28, 2012 at 10:16 AM, Tomastik, Tom wrote: 

Gwen: 
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Elisa Young, whom I assume you are familiar with, has scanned all of our Class II 
permit application files and posted them on their website. You can access all of the 
Soinski files there. Since you are requesting a large amount of data, you will need to 
make an appointment to come to our office in Columbus and do a file review in person. 
You can tag files that you want to be copied. 

hftp://www.frackfreeamerica.org/well-permits.html  
Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

On Tuesday ;  August 28, 2012 at 11:42 AM ;  Tomastik, Tom wrote: 

Gwen: 

As we are getting many public records requests from many people, so we cannot pull and scan a large 
records request. These are paper files and they are not electronic. That is why we ask people to make an 
appointment to come and review the records for themselves and tag what they want copied. That is how 
we address these requests and many people have come to Columbus for the reviews. Additionally, I have 
asked the operator to re-run their public notice in The Record Courier, so there will be time for people to 
comment. 

Wells outside of the area of review will have no relevance to these permit applications. Permit 
#34133227690000 is not plugged and abandoned. It is a producing oil and gas well. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen [mailto:fischergb©hiram.edu ] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:17 AM 
To: Tomastik, Tom 
Cc: Kozlowski, Jocelyn 
Subject: Re: Time Sensitive Records Request 

Thank you, Mr. Tomastik, 
Thanks you for your reply. I appreciate it, when I know how busy you must be. 
Yes. I do now have the permits, posted on line. However, some of my questions 
cannot be answered by looking at the permits: 

Given that the permit commenting period is nearly over for these wells, I cannot 
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take a day to drive down to Columbus to an appointment for a public records 
request and still meet all my other commitments this week. I am still looking for 
someone who might be available to come in to do the records request, but most 
of my friends and neighbors either don't drive or have jobs they cannot leave 
during the day. 

Here is information I need to make my comments that is not available in the 
permits: 

For the 2 existing wells that are included in the area of review 
and immediately outside the perimeter for Soinski #2 
(34133225230000 and 34133227690000) I would like a copy 
of all notices of violations that were issued for these wells, 
copies of corrective actions that were taken to bring these 
wells back into compliance, and copies of any non-appealable 
orders regarding these wells, including orders to plug and 
abandon. 

These are some, but not all, dates for notices of violation for 
Annarock's well #34133225230000: 

25-Jun-02 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
18-Apr-03 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
29-Apr-04 
13-Feb-01 
09-Nov-00 
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13-Feb-01 

In addition to inspections, notice of violations, corrective 
actions, and court orders, I would like to know why well 
34133227690000 was plugged and abandoned. 

I have diligently searched on line and cannot find the information I require. 
Thank you for your service. 

On Tue, 8/28/12, Gwen <fischerqb(&.hiram.edu>  wrote: 

From: Gwen <fischergb)a hiram.edu > 
Subject: Re: Time Sensitive Records Request 
To: "Tomastik, Tom" <Tom.Tomastik@dnr.state.oh.us >  
Cc: "Kozlowski, Jocelyn" <Jocelyn.KozlowskiAdnr.state.oh.us >  
Date: Tuesday, August 28, 2012, 3:58 PM 

Mr. Tomastik, 

I really thank you very much for requesting that the driller republish the notice in the 
Record Courier. I assume from your comments that the "clock" will start ticking on the 
public comment period after five days of this new notice being published. So if the 
notice begins to appear in the RC tomorrow, we'll have 20 days from tomorrow before 
the comment period deadline. That is a big help. 

I will make every effort to get down to Columbus to look up the information I requested 
below that is not available in the permits that were posted on line. 

I am interested in wells that are "outside" the area of review by only a few feet, as we all 
know that any 1/2 mile or 1/4 mile AOR is not based on the particular geology of the 
injection zone, but an arbitrary designation. 

Thank you for your response in what must be a very busy work schedule, 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or even how 
much you know. It's being able to differentiate between what you know and 
what you don't. 
Anatole France Sent with Sparrow  
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One of our members looked up inspection records on ODNR's web site and wrote to 
me: 

The last inspection I see for well 34133227690000 is dated 10-25-04. Gee 

isn't that a problem! Or is that irrelevant also!? 
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Please disregard my prior email...sorry! 

Hi, my name is T. H. 
I live at xxxx, Garrettsville, Ohio, Portage County. 
But I might want to visit Atwater someday, or the city of Alliance. 

And that's why I am writing to you. 

I am writing to ask for a public hearing to discuss certain aspects of 
the Kelly injection well. This well has the potential to seriously 
impact the drinking water for the city of Alliance. The well 
construction is not adequate, given the stakes involved. Also, there 
is a clear danger to a pond that is less than 70 feet from the 
injection wellhead. 

So, in the Attachment A, it says that the proposed well location is 5 
miles upstream from the Dale Walborn Reservoir, which provides water 
to the city of Alliance. The Division of Drinking and Ground waters 
imply that improper operation of this well could impact the city of 
Alliance's water quality. 

Well, in the Supplemental to Application Form 210, there are several 
aspects of this well that are NOT "proper" if you want to avoid a 
1,680,000 gallon leak into the waters that supply the city of Atwater. 

1. In section 32, in D, the permit indicates that the drillers plan 
to use an earthen dike lined with plastic to contain over 1 million 
gallons of fluid (8 x 500 barrels x 42 gallons...). This is 
inadequate. Other injection wells that are being permitted will be 
using concrete containment areas, with elevated walls high enough to 
contain all of the fluid in the barrels, should all the fluid leak 
out. This seems necessary, given the location of this injection well 
upstream of the drinking water source for the city of Alliance. 

2. I do not know what method the drilling company is planning on 
using to make sure the maximum pressure is not exceeded. However, the 
only acceptable method would be one which incorporates an automatic 
shutoff in case the maximum pressure is exceeded. Ideally only ODNR 
could turn it back on. 

On a different topic, looking at the satellite close-up (attached) of 
the Kelly well brings up several new concerns. 



1. How will the drillers avoid impacting the pond that overlaps the 
well site? or will it be filled in? 
2. The rectangle indicated on the facility sketch shows the pad going 
to the very corner of the south-westernmost tank. This indicates more 
detail should be provided in the facility sketch to prove that the 
drillers will be responsibly siting this wellhead and pad. 

Please provide a written response to these comments. 

Please give us a public hearing in the township of Atwater, or the 
city of Alliance. 





Concerned Citizens Ohio Request for a Hearing on Portage County pending SWD permits 

October 3, 2012 

Dear Director Zehringer, Chief Simmers, and Mr. Tomastik: 

We are writing to request a public hearing in Portage County about the 9 SWD wells whose 
permits are pending in Portage County. Several concerned citizens wrote ODNR requesting a 
public hearing, because we believe that these SWD wells have the potential to negatively impact 
nearby residents' health and safety. We are unsatisfied with the offer of an informational 
meeting, because we want our concerns, and the official response, to be on public record in a 
hearing format in which additonal expert community members can testify and witness. 

Director Zehringer and Chief Simmers: Here is a summary of the specific concerns residents 
have as a result of careful examination of the application packets one citizen obtained, and was 
finally posted online on a citizen web page. These concerns have been submitted to the Division 
of Oil and Gas Resources Management. 

1. On the maps prepared by GASBARRE & Associates for the seven Soinski SWD wells, there 
is no indication of the nearby horizontal wells, which are being drilled even now. The 
laterals from these well pads come very close to several of the SWD wells. We believe 
that additional fracturing or adding additional laterals (to be drilled after the injection 
wells are in place), will compromise the integrity of the injection wells, and the risk of 
aquifers being contaminated will be increased. Although the regulations only require 
that the impact on public water systems be investigated, all the neighbors (whose sole 
source of drinking water is their wells) are understandably extremely concerned about 
their well water contamination and its effect on the health and safety for their children. 

2. The Soinski SWD wells occur in two clusters (a northern and a southern one). Within 
each cluster, the wells are within the AOR of each other. We believe that this proximity 
may compromise the ability of the rock layers to absorb fluid, will result in a higher 
chance of aquifers being contaminated, and shorten the life of the injection well. We 
believe that the precautionary principle requires that the drillers and well owners 
provide evidence that this is a safe well design. Without an analysis demonstrating the 
ability of the specific plan and the model showing how the quantities and pressures of 
the waste fluids injected into these wells will interact over time, close neighbors have no 
confidence that their health and safety will be protected. 

3. There is no mention in any of the permit applications of a business the landowner runs on 
the property: a news report describes it as: "A GIANT PLAYGROUND FOR ADULTS AND THEIR 
GROWN-UP TOYS, WHETHER THEY BE HUMMERS, ARGOS, ATVs, SNIPER RIFLES OR THE .50-CALIBER 
M2 HEAVY BARREL MACHINE GUN THAT SOINSKI HAS MOUNTED ON TOP OF HIS FORMER MILITARY-
OWNED HUMMER. (http://ohpafeed.blogspot.com/2007  06 01 archive.html  The business 
website describes the Southington Hunt Club as providing "a number of opportunities 
for military, law enforcement, and defense training. " For instance, "various police 
systems" use the shooting range at the Southington Hunt Club for training and for 
maintaining their shooting qualifications. (http://www.southingtonhuntclub.net/)  
While the Club maintains that the shooting range is the safest in Ohio, since the SWD 
applications make no mention of this use of the property it is impossible for neighbors 
to know whether their safety is compromised. Without indication in the permit 
accplications of traffic routes of tanker trucks and siting of well infrastructure, in 
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Concerned Citizens Ohio Request for a Hearing on Portage County pending SWD permits 

relation to the shooting range or the area of other activities of this business, the 
local residents have no assurance that the driller or ODNR has considered the possible 
risks to neighbors' safety and health, from spills and accidents, due to the 
incompatibility of this business and its close proximity to the trucks, tanks, and other 
infrastructure related to the injection wells and the nearby shale production wells. 

4. Residents with drinking water wells are understandably very concerned that no 
examination was made of the potential of contamination of their drinking water wells. 
We understand that municipal water sources are considered, but these neighbors have 
no other source of drinking water should their water wells become contaminated, so all 
of these issues pose a direct risk to the residents' health and safety. Even the close 
proximity of the drilling to the landowner's own residence poses a potential risk to him, 
should the aquafer become contaminated. So, although the rules do not require 
consideration of private drinking water wells in the permit applications, ODNR's 
mission to protect the health and safety of Ohioans certainly requires that all of these 
issues receive a public hearing. 

5. Several of the Soinski wells are near a large stream or a wetlands. A surface facility sketch 
was not provided for all the wells, so it was not possible to assess whether the holding 
tanks and interconnecting pipes were constructed with adequate care to protect our 
surface waters. It is hardly necessary to point out that surface and underground 
drinking water sources are connected. 

6. For the Soinski well applications, there were several errors present, which have raised 
questions for the citizens who examined the applications about the care with which the 
drillers completed them, and the oversight applied in the applications being declared 
completed by ODNR. For example, all of the wells have a Supplemental Application for 
the Enhanced Recovery Project. But they are being described as SWD wells. Citizens 
were told it was a "mistake" ---that the application forms are similar (except for the 
title). However, in our investigations, experts have assured us that SWD and ERW are 
"apples and oranges" and we should be very clear that they are totally different. Again, 
Ohioans expect that government rules and regulations are in place to protect our health 
and safety. Therefore, we expect that permits should be granted only when all the 
details have been followed to the letter. Otherwise, there might as well be no permitting 
required. 

7. On the map prepared by Gasbarre Associates, for Soinski #2, a well within the AOR, 
designated as API # 22769 is labeled as "plugged". However, on the department AOR 
map, the well within the AOR for Soinski #2 is designated as 22639. Investigation, both 
on ODNR's web site, and in-person investigations by citizens discovered that well # 
22769 is a producing well that exists in Troy Township, not Windham Township as the 
Gasbarre map indicates. Citizens went to the location indicated by the lattitude and 
longitude ODNR's records have for #22769 and indeed found a producing well. Other 
citizens went to the area indicated on Gasbarre's map and found some old pipes, but 
reported that it was clear that no one had walked that area of property for some time. 
The regulations indicate identifying wells within the AOR is important for safety 
reasons. Citizens believe that this mistake throws doubt on the accuracy of the maps 
which purport to show existing wells designated in the AOR for all the Soinski SWD 
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wells. To protect the safety and health of nearby residents, these 7 Soinski well permits 
should be re-examined and the records checked for wells within each area of review. 

8. On the Gasbarre map for Soinski #2, P#22523 (Annarock) is indicated almost on the line 
indicating % mile. Local residents have indicated that that well has had numerous 
problems. Yet when we requested violation records we were told that it was "not 
relevant" because it is outside the AOR. Technically, we understand the letter of the law, 
but for nearby neighbors, that letter is not reassuring regarding their health and safety. 

9. The Atwater well, nicknamed the "Kelly" well, poses serious concerns to public health and 
safety as well. It is unacceptable for an injection well to be permitted which is not going 
to have a concrete containment area, with sufficient volume to hold all the fluid that 
could be in all the tanks. This poses too high of a risk of surface water contamination. 
And this well is a few miles upstream of the water supply for the city of Alliance. In 
addition, this company will be using hydraulic fracturing to open pore space. However, 
there are a number of inadequately cased plugged wells, which are not cased to the 
surface, that could provide a conduit for toxic brine to reach the surface. This company 
has not shown they will be taking sufficient care with their injection well operation to 
be trusted by the people of Ohio and the residents nearby. 

10. Fifteen or even 30 days (after discovering' the public notice) for public comments is an 
inadequate time frame. Compiling these comments has required a super-human effort 
on the part of many concerned citizens who live in the neighborhood and surrounding 
county to obtain the necessary records, understand all the implications, locate citizen 
experts (who do not benefit financially from the drilling, the leasing or the permitting) 
and weigh the risks to their health, safety and property values of this industrial activity 
in their rural-residential community. This is not government transparency serving the 
public interest. 

The protection of the health and safety of the residents as well as the potential impact on the 
environment requires that these concerns and the ODNR responses be put forward at a 
public hearing, held in the county in which the waste disposal wells are proposed, to allow all 
affected citizens as well as citizen expert witnesses to be heard, and the Agency responses to 
be put on public record. An "informational" meeting at which "questions will be answered" 
does not allow our concerns to be put on open public record. Respectfully submitted on 
behalf of Concerned Citizens Ohio, 

Gwen B. Fischer, PHD 

Professor Emerita 

Founding Member of Concerned Citizens Ohio 

The original "public notice" was printed in the obscure, difficult-to-obtain "Portage Legal News." When citizens 
discovered its publication and objected to the Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management, the driller was 
required to republish the public notice in the Record Courier, the one daily newspaper that is widely distributed and 
read. However, our requests for all of the permit applications, collectively known as the Soinski injection wells, and 
our own investigations of our concerns (on top of citizens' normal every-day-life obligations) continued to use up 
enormous amounts of time. Our grassroots group is composed of citizens whose sole concern is the safety and 
health and environmental impacts on ourselves, our families, and our neighbors. 
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From: Tomastik, Tom 	 a <Tom.Tomastik dnr.state.oh.us> 
To: Gwen <fischergb@hiram.edu > 
Cc: Worstall, Robert <Robert.Worstall@dnr.state.oh.us >, Simmers, 
Rick <Rick.Simrners@dnr.state.oh.us > 
Date: Friday, October 5, 2012 7:10:28 AM 
Subject: RE: Renewed request for a public hearing 

Gwen: 

The administration at ODNR is now deciding on how they will handle the requests for these 
types of meetings. They are looking at doing public open houses, as we have similar requests in 
Athens and Trumbull counties. The Department Administration is working on it. 

Tom Tomastik, Geologist 4 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6693 
(614) 265-1032 

From: Gwen [mailto:fischergb@hiram.edu]  
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:59 PM 
To: Tomastik, Tom 
Subject: Renewed request for a public hearing 

Mr. Tomas-hi(, 

Attached you'll find your copy  of the renewed re q uest for a public hearing 

in Portage County  by  our grassroots group, Concerned Citizens 

Gwen 
Gwen B. Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Psychology Department 
Hiram College 

An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or even how much 
you know. It's being able to differentiate between what you know and what you 
don't. 
Anatole France 



October 24, 2012 
James Zehringer, Director ODNR 
Rick Simmers, Chief Division of Oil And Gas 
Columbus, Ohio 

Director Zehringer and Chief Simmers, 

Having asked for a public hearing in regards to my concerns about potential risks to the health, 
safety and welfare of all the residents of Portage County in regards to the Injection Well Permit 
applications known collectively as the Soinski SWD Wells (# 1, 2, 3, 4 in Windham Township on 
Lots 89 & 90) App #s AMY 0000908, 0000909, 0000910, 0000911 and # 5, 6, 7 in Nelson 
Township App# PATT 020711, 020712, 0207 13) as well as the Atwater Well, (App 
#aPATT020601), and having received only a form letter with the information that a public 
"informational" meeting will be held, under ORC 149.43, I am requesting: 

(1) Written copies of the chiefs rulings on the validity of the objections received, and ❑ 
(2) written copies of the chiefs rulings on the relevance of those objections on issues impacting 
public health, safety, or to good conservation practices, their substance, for Athens, Portage, and 
Trumbull, and any other counties where comments were received for pending injection well 
permits. ❑ ❑ 

(3) If the chief determined our objections were valid and has applied terms or conditions to the 
permit application that he feels address the objections citizens raised due to issues we identified 
regarding public health, safety, or conservation, there should be a record of the terms and 
conditions that were applied. Under ORC 149.43, I am requesting copies of any and all changes 
made, the addition of terms or conditions. 
(4) If any of our objections required the drilling company to resubmit parts of the application, I 
request copies of any changed parts of the application for any and every one of the injection wells. 

My request for a public hearing on these applications was made under OAC 1501:9-3- 
06(H)(2)(c): If an objection is received, the chief shall rule upon the validity of the objection. 
If, in the opinion of the chief, such objection is not relevant to the issues of public health or safety, 
or to good conservation practices, or is without substance, a permit shall be issued." I hereby 
request copies of all such rulings about each objection I have made. 

"If the chief considers any objection to be relevant to the issues of public health or safety, or to 
good conservation practices, or to have substance, a hearing shall be called within thirty days of 
receipt of the objection.  Such hearing shall be held  at the central office of the division or other 
location designated by the chief. Notice of the hearing shall be sent by the chief to the 
applicant and to the person who has filed the objection.  

The hearing must be held locally in order that those affected by these wells may attend. 

I have not yet receieved a response. 

Respectfully, 

Gwen B. Fischer 
Portage County, Ohio 
Concerned Citizens Ohio 



UIC Open House and Information Meeting 
1 message 

From: Gingras, Jennifer <Jennifer.Gingras@dnr.state.oh.us > 

To: fischergb@hiram.edu  <fischergb@hiram.edu > 

Date: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:45:52 PM 

Subject: UIC Open House and Information Meeting 

Dear Gwen Fischer: 

We appreciate your questions and comments about the proposed seven Hard Rock Drilling & Production 
LLC Portage County injection wells on the Soinski property and the other injection well application of 
Evrol, LLC in Atwater Township of Portage County. Attached please find a document titled "Citizen 
Questions about Class II Injection Well Permitting and Health and Safety Regulations in Ohio," which 
includes the comments you submitted to the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) Division of 
Oil and Gas Resources Management (DOGRM), as well as those of all others who have submitted 
comments to the Division about this injection well. 
Your input is important to us. For that reason, we are inviting you to an Open House/Informational 
meeting to be held on Thursday, May 30th, 2013, from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., at the Pine Tree Lodge, 
Wingfoot Lake State Park, 993 Goodyear Park Blvd. Mogadore, Ohio, 44260 
The Open House/Informational meeting is designed to maximize the exchange of accurate and complete 
information between the DOGRM and the citizens concerned about this injection well and state's 
Underground Injection Control (UIC) regulatory program. We are holding this public meeting 
specifically to respond to questions or concerns the public has expressed about the permitting of this 
injection well. All the questions and concerns included in the attached document will be addressed at this 
meeting. 
We know from experience that one of the best ways to communicate effectively with concerned citizens 
is to have an Open House/Informational meeting where everyone's questions can be heard and responses 
can be provided. This format has proven to be a reliable model for an accurate and complete exchange of 
information with the public, and fosters opportunities for the entire public to be heard and for inaccurate 
information to be corrected. 
What to expect at this meeting: We will provide information about the Soinski injection wells, the UIC 
regulatory program, DOGRM's regulation of hydraulic fracturing, and other pertinent information in a 
variety of formats, including informational posters and videos, face-to-face discussions with subject-
matter experts at six different information stations, and take-home fact sheets. Subjects to be covered at 
the information stations include geology, water resource protection, permitting, seismic activity, field 
inspection, and regulatory enforcement. We will also invite written comments and questions at this 
meeting, which DOGRM staff will respond to in writing in a timely fashion. 
Public safety and traffic: Ample parking is available at the site. Seating will be available, but limited. 
For public safety considerations, only small personal items and purses will be permitted inside the venue; 
for example book bags and knapsacks will not be allowed inside the venue. All bags may be subject for 
inspection by law enforcement. Out of courtesy to the proceedings and participants, no video cameras, 
demonstrations or signs and banners will be permitted inside the venue. 
ODNR is looking forward to meeting with members of the community about this issue. Your perspective 
is important to us. For more information about any of these topics, you may contact Jennifer Gingras, 
UIC Program Administrative Assistant, at Jennifer.Gingras@dnr.state.oh.us  or by phone at 614-265- 



6923. 
We hope you will be able to join us on May 30th. 
Sincerely, 

Rick Simmers 
Rick Simmers, Chief 
ODNR, Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, F-2 
Columbus, Ohio 43229-6639 

Attachments included with this email. 



Attachment to previous email 

1 message 

From: Gingras, Jennifer <Jennifer.Gingras@dnr.state.oh.us > 

To: fischergb@hiram.edu  <fischergb@hiram.edu > 

Date: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:49:54 PM 

Subject: Attachment to previous email 

Dear Gwen Fischer: 

Citizens' Questions about Class II Injection Well Permitting 
and Health and Safety Regulations in Ohio 

What is the primary purpose of the state's regulation of Class II wells? 
• According to U.S. EPA, Class II injection wells are the best way to ensure that surface or 
underground sources of drinking water are not contaminated by fluids produced from drilling, stimulation 
and production of oil and gas. 
• Class II injection wells represent a tested, safe and well-regulated solution to managing fluid by-
products from oil and gas production. 
• The goal is to dispose of these potentially harmful fluids in a manner that protects the environment, 
especially underground sources of drinking water. 
• By injecting the produced water back into zones that have similar water quality, and by regulating this 
process to a degree that meets or exceeds rigorous federal standards, Class II injection wells are used to 
prevent contamination of soil and water. 

What is the role of the Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management (DOGRM) in energy 
development? 
• By state law, the DOGRM is responsible for regulating the permitting, drilling and production of 
Ohio's oil and natural gas resources, primarily for the protection of public health and safety as well as 
protecting natural resources such as Ohio's freshwater. 
• The Division also oversees the state's Class II underground injection wells, including inspecting each 
of the state's active Class II injection wells on average every 11-12 weeks. 
• Division staff also inspects the drilling, restoration and plugging of all oil and gas wells in Ohio. 
• Other DOGRM responsibilities include maintaining a comprehensive database of the state's 
production wells. 

Is the practice of hydraulic fracturing safe? 

• The process of hydraulic fracturing has been used since the late 1940's in the United States. 
• More than one million wells have been hydraulically fractured in the United States. 
• More than 15,000 wells in Ohio have been hydraulically fractured since 1990. 
• There have been 1,000 investigations of alleged oil and gas groundwater contamination cases since 
1983, with no cases of groundwater contamination caused by the hydraulic fracturing process. 

Will my groundwater be contaminated by a Class II injection well? 
• It is extremely unlikely that your groundwater will be contaminated by a Class II injection well. 



• Fluid is injected through tubing and set on a packer surrounded by two strings of casing and cement. 
• Groundwater resources are separated from injection zones by thousands of feet of impermeable rock. 
• There has been no groundwater contamination from subsurface injection since Ohio received primacy 
in 1983. (See below, "What is the significance of the state's 'primacy agreement' with U.S. EPA?") 

What is the significance of the state's "primacy agreement" with U.S. EPA? 
• It is under a "primacy agreement" with the U.S. EPA that the State of Ohio is authorized to 
administer an Underground Injection Control (UIC) program. 
• Under such an agreement, a state's regulations must be at least as stringent as U.S. EPA regulations. 
• Ohio's UIC regulations governing Class II injection wells are as stringent as — and many are more 
stringent than — federal regulations. 

What are the safeguards from surface contamination? What if a brine truck slides into the river? 
• Surface facilities are constructed to contain 100 percent of the maximum volume of fluid that can be 
stored at the facility. 
• The containment facility must be lined with poured concrete or a 30 mil liner if constructed of earthen 
materials. 
• All fluids entering the containment facility must be gathered and injected along with the waste fluids. 
• The unloading pads are cemented to a drain to collect fluids, so no fluids touch the ground. 
• Over-the-road transport of potentially unsafe loads in Ohio is also regulated in Ohio law, as is the 
response to transportation related spills, to protect the public health and the environment. 
• Any accidents involving trucks hauling oilfield fluid wastes are addressed by local or state law 
enforcement and local or state environmental response crews. 

Why is the injection well being put "here"? 
• The locations of the injection wells are chosen by the applicant and determined by the geologic 
conditions. 
• Operators often choose locations near: 
o Areas of waste production. 
o Routes of transportation. 
o State borders. 

Is this substance a 'hazardous' waste? 
• The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) excludes certain wastes from the definition of 
hazardous because of lower toxicity than other wastes being regulated as hazardous under the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). 
o In order to be exempt, waste must be intrinsically derived from the primary field operations related to 
exploration, development, or production of crude oil and natural gas. 
o Exempted waste includes production brine and standard well treatment fluid. 

How does well construction prevent fluid movement from the wellbore? 
• Class II injection wells require at least three layers of steel casing and cement that protect the 
groundwater from fluid movement. 



o The conductor casing seals off unconsolidated materials and is cemented to the surface. 
o The surface casing must go to a depth that is 50 feet below the deepest underground sources of 
drinking water (USDW - as defined by the Safe Drinking Water Act) or 50 feet into bedrock (whichever 
is deeper) and then be cemented to the surface. 
o The production casing is run through or to the injection zone and then must be cemented 300 feet 
above the injection zone. 
o The tubing is the final layer of steel casing that is set on a mechanical packer within 100 feet of the 
injection zone to isolate the injected fluids. 
o The annular space is then filled with a freshwater/corrosion inhibitor and pressure tested and 
monitored. 
o The injection well must continuously maintain mechanical integrity. 

Does the injection well operation impact the public's health and safety? 
• It is very unlikely. Many safeguards are in place to ensure that injection wells have no negative 
impact on the public's health and safety. 
• Accidents do happen. However, the state's stringent regulations and enforcement will minimize the 
chances of that happening and maximize our ability to respond quickly and decisively if it does. 

Why are we accepting oilfield waste from other states? Why don't they drill their own wells? What is 
the interstate commerce law? 
• Ohio has been receiving oilfield waste from other states, such as Pennsylvania, for many years. 
o Any operator hauling waste to Ohio has to be registered, bonded and insured with the Division and all 
fluids must be tracked from cradle to grave. 
o Ohio cannot prohibit out of state oilfield waste coming to Ohio for disposal, just as any other states 
could not prohibit oilfield waste from Ohio coming into their state as it would violate the Interstate 
Commerce Law. 
• Pennsylvania does not have regulatory primacy over their UIC program. 
o Their program is directly regulated by the U.S. EPA Region 3. 
o The time required to get a permit approved can be lengthy. 
o They must get a permit from the U.S. EPA and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental 
Protection (DEP). 
o Previously, Pennsylvania allowed oilfield fluids to be discharged into the waters of the state but this 
practice has been greatly restricted. 
• Interstate commerce is regulated by the federal government under the Commerce Clause in Article 1 
of the United States Constitution. 
o The Dormant Commerce Clause states that if the federal government has the right to regulate interstate 
commerce, then this implies also a negative converse. 
o This is widely interpreted to mean that interstate commerce is to be free of state and municipal imposed 
legislation that creates improper burdens and discriminations. 

What goes into approving a surface facility? 
• A surface facility sketch must include: 
o Tank count 
o Tank capacities 
o Containment dimensions 
o The use of a 30 mil liner or impermeable concrete construction 
• Division personnel check and approve dimensions and capacities on a sketch. 
• Inspectors witness and approve the construction of the facility on site. 



Is converting a producing well to an injection well safe? How is it tested for integrity? 
Yes. Before a permit is issued to convert an existing production well to an injection well: 
• Construction must be approved through the application. 
• Strings of casing and cement must meet the requirements of a new well. 
• An application to convert is subject to an area of review process. 

After a permit is issued and prior to injection, the well must demonstrate mechanical integrity by 
passing a pressure test developed by the U.S. EPA. 

How will the city/town deal with the increased truck traffic? I'm concerned that truck traffic will 
interfere with school buses. 
• The Division does not regulate road usage related to injection wells. Ohio law does encourage a road 
usage agreement between parties drilling horizontal wells and the jurisdictions governing the roads they 
use, but not for injection wells. 
• If your road department is seeing degradation of the roads due to the increased truck traffic, they 
should approach the operator about the problem and come to an agreement about the responsibility of the 
operator to help with the repair of damage caused by their activity. 
• Road safety issues are addressed through a law enforcement group such as the State Highway Patrol. 

Is the waste radioactive? What is a normal amount of background radiation? 
Certain geologic formations contain naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM). 
• Naturally occurring radioactive materials are in many foods and other items in everyday consumer 
use, including granite countertops. 
• The Ohio Department of Health's (ODH) initial field tests at Utica drilling sites indicate very low 
levels of naturally occurring radioactive material. 
• The DOGRM and ODH are committed to evaluating samples at Utica sites as the shale industry 
continues to grow. 
• Oil field waste and associated byproducts are strictly managed and regulated to avoid contact with 
surface or ground water. 

What chemicals are in hydraulic fracturing fluid? Where can I find this information? 
Chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing make up approximately 0.5 percent of the total volume of the 
fracturing fluid. 
• Most of the chemicals are added to reduce friction, prevent corrosion, eliminate bacteria, or prevent 
scale deposits. 
• Typical chemicals in fracturing fluid are acids, salts, petroleum distillates, and other hydrocarbons. 
• The chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing fluids are recorded and posted on a website maintained 
by a nonprofit group called the Groundwater Protection Council (GWPC) or provided directly to the 
Division. 
• The website is called FracFocus and can be found at www.fracfocus.org  
o This website will allow you to search more than 27,000 well sites operated by 200 different energy 
companies across the nation. 
o Companies report the names and amounts of chemicals that are in the hydraulic fracturing fluid. 
o Senate Bill 315 requires operators in Ohio to submit information about the chemicals used in the 
stimulation process to the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) with the completion record no 
more than 60 days after the well is drilled or within 60 days of completion. 
How often are the injection wells inspected? What happens during an inspection? 
Injection wells in Ohio are inspected on average every 11-12 weeks by a DOGRM inspector. 
• That is four times as often as recommended by the U.S. EPA. 



• The inspections are unannounced and documented on a facility report form. 
• All findings must be recorded and any violations or conditions that may lead to a violation are 
reported to the operator. 
• The inspector checks the wellhead for identification. This identification must include the 
owner/operator name, lease name, well number, permit number, county, township, and emergency phone 
numbers. 
• The inspector checks the injection and annulus pressure of the well with a state-issued gauge. 
• The inspector walks the injection line to check for leaks. 
• The inspector checks the dike area to ensure it: 
o is liquid tight 
o has sufficient capacity 
o is reasonably free of fluids 

How often do injection wells get tested? What kinds of tests are performed? 
The mechanical integrity is initially demonstrated by a U.S. EPA fluid pressure test standard that is 
witnessed by an oil and gas resources management inspector. 
• The test lasts 15 minutes and pressure is tested to at least the maximum allowable surface injection 
pressure. 
• The pressure must not decline more than five percent. 
• After a successful Mechanical Integrity Test (MIT), injection wells are monitored for mechanical 
integrity through monthly mini-tests or continuous monitoring. 

How are first responders trained for accidents resulting from this operation? 
The Ohio Oil and Gas Energy Education Program (OOGEEP) offers training to first responders. 
OOGEEP: 
• Is an industry funded education program. 
• Was established in 1998 to promote public awareness about Ohio's oil and gas industry. 
• Has trained more than 850 emergency responders in Ohio. More information about the training may 
be found at www.00geep.org.  

How does SB 315 and new Underground Injection Control (UIC) rules affect the regulation of 
injection wells? 
Several new rules were created and went into effect in 2012 to better regulate underground injection wells 
in Ohio. Under the new rules: 
• The chief of the DOGRM may require: 
o Tests for evaluating original reservoir parameters. 
o Submittal of a seismic monitoring plan. 
o Tracer or spinner surveys to identify fluid movement. 
o Step rate injection. 
o Other tests as deemed necessary. 
• Requirements for newly permitted injection wells: 
o Public notice time increased from one to five days. 
o Continuous monitoring of annulus pressure. 
o Installation of automatic shut-down device, for automatic shut-down in the event that the maximum 
pressure is exceeded. 

Will the state improve Class II well regulations when needed? 

• Ohio's regulations on this industry are among the toughest in the country, and for them to remain 



strong they must continue to evolve in response to this technologically dynamic industry. 
• Ohio regulators are continually looking at ways to continue to strengthen these regulations to meet 
Ohioans' high expectations for strong public health and environmental protections. 
What safeguards are in place to protect against induced seismic activity? 
Ohio has some of the most stringent rules in the nation to protect against the possibility of Class II 
injection inducing seismic activity, such as an earthquake. For example, new state rules that went into 
effect in 2012 include the following requirements: 
• Prohibits drilling into the Precambrian basement rocks, the geologic formation where most faulting 
occurs and which holds sufficient potential for larger seismic events. 
• The Chief of the DOGRM may require seismic survey testing, which could indicate the presence of a 
fault in the survey area. 
• The Chief may require seismic monitoring to be conducted before an injection well becomes 
operational as well as during its operational life. 
• The Chief may require geologic evaluations, such as pressure fall-off testing, which can indicate the 
presence of fractures or faults. 
• The Chief may require a review of pre- and post-drilling geologic data before the well may become 
operational, meaning faults that might be encountered during drilling can now be identified beforehand, 
which would then require that well to either be modified prior to the start of operation or plugged. 
• Authorizes the Chief to set a graduated maximum allowable injection pressure to monitor for seismic 
activity. This allows DOGRM, by permit, to start at the lowest possible injection pressure and work 
toward the legal maximum injection pressure while monitoring for potential seismic activity. 
• Authorizes the Chief to require the installation of automatic shut-off devices on the injection pump to 
avoid exceeding the maximum allowable injection pressure. This maintains the injection pressure safety 
buffer granted to the well operator and would turn the well off before potentially harmful injection 
pressures might be reached. 
For the latest information on this subject, please visit http://wwwchir.stale.oh.us .  



Six members of Concerned Citizens Ohio examined records from ODNR obtained by a member of 
our state-wide network and found a number of records that indicated that the UIC was not 
functioning in a manner that protects the health, safety of residents and the integrity of the 
environment. 

We examined spreadsheets that recorded inspections of Portage County wells from the RBDMS 
and paper copies of the Facility Reports. We found descrepancies between those records of 
inspections. We also found significant gaps larger than three months for some wells; some wells 
with histories of significant problems seemed not to inspected sufficiently in the last few years. 

We expect that the Federal EPA audit will give special scrutiny to the following: 

API # Well Name Company Violation 
Dates Prior 
to last Audit 

Inspection records after 
2010 

Comments comparing 
Facility Reports and 
RBDMS records 

34133227360 Long B & B 03, 04, 05, 
06, 07, 08 

Debbie's 

34133225230000 MILLER 
{SWIW #12} 
1 

Annarock 02, 03, 04 Quarterly inspections 
done 2012; only one 
Facility Report for 
2013 in March; 
database does not show 
inspections for 2013 

Descrepancy in 
records 

34133201140000 WILCOX 
{SWIW #29} 
1 

Salty's 01 Debbie 

34133205250000 J & D 
BLAZDEK 
{SWIW #1} 
2 

Ray 
Pander 

06 4 inspection Facility 
Reports, 2012 (June, 
August, November, 
December); Feb & 
March 2013; Database 
shows quarterly reports 
both years 

Descrepancy between 
Facility Reports and 
Database records 

34133207470000 SOLAK 
{SWIW #3} 
1 

Enervest 01 3 Facilities reports for 
2012; none for 2013; 
database shows regular 
quarterly inspections 

34133210760000 MYERS 
{SWIW#31} 
1 

Salty's 2011 - The quarterly 
status check inspection 
found that the injection 
pressure was 1240 psi 
which exceeded the 
maximum allowable by 
nearly 300 psi. 
contacted Rick with 
Salty's Disposal Wells 
and ordered that the 
well be shut down 
immediately. 

1 



34133214590000 F. CRANE 
{SWIW #14} 
1 

Petrox 02, 03, 04 
failure to 
submit 
annual 
reports 

Only one Facility 
Report for 2013; only 
two inspections in 2012 
only one facility report 
for 2012; despite 
problems in 2010 with 
brine scale that took 
months to clean up; 
regular inspections 
2011; March & July 
only inspections 2012; 
Facility Reports for 
July 2012 & March 
2013. 

34133214730000 FERRARA & 
FERRARA 
INC. {SWIW 
#27} 	2 

B & B 02 Debbie Olsen checked 
this one. 

34133233430000 ENERGY 
OPERATING 
SERVICES 
INC.{SWIW 
#19} 	1 

Enervest 02, 03, 04, 
06 

Several problems 
during '09.'10, '11, yet 
only one inspection 
Aug. '12 and none 
Aug. 13? 

Debbie Olsen checked 
this one. 

34133236140000 PLUM 
CREEK 
{SWIW #26} 
1 

Ray 
Pander 

02, 03, 04 Problems during '09, 
'10, '11, shutdowns 
due to maximum 
pressure exceeded, also 
in 2012; 

5 instances of 
Database records and 
Facilities Reports not 
matching; Given 
history of pressure 
problems, inspections 
and records should be 
perfect. 

34-133-23542- 
00-00 

Myers Pipes 
Pursie 

No problems w/ 4 
quarterly inspections 
2012; this was a 
conversion of a clinton 
well 2010; no 
indications of 
inspections 2013 in 
database; 

No problems 
FR 12-18-2012 
7-9-2012 
2/28/2012 
11/1/2011 
Seems to be a poster 
child for inspections. 

34-133-24096- 
00-00 

Groselle Stallion 2 Facility Reports 2012 
one in 2013; 4 recorded 
in database for 2012; 
none in database for 
2013 

Mismatch between 
inspections recorded 
in database and 
Facility reports 

3 4- 1 3 3 -24189- 
00-00 

Myers SWIW 
#33 

Stallion 3 in 2012 in Database; 
1 in 2013 in Database; 
4 facility reports for 
2013; 2 for 2012 

Mismatch between 
inspections recorded 
in database and 
Facility reports 

2 



34-133-23343-00-00. Enervest OP Services #1. 34-133-22736-00-00. L and P Long 
#16. 34-133-21473-00-00. Ferrara and Ferrara #27. 34-133-20114-00-00. Wilcox #29. 
34-133-21076-00-00. Myers #31. Debbie Olsen 

Below are the API numbers for the wells Kathy and I did. 

34-133-23542-00-00 
34-133-23614-00-00 
34-133-24096-00-00 
34-133-24189-00-00 

API 34-133-20525-000 

J & D Blazdek (SWIW #1) 

Hiram Township 

Owner: Ray Pander Trucking Co. 

ODNR Facility Reports provided: No Facility Reports since March 2013  

3/6/2013 No violations 

2/19/13 Well not in use at time of inspection 

12/10/12 Well owner tested the integrity of the well. (No violations) 

11/21/12 Inspection of the surface facility and injection well and found no violations. The 
pump was off. Pressure on the annulus was not gauged. 

8/16/12 No violations. Pump Operating at the time. 

6/21/12 No violations. Pump Operating at the time. 

Portage Class II through 2012 Report 

This report shows quarterly inspections from 2002 to present. Prior to 2002 inspections appear 
to be more random. 

API #34-133-24096-00-00 
Groselle SWIW #34 
Nelson Township 
Owner: Stallion SWD LP 
A Clinton production well converted to Newburg Injection Well. Injection started 11-27- 

3 



07. 

1) Only 3 "Facility Reports" provided, dated: 7/25/12, 9/5/12, 3/7/13 

2) 5 Instances when inspections were more than 3 months apart: 11/13/09 - 3/18/10, 
8/26/10 - 12/16/10, 11/3/11 - 3/7/12, 3/7/12 - 7/25/12, 9/7/12 - 3/7/13 

3) Questionable practices: 
a. 10/22/07 - (Prior to SWI) Vault installed without inspection 
b. 2/21/08 - Didn't check annulus pressure 
c. 9/5/12 - Pump shut off prior to pressure measurement 

API # 34-133-23542-00-00 
H. Myers (SWIW #35) 
Edinburg Township 
Owner: Pipes Pursie E 

1) One Facility Report was missing for the period 11/01/11 thru 1/24/13. 

Inspection Dates 	 Interim Days 
12/18/12 	 137 

08/03/12 	- missing report 	 25 

07/09/12 	 132 

02/28/12 	 119 

11/01/11 

2) Two inspections were done more that 4 mos. (120 days) apart (see above). 

3) Questionable practices: 
a. 12/18/12 — Annulus pressure was not checked. 
b. There are no indications of any extensive inspections in the 2'/2 years since well conversion 

was completed. 

4) Notes: 
a. This well was converted from a Clinton production well to a Newburg disposal well. 
b. According to the MIT during conversion, the permit requires 1190 psi for 15 minutes for 

pressure testing of the casing. The injection line was pressurized to 1060 psi with fresh 
water. After 15 minutes the pressure remained at 1060 psi. 

c. Max. annulus pressure recorded during status checks was 290 psi. The max. injection 
pressure was 520 psi. 
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API # 34-133-23614-00-00 
Plum Creek (SWIW #26) 
Brimfield Township 
Owner: Pander Ray Trucking Inc 

1) Three Facility Reports and two RBDMS records were missing for the period 11/01/11 
thru 1/24/13. 

Inspection Dates Interim Days 
12/19/12 

12/10/12 

11/01/12 

9 

39 

77 

08/16/12 - missing database record 21 

07/26/12 - missing database record 8 

07/18/12 33 

06/15/12 99 

03/08/12 - missing report 2 

03/06/12 - missing report 126 

11/01/11 - missing report 90 

2) One inspection was done more than 4 mos. (120 days) apart (see above). 

3) Questionable practices: 
a. During the period from July '06 through Aug. '11, several problems, including 

injection pressures regularly exceeding the maximum pressure allowed, were not 
issued violations. The other problems involved not being able to remove the owner's 
gauge, inability to open the valve to check annular pressure, and a discrepancy 
between the wellhead pressure gauge and the injection pump gauge. Although the 
inspector had the well shut down on a number of occasions, it appears to have been 
allowed to operate at excessive injection pressure as well. During this period, and 
until July '12, the annular pressure was not recorded or mentioned in the comments. 

b. A violation for excessive injection pressure was issued on 03/06/12, however, as 
mentioned above, no Facility Report was provided for this date. 

c. Since July '12, four of the five inspections have no injection pressure recorded. One 
of these also did not include an annulus pressure. For those with an annulus 
pressure, a couple of these readings appear to be on the high side (980 psi and 1005 
psi). 

4) Notes: a. Prior to 2005, this facility had a history of violations such as loss of 
mechanical integrity, overfilled brine tanks, crude oil within the tank battery dike, and 
injection pressures exceeding the maximum pressure of 850 psi. 
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Underground Injection Control Section 
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management 
2045 Morse Road, Columbus OH 43229 

29 August 2012 

Dear Mr. Tomastik, 

This letter is to comment on the seven injection wells proposed on the 
Soinski property in Portage County. I understand that permits are pending on 
these wells. In view of several problems revealed in the permits, I am hereby 
requesting that you undertake another reviews of the project and also set up a 
public hearing in Portage County, near enough to these wells so that 
working neighbors have a real opportunity to register their concerns. 

The wells in question are Soinski wells #1, 2, 3, and 4 in Windham Township 
(lots 89 and 90), application numbers aAMY0000908, -09, -10, and -11; and 
Soinski wells nos. 5, 6, and 7 in Nelson Township, with application numbers 
aPATT020711,-12, and -13. 

Regarding all seven wells: I find that the application information packets 
which you scanned and published online are incomplete and contain what 
appears to be erroneous information. 

(1) There is no surface facility sketch. I understand that such a sketch is 
required as an important aspect of concern on your part for public safety and 
health and for good conservation practices. 

(2) All of the applications designate these wells as SWD wells, yet each also 
contains an ERP supplement form. Since it is my understanding that SWD 
and ERP wells are very different operations, requiring different equipment 
and siting information, I'm left having to assume that mistakes have been 
made, or that some carelessness has crept in sufficiently important to suggest 
that the application be redone so as to provide accurate information. 

Regarding (Soinski) wells 1-4: 



(1)These wells are right on top of (at least one of them, literally) the laterals 
of the deep shale horizontal wells currently being drilled in the northwest 
corner of the Soinski property. Now I understand that deep shale wells and 
injection wells involve separate strata, but I also understand that hydraulic 
fracturing is more of an art (and thus subject to unforeseen error) than its 
proponents claim. Therefore I'm moved to wonder just how cautiously this 
proposed siting has been considered. Public health and safety deserve better. 

(2)The permits show that the Ray Pander company will be working on these 
injection wells. I wonder about the wisdom of permitting this company, 
which currently is operating an injection well (Plum Creek) at excessive 
pressures, and which has incurred other violations as well, to be involved 
with this complex and, to my mind, dicey Soinski project. What are your 
criteria for approving operators, and have you paid sufficient attention to 
them in this case? 

Regarding Soinski wells 1 & 2: 

(1)Since these wells are within 500 feet of Eagle Creek, we need to be very 
sure that the creek will be adequately protected from spills, leaks, and other 
contamination. It's hard to see how good conservation practices can be 
judged in this case without a meticulous surface sketch. 

(2)The tank-placement sketch that shows 12 tanks for wells #1 and 12 for #2 
does not reflect exact location of the tanks and indicates nothing about the 
containment facility, the unloading pad, or the relationship of these facilities 
to Eagle Creek. In view of the ecological importance of Eagle Creek and of 
local concern for its welfare, it seems to me that a local public hearing is 
necessary in this case to ensure that good conservation practices are being 
applied. 
Regarding Soinski wells 3 & 4: Area of Review maps fail to show the 
permitted horizontal Utica shale wells—with their laterals-- currently being 
drilled, and there is a great deal of concern about this tight siting 
arrangement. In view of their concern, the public deserves to have this tight 
siting explained and justified at a public hearing. 



Regarding Soinski wells 5,6,and 7: 

(1)No geologic review, no EPA review, and no Drinking Water reviews. 

(2)Tank sketches shown in these permits are identified as "well #1" and 
"well #2" even though they are apparently for wells #5-#7. Such 
sloppiness from the driller raises legitimate concern about how careful 
they'll be when it comes to the real thing, and your apparently allowing 
it to slip by does little to boost our confidence that you are protecting 
our health and safety. 

(3)Where is the location of the wellhead for well #7? 

As a resident of Portage County, I am seriously troubled by the slipshod work 
evident in these applications, and I am disappointed that you have seen fit to 
consider the permits in question without seeing to it that all the t's are crossed 
and i's dotted. I hope you—and we—haven't forgotten the section on walrus 
protection in the BP Macondo well "safety" program. There is considerable 
local concern that this job may have been botched from the start—to all our 
detriment. You can help reassure us with a local hearing which working 
people can actually attend and at which their questions and worries will be 
entertained. 

Stanley L. Fischer 
Hiram, OH 44234 



More than a year ago, on 29 August 2012 in fact, I submitted to ODNR Division of Oil and Gas 
Resources Management, a series of eight questions/comments concerning applications for seven 
injection wells to be located in eastern Portage county. These questions/comments were based upon 
my careful examination and best understanding of information packets scanned and published online 
by ODNR's Columbus office. The wells in question were Soinski wells #1,2,3,4 in Windham Township 
(lots 89 and 90), application numbers aAMY0000908,-09,-10, and -11; and Soinski wells numbers5, 6, 
and seven in Nelson Township, applications numbers aPATT020711, -12, and -13. In detailed 
comments, I called particular attention to what seemed to me incomplete and in some cases erroneous 
information. (The comments which I submitted to Mr. Tomastik at ODNR are attached.) 

To this day, I personally have received neither acknowledgement of nor answers to my questions and 
comments. Joining with Concerned Citizens Ohio to request a public hearing near the site of the wells 
in question to get some answers from ODNR didn't yield results, as the group was told that ODNR 
would not grant the hearing but would instead conduct a public information session at Wingfoot State 
Park on May 30, seven months after the request for a public hearing. I should point out, 
parenthetically, that the wells in question are in the extreme Northeast corner of Portage County, while 
Wingfoot State Park is in the extreme Southeast corner. Short of scheduling the hearing in Columbus 
itself, ODNR could hardly have made it more difficult for concerned neighbors of the seven proposed 
injection wells to attend the hearing. 

Still, attend we did, many of us, only to be met by a veritable army-- but I exaggerate, it was only 
somewhere around twenty armed park and state police—one with a large police dog) . Once inside 
Wingfoot lodge after having our bags searched and signing in, we were offered a series of geological 
exhibits about oil and gas drilling and ODNR personnel to discuss them. The ODNR personnel seemed 
competent and friendly enough, but none of them, not one, could or would discuss our particular 
questions. And one of the twenty or so police had stationed himself behind each exhibit table as if to 
fend off an attack we citizens were about to launch, though we had given no indication we were "up to" 
anything beyond trying to have our questions and those of citizens who live near the wells (but were 
unable to attend the info session) answered. 

After these Geology lessons, we were invited to take seats before a Power Point screen and introduced 
to a talk by Mr. Tomastik, ODNR Chief Geologist. At last the questions we had submitted months 
earlier were about to be taken up, we thought. But no, it was another Geology lesson, this time a 
history of oil/gas development in Ohio. To the objection of one attendee that we had come for the 
discussion of seven particular proposed injection wells, not another Geology lesson, Mr. Tomastik 
responded that some in the audience might want to learn the glorious history of oil in Ohio (in fairness, 
I must admit that some sections of the talk covered the geology of injection wells) and went on with 
his lecture after promising that there would be a question session later. but that promise of later, of 
course, was the old trick: after the talk, no time, alas, remained for questions, so we'd have to submit 
them on cards to be answered later. When a much-foreshortened "comment" session did get started, 
Mr. Tomastik left the room. So instead of serious and focused consideration of just how ODNR 
handles permit applications—and particularly these seven applications I had asked about, we were 
treated to generalities. 

Finally, the impression I take away from this whole affair is that ODNR does not really work for us, 
the citizens of Ohio, but rather for some other community, the community of developers and drillers--
for who profit most from our resources, and who, if not thoughtfully regulated will act in their own 
interest and not that of the citizen community. And I firmly believe that's not the way it should be.. 





Susie Beiersdorfer 
Youngstown, Ohio. 

RE: Citizens testimony to remove Ohio Class II injection well primacy. 

I felt four of the 12 earthquakes in Youngstown between March 17, 2011 and January 13, 2012, now 

part of the 109 earthquakes tied to the D&L Northstar #1 injection well as reported in Dr. Ken's recent 
article in the Journal of Geophysical Research. 

After eight earthquakes on October 30 the ODNR came out with a statement in our local paper, The 
Vindicator, that they had not seen any evidence of a correlation between localized seismic activity and 

the deep injection well disposal. As a geologist I know that human induced seismic activity from 

injection wells has been documented since the 1960s. 

The 4.0 earthquake on December 31, 2011 shocked the citizens of Youngstown and city officials 
scheduled a meeting to address the concerns. A public meeting on January 17, 2012, attended by over 

500 people had ODNR officials giving a 20 plus min. powerpoint on the history of oil and gas projected 

on a scoreboards which were at the ceiling of the room which made them unreadable. I feel this was 

totally inappropriate as people were genuinely scared and angry and wanted to find out why the 

earthquakes happened and what was the state was going to do about the damage that people had to 

their homes. The ODNR officials had a canned presentation and showed little concern for the citizens. 

The entity that owns the Northstar #1 injection well, which has been tied to the earthquakes has faced 

other violations in the past, as noted in a January 2, 2012 Vindicator article. The article outlines a 

number of violation notices given to the D& L by ODNR that were not properly enforced and D&L was 

never fined. And of course the alleged dumping by the owner of D&L into the Mahoning River more 

recently and is currently under investigation. The oversight of the D&L might have prevented the 

dumping by D&L into the Mahoning River. 

So I firmly believe that their failure to enforce violations is a direct threat to the citizens of Ohio. Their 

mission on the regulatory enforcement page says "the division works to protect Ohio's oil and gas 

resources, the environment, and the interest of citizens living near oil and gas wells. Inspectors 

investigate citizens complaints, enforce and oversee well construction and waste disposal activities." So I 

believe that this mission here is not being properly followed. 

Susie Beiersdorfer 



Question from the panel 

Panel: Can you speak to any actions that you have seen taken by ODNR to change or address the 
earthquake issues. It sounds like they first said this didn't cause earthquakes and then they said it did 
have they changed any of their regulations or permitting approach to your knowledge? 

Susie: They have never officially said that the earthquakes were caused by the injection of waste into 
the Northstar #1 D&L. So it was a scientific paper that just recently came out that tied that. They started 
monitoring or they got Columbia Lamont Doherty involved with more seismograms around the area 
after I want to say eight of the earthquakes that we felt. I think they came in early December 2011, and 
set up more equipment. So, up until then it had been pretty much been a denial saying that these are 
not caused by the injection of waste. 

Panel: You mentioned the D&L dumpings are you aware of any other cases where citizens have or in the 
case of the D&L case it was that companies only employees have notified ODNR of any type of dumping 
where they did not follow up or they're not , you know, supposedly they are supposed to be 
encouraging citizens to report violations, are you aware of any? 

Susie: I had heard and of course this is unofficially a citizen had called ODNR saying that there was some 
illegal dumping going on and it wasn't until at least a second call by somebody saying and that may have 
been the employee at that time. 

Panel: Susie, as that well been plugged? 

Susie: I don't think so, no. Recently one of our counsel people started questioning why is there still 
fluids there, what is happening, and all I know from that they said there has to be 3 feet of fluid in each 
of the tanks so that the tanks will blow over in the wind. So as far as I know there has been nothing 
secured. 

Panel: Is there a vapor recovery on the tanks? 

Susie: Not that I'm aware of. 

Panel: Have any of the other Wells that were shut down or not allowed to open have any of them 
moved forward since the ban or moratorium was lifted? 

Susie: I know from a citizen that there had been some seismograms located on the east side of 
Youngstown and there is one of the injection Wells called the Khalil there's been some discussion about 
reopening it, I have not looked on the website to see if there is anything involved in that. Now they are 
possibly preparing the one down in North Lima that was out of the 7 mile zone where they said they 
were going to stop all injection and then of course a new permit has been granted and ground has been 
broken , just northwest of us in Wethersfield Township for a new injection well. 

Panel: We know of instances in Pennsylvania, which is administered by the United States EPA where 
when they've shut down Wells, they've then had subsequent public hearings, has that been the case at 
all with Northstar, has there been any reach out to public interest, or any follow-up from ODNR to the 
public as a result of the shutting down of these wells? 

Susie: no, the only public meeting was the one on January 17th and that was because a city official had 
contacted them. I mean from many citizens attempts to get to ODNR to do public hearings. It's been 
pretty futile. 
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• 

•) is an updated copy of the concerns and the maps that I submitted to ODNR at the Injection Well rules hearing on 
/6-15-12 in Reynoldsburg, OH : 

Given the potential for earthquakes and fluid migration along fault lines in proximity to injection wells I am concerned 

about the impact these wells will have on Ohio's environment and public health. 

I have superimposed The ODNR Class II Brine Injection Well map with ODNR maps that show faulting in Ohio. (See 

handouts.) As you can see, there are a number of injection wells that are being drilled into areas designated with 

faulting and more are being permitted every month. Ohio has been earmarked by the industry as the waste facility for 

millions upon millions of gallons of toxic waste euphemistically labeled "brine". I will discuss the new well in my 

county. 

The injection well permit filed in Coshocton County, (Adams #1, Application APATTO19998), indicates that the well is 

injecting into multiple geologic formations including the Mount Simon Basal Sandstone just above the bedrock. The 

Youngstown earthquakes were blamed on faults and injecting into bedrock. There is a fault line that runs from 

Holmes County all the way down through several counties to the Ohio River. This injection well, (along with 5 others), 

is located on that fault. The maps indicate that the east side of the fault block is down and the west side is up which 

seems to indicate a break in the bedrock. 

The well is sited at the juncture of 3 rivers- the Walhonding, the Tuscarawas, and the Muskingum. It is situated in the 

heart of the largest self-contained watershed in Ohio and covers 20% of the state. The City of Coshocton water 

treatment plant is a few miles downstream. 

Questions and concerns about siting injection wells near faults - 

(1) Does the faulting extend into the sedimentary layers above and how far? 

(2) What studies have been done to determine the nature and presence of faults in the sedimentary layers? 

(3) How much slickwater waste will these wells pump into a fault zone? 

(4) What will be the cumulative effect of the pressure and volume of multiple wells injecting billions of gallons of 

waste into a single fault zone? How will ODNR monitor the effects not only on the well but on the faults and geology 

surrounding the injection site? 

We have been assured by industry and the media that injection wells are reliable, safe, and pose no threat to health 

or the environment despite the quakes in Mahoning County, the cancer cluster around Clyde, Ohio, and the 

continued operation of the Ginsburg well in Athens County despite court ordered closure. However, the ODNR July 

2013 inspection report for the Adams 1 injection well here in Coshocton indicates that this new well had major 

problems. The packer did not seal off the annulus and allowed the fluid to be driven upward toward the surface and 

the aquifers it was designed to protect. Obviously, these wells can and do fail. It took a month for them to replace 

the packer. They had to grind, cut, mill, and even use explosive devices to extract the packer using hooks and 
magnets. 

Questions and concerns about the disposal of radioactive waste precipitates- 

Also in the report there was a reference to the solid waste precipitates from the storage tanks. If this waste is from 

the Utica and the Marcellus shales then it must contain radium and other native hot elements. This was being sent to 

our local landfill which was never meant to handle radioactive waste. I looked into this and found that radioactive 

waste in our state can be mixed with non-radioactive fill to reduce the amount of background radiation it emits. 

Federal Law prohibits this practice, does it not? I do not know if it this massive waste stream is even being tested for 

radiation. There was some mention of a profile that the landfill would generate but this may be a simple leachate 

test. The local landfill did not respond to my inquiries. 



radiation. There was some mention of a profile that the landfill would generate but this may be a simple leachate 

test. The local landfill did not respond to my inquiries. 

Ohio's policies for the handling and regulating of radioactive shale waste are inadequate and far too permissive. 

ODNR is trying to accomplish two missions whose goals are often in serious conflict; facilitating industrial 

development of a resou-ce that generates billions of tons of toxic liquid, solids, and gases vs. protecting the public. 

Unfortunately, the deep pockets of the oil industry have far more influence with policy makers and regulators than 

the public. Here is a quote from a Toledo attorney who recently sent me the latest set of guidelines which were 

quietly slipped into the state budget June 28 th : 

"( 1) Naturally-occurring radioactive material (NORM) was drastically redefined so that the preponderance of what is 
actually TENORM under federal law is now downgraded by the stroke of a pen to NORM. NORM can be disposed of in 
landfills without measurement or characterization. 

(2) "Beneficial use" is expanded beyond recognition. Essentially, any garbage which can be "beneficially" used is 
exempted from measurement or characterization. The Ohio Soils Recycling gambit in Columbus is to take drill 
cuttings, which are largely clay in content, and radioactive throughout and magically transform them with the stroke 
of a pen into material that can be used to shore up or replace landfill liners - to do! "Beneficial use!" 

(3) The General Assembly, in its casual but deliberate ignorance, expressly decreed in HB 59 that there henceforth 
needs to be no recordkeeping whatsoever of the origin, contents, or history of any frocking garbage load dumped into 
a landfill. Ta-da! ZERO institutional memory. 

So add to that the final insurance policy of REITs and you have as close to zero liability as possible. And you leave 
behind dozens of radioactive waste dumps that incidentally also become hazardous heavy metal dumps, because the 
giga-volumes of racking waste are inorganic crud with significant quantities of heavy metals laced throughout - and 
heavy metal poisoning by chromium, lead, nickel, etc. is a nontrivial public health hazard along with the radioactivity, 
which will endure for 1000 or more years. 

All of the above three Items were explicit changes in the law buried in the budget bill." 

Ohio needs an agency that is dedicated to protecting the environment and has the integrity and the resources to 

regulate a powerful an influential industry. The latest IPCC report on the climate that was just released underscores 

the need to bring the f ssil fuel industry under control within the next decade. If the oil and gas concerns are allowed 

to continue to steamy II their way over every constraint and regulation meant to protect the environment what hope 

do our children, (and 	urs), have for a viable future? 

Please assume your responsibility and protect our communities. The ODNR is hamstrung and incapable of assuring 

the welfare of the citi ns of Ohio. 

Looking forward to your response, 

Nick Teti 

Coshocton Citizens fo 

-WNW 
Coshocton, Ohio 

Truth About Fracking 

www.NapalmCreek.c m 
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Lake Erie 

Marcellus Shale 

Muskingum 
Watershed 

Utica Shale 

	 Fracking Potential - Marcellus Shale 

Fracking Potential - Utica Shale 

The Muskingum Watershed - The 
largest watershed in Ohio. It provides 
fresh running water to 25 counties in 
Ohio then joins the Ohio and 
Mississippi River systems which flow 
south through 8 states into our nation's 
prime Gulf Coast fishing grounds. 
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34031271770000  SW SC 08-Jul-13 3 FALSE FALSE 725 80 

Jordan Services on site cleaning out 

storage tanks and placing material in 

roll off containers owned by Waste 

Management and once profile is 

returned from landfill they will haul 

material to landfill. 
r 

34031271770000 SW SC 25-Jun-13 = LLiE FALSE 660 50 

Injection pump was in operation during 

my inspection and it was noted that 

five Infinity Water Trucks were waiting 

to unload at site during my inspection. 

34031271770000 SW SC 06-Jun-13 = L LE FALSE 

Facility appears to be in satisfactory 

condition this inspection. 
r 

34031271770000  SW SC 22-May-13 FALSE FALSE 

Visited site along with Chief SerinKc cf 

division of geo surveys and toured site  

and answered questions that Mr. 

Serinko asked about injection well 

facility and equipment involved with 

disposal operations. • 

34031271770000  SW SC 10-May-13 1 '-LSE FALSE 25 100 

No violations noted, injection pump 

was not in operation during my 

inspection and in conversation with 

operator stating that they have not 

been very busy this week. • 

34031271770000  SW SC 26-Apr-13 FALSE FALSE 175 100 

Inspection revealed that injection 

pump was not in operation today and 

company owner was on site to discuss 

cleaning of dirtyfluids and proper 

handling of solids. 
r 

34031271770000  SW SC 12-Apr-13 FALSE FALSE 165 280 

Inspection revealed that injection 

pump was not in operation today. • 

34031271770000 SW SC 02-Apr-13 FALSE FALSE 115 140 

Inspection revealed that injection 

pump was not in operation today and 

according to well care taker things have 

been slow goingfor the last couple 

weeks. 

3403127177CW.; 1 .•. SC 20-Mar-13 FALSE FALSE 20 120 

Inspection revealed that injection 

pump was not in operation today and 

according to well tender things have 

been slow lately. 

34031271770000 5.V SC 22-Feb-13 FALSE FALSE 185 140 

Inspection revealed that according to 

well attendant there was very little 

water being received at facility at th 1: 

time. 
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34031271770000 SW 

-- 

SC 06-Feb-13 

- 

FALSE :=LEE 

- --- 
On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell setting the packer, 

Universal Well Services conducted the 

mechanical integrity test. The test 
passed and Bakerwell was authorized 

to resume operations. • 

34031271770:CO s'.'; 1:_. 06-Feb-13 12 FALSE FALSE 0 1450 

On site to witness 4.5" injection string 

&packer tun in hole and then pressure 

test annulus of tubing,packer was set 

under 20K tension and well head used 

as a mandrel type and a sphere will 

need to be used if packer is to be 

released at a later date.Unive IP 

34031271770000 SW SC 05-Feb-13 FALSE FALSE 

On site to witness Arrow Set Lock 

packer in hole, before running packer 

decision was made to run magnet in 

well to retrieve broken packer parts we 

got small amount of metal we made 

three runs with magnet and then ran 

bare tools in well to check total dept 

34031271770000 SW SC ._ FALSE FALSE 

On site to pressure test the integrity of 

the 7" casirg. rig crew ran a mechanical 

bridge plug too 5272' and they then 

filled casing with fluid and they closed 

the Blow Out Preventer and then they 

8;,14:114SO psi of pressure and we 

monitored pressure fo r 

34031271770000 SW 01-Feb-17 FALSE FALSE 

Inspection revealed that service rig has 

packer moving up hole but it is still 

dragging a little it will be a slow process 

before they get packer out of hole, once 

out of hole they plan on running a 

casing scrapper In the well to make 

sure there is no bur 

34031271770000 SW 30-. e -  • FALSE FALSE 

On the day of my inspection Bakerwell 

released the spear and tripped the jars 

out of the hole. They went back in with 

a 5" mill in an attempt to clear any 

obstructions that my be preventing the 

packer from coming up the hole. 

34031271770000 SW SC 30-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE 

Pulled down hole sphere today and 

started back into well with milling 

tools. 
• 

34031271770000  • SW SC 29-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness BakenNell attempting to 

release the packer with a spear and 

hydradi:;ars. 



..,... -„,... .._. ....-- 

Inspection revealed that Bakerwell 

Service personnel was on site to try and 

retrieve packer from wellbore ,they 

attached down hole tools to packer and 

used hydraulic means to try and break 

packer free they were able too do sc 
20 34031271770000 SW SC 29-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE 0 0 after several attempts and th 

• 
Inspection revealed that service rig had 

to mix kill water before starting out of 

hole, pulled tubing and Blue-Dot tools 

from well and we did not retrieve 

packer at this point, decision was made 

to go in hole with down hole sphere and 

21 34031271770000 SW SC 28-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE 0 0 a set of hydraulic j 
ti 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

release the packer by means of using 

an overshot and jars. Bakerwell pulled 

all of the 4.5" casingfrom the well and 

22 34031271770000 SW SC 25-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE began equipping the well head wi 
,'• 

Inspection revealed that service rig has 

removed 4.5' injection stringfrom well 

they will nipple up BOP and then run 

2.375" tubing with fishing tool on 

bottom and then proceed to go in well 

34031271770900 SW SC 25-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE to try and retrieve packerfrom well. 

Inspection revealed that Bakerwell 

Services has service rig on site to try 

and determine if they have tubing leak 

or packer leak, after several attempts 

to release packer failed decision was 

made to cut injection string offjust 

34031271770000 
• 

SW SC 24-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE above packer and then go i 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

release the packer by means of 

detonating primer cord inside. This 

method was unsuccessful. The decision 

was then made to shoot the casing off 

25 34031271770000 SW SC 24-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE above 
i• 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

mechanically release the packer. It v,a:: 

reported that annular pressure was 

detected, requiring that the casing and 

'2':' 34031271770000 SW SC 23-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE packer be removed and tested. 



25 

26 

27 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

release the packer by means of 

detonating primer cord inside. This 

method was unsuccessful. The decision 

was then made to shoot the casing off 

34031271770000 E. EC 24-Jan-13 F.ALSE FALSE above 
P 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

mechanically release the packer. It was 

reported that annular pressure was 

detected, rectuiring that the casing and 
340312717700GO SW ..,L L 3-Jan-13 , packer be removed and tested. 
r 

On site to witness service rig try and 
release packer they tried several 

different ways to release packer with 

no luck, decision was made to part 

tubing just ab-cve packer and then 

attempt to fish packer from well usir 

34031271770000 SW 23-Jan-13 7  LIE E FALSE 0 0 tubing and washoyer assembly. 
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Induced seismicity associated with fluid injection into a deep well 
in Youngstown, Ohio 

Won-Young Kim 1  
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[1] Over 109 small earthquakes (M,„, 0.4-3.9) were detected during January 2011 to February 
2012 in the Youngstown, Ohio area, where there were no known earthquakes in the past. 
These shocks were close to a deep fluid injection well. The 14 month seismicity included six 
felt earthquakes and culminated with a MK, 3.9 shock on 31 December 2011. Among the 109 
shocks, 12 events greater than M„, 1.8 were detected by regional network and accurately 
relocated, whereas 97 small earthquakes (0.4 < M„, < 1.8) were detected by the waveform 
correlation detector. Accurately located earthquakes were along a subsurface fault trending 
ENE-WSW—consistent with the focal mechanism of the main shock and occurred at depths 
3.5-4.0 km in the Precambrian basement. We conclude that the recent earthquakes in 
Youngstown, Ohio were induced by the fluid injection at a deep injection well due to 
increased pore pressure along the preexisting subsurface faults located close to the wellbore. 
We found that the seismicity initiated at the eastern end of the subsurface fault—close to the 
injection point, and migrated toward the west—away from the wellbore, indicating that the 
expanding high fluid pressure front increased the pore pressure along its path and 
progressively triggered the earthquakes. We observe that several periods of quiescence of 
seismicity follow the minima in injection volumes and pressure, which may indicate that the 
earthquakes were directly caused by the pressure buildup and stopped when 
pressure dropped. 

Citation: Kim, W.-Y. (2013), Induced seismicity associated with fluid injection into a deep well in Youngstown, Ohio, 
J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 118, 3506-3518, doi:10.1002/jgrb.50247. 

1. Introduction 

[2] Since the early 1960s, it has been known that waste 
disposal by fluid injection at high pressure into subsurface 
rock formations can cause earthquakes known as induced 
seismicity [e.g., Nicholson and Wesson, 1992; McGarr 
et al., 2002]. There are well-documented cases of 
induced seismicity including Rocky Mountain Arsenal 
(RMA), Colorado, in the 1960s [Healy et al., 1968]; 
Ashtabula, Ohio, in the 1980s [Seeber at al., 2004]; Paradox 
Valley, Colorado, in the 1990s [Ake et al., 2005]; and Guy, 
Arkansas, during 2011 [Horton, 2012], among others. 
The largest events at those induced seismicities range from 
M„, 3.9 at Ashtabula, Ohio, M„, 4.3 at Paradox Valley, 
M„, 4.7 at Guy, Arkansas, and M„, 4.85 at Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal [Herrmann et al., 1981]. 

[3] Since early 2011, many significant earthquakes 
suspected to be induced events occurred in the United States 
midcontinent region [Ellsworth et al., 2012]. They are M„, 

Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of 
this article. 

'Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University, Palisades, 
New York, USA. 

Corresponding author: W.-Y. Kim, Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, 
Columbia University, 61 Rt. 9W, Palisades, NY 10964, USA. 
(wykim@ldeo.columbia.edu) 

02013. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 
2169-9313/13/10.1002/jgrb.50247 

5.7 earthquake on 06 November 2011 at Prague, Oklahoma 
[Keranen et al., 2013]; Mw  5.3 event on 23 August 2011 at 
Trinidad, Colorado [Rubinstein at al., 2012; Viegas at al., 
2012]; Mw  4.8 event on 20 October 2011 at Fashing, Texas 
[Brunt et al., 2012]; M„, 4.8 earthquake on 17 May 2012 at 
Timpson, Texas [Brown et al., 2012]; M„, 4.3 earthquake on 
11 September 2011 at Cogdell oil field, Snyder, Texas 
[Davis and Pennington, 1989]; and Mw  3.3 event on 16 May 
2009 at Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas [Frohlich et al., 2011], 
and are listed in Table 1. These are broadly related to fluid 
injection into subsurface strata through disposal wells such 
as; for secondary recovery of oil (Cogdell, TX), waste fluid 
from coal bed methane production (Trinidad, CO), wastewater 
(Prague, OK) and brine from hydraulic fracturing of shale gas 
(Dallas-Fort Worth, TX). 

[4] Over the last several years, hydraulic fracturing has 
become widely used in the northeastern United States to 
extract natural gas from the Marcellus Shale (tight Devonian 
black shale) [see, e.g., National Academy of Sciences, 2012]. 
Much of the hydraulic fracturing of shale gas has been carried 
out in Pennsylvania, but the wastewater (brine) from the 
hydraulic fracturing process is being transported to Ohio and 
disposed of by injecting into deep wells at a depth range of 
2.2-3.0 km under high pressure of up to 17.2 MPa (2500 psi 
[pounds per square inch]). The target injection intervals are 
usually sandstone layers in the Knox Dolomite (Lower 
Ordovician to Upper Cambrian) to Mt. Simon sandstone 
(Middle Cambrian). Five deep injection wells were drilled in 
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KIM: INDUCED SEISMICITY IN YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

Table 1. Recent Potentially Induced Earthquakes Occurring in the United States' 

Date Time Lat. Long. Depth Magnitude Location 

(year-mo-dy) (hh:mm:ss) (°N) (°W) (km) (M.) (references) 

2011-11-06 03:53:10 35.53 96.77 5 5.7 Prague, OKb  
2011-08-23 05:46:18 37.06 104.70 4 5.3 Trinidad, CO' 
2011-10-20 12:24:41 28.86 98.08 5 4.8 Fashing, TXd  
2012-05-17 08:12:00 31.93 94.37 5 4.8 Timpson, Tr 
2011-02-28 05:00:50 35.27 92.34 3 4.7 Guy, ARf  
2011-09-11 12:27:44 32.85 100.77 5 4.3 Snyder, TV 
2011-12-31 20:05:01 41.12 80.68 5 3.9 Youngstown, OH" 
2009-05-16 16:24:06 32.79 97.02 4 3.3 Dallas-Fort Worth, TX' 

'Listed according to their magnitudes. 
bKeranen et al. [2013]. 
cAleremonte et al. [2002], Rubinstein et al. [2012], and Viegas et al. [2012]. 
dBrunt et al. [2012]. 
`Brown et al. [2012]. 
Horton [2012]. 
aDavis and Pennington [1989], http://www.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqc_mt/MECH.NA/20110911122745.  
bODNR [2012]. 
'Frohlich et al. [2011]. 

the Youngstown, Ohio area since 2010, but only the Northstar 1 
injection well was operational during 2011 (Figure 1). Since the 
Northstar 1 waste disposal well became operational in late 
December 2010, Youngstown, Ohio has experienced small 
earthquakes. On 17 March 2011, residents in Youngstown, 
Ohio felt a Mw  2.3 earthquake. By 25 November 2011, nine 
earthquakes (A, -1.8-2.8) occurred near Youngstown, Ohio. 
These shocks are reported by the Division of Geological 
Survey of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources 
(ODNR) [see Ohio Department of Natural Resources 
(ODNR), 2012, Table 5] by using data from sparse seismic 
stations in the region [Hansen and Ruff, 2003]. Prior to 2011, 
no earthquakes were recorded around Youngstown [Stover 
and Coffman, 1993; Hansen, 2012]. Although these earth-
quakes could not be accurately located due to sparse coverage 
of seismic stations in the region, these shocks were occurring 
close to a deep waste injection well Northstar 1 (Figure 1). 
On 1 December 2011, Lamont Cooperative Seismographic 
Network deployed four portable seismographic stations 
around Youngstown at the request of and in collaboration with 
ODNR to monitor seismicity at close distances and to deter-
mine hypocenters of the small earthquakes accurately for 
assessing whether these shocks were induced by the deep 
waste disposal well injecting fluid since the end of 2010 in 
the area (see Figure 1). 

[s] On 24 December 2011, a magnitude 2.7 shock occurred 
in the epicentral area, which was well recorded by the four-
station local network in the distance range from 1.9 to 6.5 
km from the epicenter. The hypocenter of the shock was very 
well determined by the local station data, which had adequate 
coverage with the station azimuthal gap of 119° and distance 
to the two closest stations less than the focal depth. The shock 
was located about 0.8 ± 0.4 km west of the Northstar 1 well at 
a focal depth of 3.6 ± 0.8 km (95% confidence level). On 30 
December 2011, ODNR requested the operator to shut down 
the Northstar 1 well, because the 24 December 2011 event 
was located close to the injection well with high confidence. 
On 31 December 2011 at 20:05 (UTC), a magnitude Mw  3.9 
earthquake occurred in the same epicentral area within 24 h 
from the shutdown of the injection operation. 

[6] This is a rare case of likely induced seismicity in the 
northeastern United States where major events in a sequence  

have been well recorded by local portable seismographs in 
place (with a high sample rate of up to 500 samples/s), pro-
viding an opportunity to study the sequence of seismicity in 
detail. In this study, we analyzed the spatiotemporal distribu-
tion of seismicity in detail and compared it with available 
fluid injection parameters to determine if the seismicity in 
Youngstown area during January 2011 to February 2012 
was triggered by the fluid injection into a deep well or not. 
We also analyzed seismic data in detail in an attempt to shed 
light on relations between the induced seismicity and physi-
cal injection parameters of the deep well injection in the 
Youngstown area. The study area or Youngstown area refers 
to an area about 15 km radius from the main shock on 31 
December 2011 (41.118°N, 80.692°W) around Youngstown, 
Ohio (Figure 1) [see ODNR, 2012, Figures 20 and 22]. 

2. Geologic and Geohydrologic Setting 
[7] The study area (northeast Ohio around Youngstown) is 

located in a stable continental region of North America. 
Subhorizontal Paleozoic sedimentary strata composed of 
carbonates, evaporates, shale, sandstone, and siltstone of 
approximately 2.7 km thickness overlies the Precambrian 
basement. The bedrock units of the study area dip gently 
(-1°) to the southeast into the Appalachian Basin [ODNR, 
2012]. The Precambrian crystalline basement in northeast 
Ohio is composed of igneous and metamorphic rocks, 
extending the -1.1 billion years old Grenville Province 
exposed to the north in Canada. Geologic structures, includ-
ing faults, pervasive in the Grenville terrain, are considered 
as the origin of many faults and general structures within 
the overlying sedimentary strata [Baranoski, 2002]. 

[8] Most known fault systems in the study area trend ESE-
WNW [Baranoski, 2002]. The Smith Township fault, located 
about 20 km southwest of the study area, is the closest 
known fault system, which is a northwest-southeast 
oriented fault with the upthrown side to the northeast 
[Baranoski, 2002, Map PG-23]. This fault can be mapped 
on multiple units from the Precambrian surface through 
the Berea Sandstone (Late Devonian) and above based on 
well logs and driller's reported formation tops, illustrating 
that it has had recurrent movement throughout geologic 
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KIM: INDUCED SEISMICITY IN YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

Figure 1. Nine earthquakes that occurred in Youngstown 
area during March—November 2011 are plotted by solid cir-
cles. These shocks were reported by ODNR and are scattered 
around the area. Twelve relocated earthquakes that have 
occurred in the area during March 2011 to January 2012 
are plotted with open circles. The relocated earthquakes 
include Mn, 2.7 shock on 24 December 2011, Mn, 3.9 shock 
on 31 December 2011, and A.„ 2.1 shock on 13 January 
2012, which are recorded by local portable stations, and 
hence, located accurately by seismic data. Four portable seis-
mographic stations deployed during 01 December 2011 to 30 
April 2012 are plotted with inverted triangles, and a new seis-
mographic station YSLD (Youngstown State University) an 
ANSS NetQuake strong motion instrument (solid triangle) 
are plotted for reference. Deep injection wells in the area 
are plotted with solid squares. Only Northstar 1 (NS#1) was 
operational during 2011. (inset) Permanent seismographic 
stations whose data were used to locate small earthquakes 
around Youngstown, Ohio are plotted with (solid triangles). 
Stations used for focal mechanism inversion are indicated 
by their source-receiver paths. Anna indicates Anna western 
Ohio seismic zone; Perry denotes 31 January 1986 M 5 earth-
quake; CO2 denotes CO2 No. 1 Well in Tuscawara County; 
Ashtabula denotes location of 1987 and 2001 earthquakes 
which occurred near the town. 

time [ODNR, 2012]. Recent earthquakes that occurred in 
northeast Ohio with well-determined focal mechanisms 
indicate that left-lateral strike-slip faulting along E-W 
trending, steeply dipping faults are the predominant style 
of faulting due to broad-scale ENE-WSW trending horizon-
tal compression, akin. [Nicholson et al., 1988; Zoback and 
Zoback, 1991; Du et al., 2003; Seeber et al., 2004]. 

[9] The earthquakes in this study occurred exclusively in 
the Precambrian crystalline basement, whereas the potential 
reservoir strata in the injection interval are Paleozoic sedi-
mentary rocks of alternating sandstone and dolomite layers. 

The Northstar 1 well was drilled into Precambrian granite 
for a total depth of 2802 m. The production casing was 
cemented in at a depth of 2504 m, and the well was com-
pleted open hole to depth 2802 m. Open hole electric logs 
indicate that the two largest porosity zones within the open 
hole section are the B zone Sandstone of the Knox Dolomite 
Group (Ordovician) with a total of 9.8 m net thickness averag-
ing 9.4% porosity and the Mt. Simon Sandstone (Basal 
Sandstone) of Conasauga Group (Cambrian), which showed 
15 m net thickness averaging 10.3% porosity [ODNR, 2012]. 
These two high-porosity zones are considered the reservoirs 
for brine injection at the site, although the target fluid injection 
zone is the entire open hole section of the well —298 m (depth 
interval between 2504 and 2802 m). 

[10] Within the Northstar 1 well, the Precambrian was 
encountered from a depth of 2741 m through total depth 
of 2802 m. Just above and at the Precambrian unconformity 
surface, porosity and permeability zones are indicated on 
the geophysical logs from 2736 to 2742 m depth. These po-
rosity zones may be due to weathering of the Precambrian 
unconformity surface [ODNR, 2012]. The magnetic reso-
nance log, which can detect higher and lower permeability 
zones of the rocks, showed a high-permeability zone with 
a high percentage of moveable fluid in the upper portion 
of the Precambrian strata (depth 2765-2769 m). Another 
high-permeability zone with a high percentage of moveable 
water is found from 2773 to 2776 m. At this same depth, 
high-angle natural fractures or fault zones have been identi-
fied from the well log and images. A clear ENE-WSW 
trending fracture zone has been identified from compass 
orientations of natural fractures plotted from fracture and 
breakout roseplots during geophysical logging at Northstar 
1 well [ODNR, 2012]. 

3. Seismicity 
[ii] More than 200 felt earthquakes have been noted in 

Ohio since 1776, including at least 15 events that have 
caused minor to moderate damage [Stover and Coffman, 
1993; Hansen, 2012]. The largest and most damaging earth-
quake occurred on 9 March 1937, in western Ohio, and the M 
5.4 shock caused notable damage in the town of Anna, 
Shelby County, where nearly every chimney in town was 
toppled. The seismic activity in western Ohio around Anna 
is relatively frequent compared to other parts of Ohio, and 
hence, the area is referred to as the Anna seismic zone. A 
number of earthquakes have occurred in northeast Ohio; for 
example, M 5.0 event on 31 January 1986 near Perry 
[Nicholson et al., 1988] (see Figure 1), and M 3.8 earthquake 
on 13 July 1987 and a MH, 3.9 earthquake on 26 January 2001 
near Ashtabula [Seeber and Armbruster, 1993; Seeber et al., 
2004]. The 1987 and 2001 earthquakes in Ashtabula have 
been reported as induced events due to injection of waste 
fluid at a deep Class I well. 

[12] There were no earthquakes reported within the study 
area (Youngstown, Mahoning County) prior to 2011 [Stover 
and Coffman, 1993]. During 17 March through 25 
November 2011, nine small earthquakes (Afw  1.8-2.7) 
occurred around Youngstown, Ohio (Figure 1). Although, 
the locations of these shocks were not very accurate due to 
sparse seismic station coverage, the shocks occurred close 
to an operating deep waste injection well (Northstar 1 well) 
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KIM: INDUCED SEISMICITY IN YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

Table 2. List of 12 Regional and 9 Local Events Relocated by Using Double-Difference Method' 

Date Time Latitude Longitude Depth Mag Erh Erz 

Id (year-mo-dy) (hh:mm:sec) (°N) (V) (km) (M,,) (km) (km) 

Twelve Regional Events Located by Regional Seismographic Network 
1 2011-03-17 10:42:20.49 41.12008 80.68321 3.76 1.78 2.02 4.10 
2 2011-03-17b  10:53:09.69 41.11983 80.68148 3.84 2.28 1.61 
3 2011-08-22 08:00:31.55 41.11846 80.68999 3.75 2.00 1.30 2.35 
4 2011-08-25 19:44:21.36 41.11937 80.68675 3.86 2.15 2.06 3.46 
5 2011-09-02b  21:03:26.06 41.11960 80.68639 3.98 2.16 2.86 6.79 
6 2011-09-26b  01:06:09.83 41.11847 80.69048 3.77 2.33 1.22 2.57 
7 2011-09-306  00:52:37.57 41.11945 80.68675 3.89 2.77 1.10 2.28 
8 2011-10-20 22:41:09.96 41.11821 80.69044 3.82 2.18 1.51 
9 2011-11-25 06:47:27.03 41.11885 80.69138 3.67 2.02 1.44 3.07 
10 2011-12-246  06:24:57.98 41.11850 80.69235 3.56 2.66 0.38 0.84 
11 2011-12-31 b  20:05:00.04 41.11855 80.69215 3.67 3.88 0.41 0.86 
12 2012-01-13 22:29:34.00 41.11828 80.69484 3.65 2.09 0.34 0.82 

Small Events Located by Local Portable Seismographic Network 
13 2012-01-11 21:29:28.06 	41.12294 	80.67929 	3.50 0.39 0.41 1.08 
14 2012-01-12 03:01:45.43 41.12304 80.68028 3.57 0.07 0.41 1.10 
15 2012-01-13 01:47:29.55 41.12252 80.68132 3.47 -0.05 0.43 1.34 
16 2012-01-14 12:53:36.94 41.1203 80.6837 3.90 0.09 0.46 0.84 
17 2012-01-17 02:25:59.60 41.11901 80.69127 3.91 0.34 0.43 1.01 
18 2012-01-17 07:09:08.73 41.12413 80.67020 3.61 -0.06 0.46 1.37 
19 2012-01-18 12:12:01.21 41.11866 80.69570 3.59 0.41 0.41 0.86 
20 2012-01-22 12:06:20.37 41.12316 80.67916 3.53 -0.11 0.41 1.10 
21 2012-02-11 06:47:19.09 41.12459 80.67278 3.66 -0.40 0.53 1.49 

'Event #16 was not relocated by double-difference method; Events 10, 11, and 12 are also relocated by using local seismographic network data; 
Mag =moment magnitude; Erh= horizontal location error, Erz= vertical location error, Location errors are from single event locations and correspond to 
95% confidence error ellipse. 

bFelt earthquakes. 

located in Youngstown. The error ellipses of these shocks 
were up to 1.99 x 1.57 km at 68% confidence level as 
reported by ODNR (M. Hansen, personal communication, 
2011). Hence, these shocks were suspected as induced 
earthquakes. The seismicity continued, and on 24 December 
2011, a magnitude 2.7 shock occurred in the study area, which 
was followed by a Ai, 3.9 event on 31 December 2011. The 
14 2.1 event on 13 January 2012 was the last M n, > 2.0 earth-
quake of the 2011-2012 sequence (Table 2). 

3.1. Single Event Location and Location Accuracy 
[13] Twelve regional events with A y > 1.8 that occurred 

during 17 March 2011 to 13 January 2012 in Youngtown 
area were first located by using HYPOINVERSE [Klein, 
2007]. The velocity model used for location is an average 
1D model for northeastern Ohio that consists of the top layer 
with P wave velocity of 4.5 km/s and thickness of 2.7 km, 
and a 7.3 km thick crystalline basement with P wave velocity 
of 6.12 km/s [Seeber et al., 2004]. The S wave velocities are 
considered to be Vp/q3 (Table 3). All events were located 
with P and S wave arrival times from at least a dozen seismo-
graphic stations around Youngstown, Ohio. For the nine 
earthquakes during March-November 2011, the nearest sta-
tion is at about 60 km, but most stations were at distances 
100 to 300 km with azimuthal gap of about 90° (Figure 1); 
hence, the location uncertainties are large-horizontal error 
is up to 2.8 km for 95% confidence level as listed in 
Table 2. The locations of 12 earthquakes with their horizontal 
error ellipse are plotted in Figure 2. 

[14] The last three events among the 12 shocks were also 
recorded by a four-station local network deployed during 1 
December 2011 to 30 April 2012 around the epicentral area  

(Figures 1 and 2). Hence, these shocks were accurately 
located by the local network data. Three shocks exceed the 
network criteria [e.g., Gomberg et al., 1990], which are 
based on the geometry of stations, and can be used to assess 
the reliability of the location. For three shocks, the number 
of local P or S wave arrival times used for each event were 
greater than eight (nobs = 8-10) of which half are S wave 
arrivals; the greatest azimuthal gap without observation 
was less than 180° (gap = 90-120°); distance to the closest 
station was less than focal depth (dmin = 1.9 km); and at 
least one S wave arrival time was within a distance of about 
1.4 times the focal depth for good depth constraint 
[Gomberg et al., 1990]. Three earthquakes that were 
recorded both by regional and local networks provide data 
to assess the event location uncertainty and will be used in 
a later section to anchor relocation of earlier shocks with 
no local data coverage. 

[15] To assess the effect of vertical velocity heterogene-
ities on focal depth and epicenter determination, we 
constructed 1D Earth models from the available acoustic 
well logs in the study area (NS#1 and CO 2  No. 1 Well, see 
Figure 1). We inferred crustal velocity structure for the top 
2.74 km of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in the region (see 
the supporting information). The Youngstown well log ve-
locity model consists of 19 layers and is characterized by 
interbedded high-velocity carbonate rock layers and thick 
low-velocity shale strata. The prominent strata are the 
Salina Group of Upper Silurian formation with interbedded 
salt, anhydrite, dolomite, and shale, which show large ve-
locity and density fluctuations, followed by Lockport 
Dolomite of Lower Silurian that exhibit very high P wave ve-
locity (see Figure S1). At the injection target interval depth 
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Table 3. Youngstown, Ohio Layered Earth Models 

Depth 	Vp 	Vs 	Depth 	Vp 	Vs 	Density 	Depth 	Vp 	Vs 	Density 	Vp/ Vs  

0.00 4.50 2.60 0.00 3.86 2.19 2630 0.00 3.86 2.26 2630 1.71 
0.93 4.98 2.83 2600 0.93 4.98 2.80 2600 1.78 
2.11 6.13 3.48 2710 2.11 6.13 3.50 2710 1.75 

2.74 6.12 3.54 2.74 6.15 3.49 2710 
10.0 6.62 3.83 10.0 6.62 3.76 2710 10.0 6.62 3.83 2710 1.73 

'Constant Vp/Vs  =1.73 and density =2700 kg/m 3 . 
bConstant Vp/Vs  =1.76. 
'Variable Vp/Vs . The Moho is at 41 km depth with Vp = 8.1 km/s, V s  = 4.68 km/s, and density = 2700 kg/m3 ; at the top of the upper mantle. 

range of 2.3-2.74 km, low-velocity sandstone and high-velocity 
dolomite strata are interbedded. 

[16] In order to assess uncertainties in earthquake loca-
tion, we inferred a simple average ID velocity model by 
averaging groups of strata with similar characteristics. 
Hence, the model Youngstown well log A has three layers 
with constant VpNs  ratio of 1.76, and a two-layer model 
Youngstown well log B has various VpNs  ratio for each 
layer (Table 3). Locations using these velocity models indi-
cate that two layers over the basement Youngstown well log 
B model, with variable VpN s  ratios for each layer, yielded 
the location with the least root-mean-square (RMS) travel 
time residuals; however, the differences in location parameters 
are negligible. The northeastern Ohio velocity model that we 
used yields the focal depths of 3.52, 3.67, and 3.64 km for 
24 December 2011, 31 December 2011, and 13 January 
2012 events, respectively, with their 95% confidence error el-
lipsoids extending up to 0.86 km in the vertical direction. The 
horizontal error is up to 0.41 km at 95% confidence level 
(see Table 2). 

[17] Three different velocity models yield very similar 
locations with negligible differences in their location errors. 
The differences in focal depths are less than 0.15 km 
depending upon the three models used. If we take the cen-
troid of the source region to be at 3.5 km depth, then these 
location uncertainties in the vertical direction stretch 
between 2.7 and 4.3 km depths, which puts the earthquake 
sources firmly in the Precambrian basement. We consider 
the location accuracy given is well constrained by velocity 
structure from well log data, and the solution is reliable 
considering the network criteria discussed above. 

3.2. Focal Mechanism of the Earthquake on 31 
December 2011 

[18] The shock on 31 December 2011 was large enough to 
allow us to determine its seismic moment, focal mechanism, 
and focal depth by modeling observed seismic records at per-
manent seismographic stations around the study area and 
inverting for these parameters (Figure 1). We employed a 
regional waveform inversion method described in Kim and 
Chapman [2005], which is essentially a grid search inversion 
technique over strike (0), dip (8), and rake (?.) developed by 
Zhao and Helmberger [1994]. The results of the waveform 
modeling and inversion indicate that the focal mechanism 
of the main shock on 31 December 2011 shock is predomi-
nantly strike-slip faulting along steeply dipping nodal planes 
(see Figure 3). The best fitting double-couple source mecha-
nism parameters are 0 = 265°, 8 = 72°, = 12° (second nodal  

plane; 0 = 171°, S = 79°, and =162°), and seismic moment, 
Mo = 8.30 ± 8.0 x 10 14  Nm (M„, 3.88). The subhorizontal 
P axis trends southwest-northeast (219°) with a plunge of 
5° whereas the T axis trends SE-NW (127°) with a plunge 
of 20°. The P axis orientation is about 15° rotated counter-
clockwise from that of the 26 January 2001 earthquake in 
Ashtabula, Ohio, which is the nearest earthquake with known 
focal mechanism [Du et al., 2003]. The waveform modeling 
indicates that the synthetics calculated for focal depth of 3 ± 1 
km fit the observed data well. 

3.3. Accurate Relocations of 12 Regional Earthquakes 
[19] We relocated 12 regional earthquakes by using the dou-

ble-difference earthquake relocation method to minimize the 
effect of velocity model errors [Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 

4$ 	 

	

-80.7 	-80.77 	40.7 	-saw 	-80.7 	-80.55' 

Figure 2. Single event locations of the 12 regional earth-
quakes that occurred in Youngstown, Ohio during March 
2011 to January 2012 are plotted with shaded circles. The hor-
izontal location errors are represented by 95% confidence er-
ror ellipses. Four portable seismographic stations around the 
region deployed during 01 December 2011 to 30 April 2012 
and a new seismographic station YSLD (Youngstown State 
University) are plotted for reference. The last three events 
were located by using P and S wave readings from four porta-
ble seismographic stations located within 2-6.5 km from the 
earthquake source area. 
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Figure 3. (a) Relocated 12 regional earthquakes (circles) 
and 9 local earthquakes (black hexagons) which occurred 
during 17 March 2011 to 18 February 2012. Earthquakes 
are relocated in three clusters. Focal mechanism of the Mw  
3.9 shock on 31 December 2011 is represented by a beachball 
indicating predominantly a left-lateral strike-slip faulting 
mechanism. Line A-B is parallel to the trends of the earth-
quake distribution striking N85°. Deep injection wells in 
the area NS#1 and NS#2 are indicated (solid squares) and 
portable seismographs YTO2 and YTO3 are plotted with solid 
inverted triangles. Centroid of clusters is plotted with plus 
symbols. (b) Geologic section along A-B at NS#1. Most of 
the rocks above the crystalline Precambrian basement are 
Paleozoic strata that consist of sandstone, limestone, shale, 
and dolomite. The injection well, NS#1, is indicated with a 
vertical shaded bar down to a depth of 2802 m. Open section 
of the well between 2504 and 2802 m is indicated by shaded 
rectangle. Target injection zone is between B zone sandstone 
of the Knox Dolomite Group and Mt. Simon sandstone (basal 
sandstone). Hypocenters are plotted with open circles, whose 
size is proportional to source radius of each event determined 
by empirical Green's function analysis and circular source 
model of Madariaga [1976]. 

2000]. We employed the waveform cross-correlation tech-
nique to reduce arrival time picking errors of weak regional 
P and S wave arrivals. The relocated regional events show that 
the epicenters align along a trend striking ENE-WSW (N85°) 
and at focal depths from 3.5 to 4.0 km (see Table 2 and 
Figure 3). Hence, these regional events are within a 1.2 km 
long near-vertical en echelon fault just below the Northstar 1 
wellbore (Figure 3). A geologic section along the line A-B 
below the Northstar 1 well shown in Figure 3 indicates that 

all the events occurred in the Precambrian basement. 
Distribution of the main shock and other shocks suggest that 
the nodal plane striking 265° and dipping 72° to North is the 
likely fault plane and that the mechanism is left-lateral 
strike-slip faulting along E-W trending subsurface faults. 

3.4. Small Earthquakes Located by Portable 
Seismograph Data 

[20] Nine small earthquakes with magnitude Mw  -0.40 
and 0.41 were detected and located by the four-station local 
network during 11 January to 11 February 2012 (Table 2). 
We relocated these nine events by using the double-difference 
earthquake relocation method with the waveform cross-
correlation technique to reduce arrival time picking errors. 
The accurate relocation shows that the epicenters align 
into three distinct clusters (Figure 3). Three events are 
located in cluster #1 (events #16, #17, and #19), whereas 
four small events are in cluster #2 (events #13, #14, #15, 
and #20) and two small events are in cluster #3 (events 
#18 and #21; Figure 3). The cross sections of the clusters 
indicate that hypocenters of these shocks are at focal depth 
between 3.5 and 3.9 km and on near-vertical en echelon 
faults trending ENE-WSW (N85°; Figure 3), which is 
consistent with the locations of 12 regional events. 

3.5. Regional Seismicity and Magnitude Distribution 
[21] The distribution of felt earthquakes as well as small 

shocks detected and located by local network data in 
Youngstown suggests that there must have been a number 
of small shocks (less than M <2.0) in the area that may have 
been undetected by the sparse regional seismic network. We 
applied a waveform correlation detector using the regional 
station data to detect those small shocks. The correlation 
detector is known to lower the seismic event detection thresh-
old by about 1.0 magnitude unit beyond what standard pro-
cessing detects [e.g., Schaff, 2008; Schaff and Waldhauser, 
2010; Gibbons and Ringdal, 2012]. The method is well 
suited for this study, as we are dealing with small and repeat-
ing shocks with similar waveforms located within about a 
quarter wavelength from each other. We detected 97 addi-
tional small earthquakes (0.4 < Mw  < 1.8) that occurred 
within about 1 km from the main shock during January 
2011 to May 2012 by using the multichannel correlation 
detector. Hence, the method was able to find additional 
events by a factor of 10 increase in number of events 
such as those predicted by the Gutenberg-Richter magni-
tude-frequency relation. Three-component records from 
two USArray stations, M54A (A = 56 km) and N54A 
(A = 107 km) were the most useful (Figure 1). Three-com-
ponent waveform records of 24 December and 31 
December 2011 shocks were used as master templates. 

[22] Figure 4 shows all detected seismic events plotted 
with their occurrence date against moment magnitude of the 
events, since commencement of the fluid injection on 29 
December 2010 until the end of January 2012. A total of 
109 earthquakes with magnitude between M„, -0.4 and 3.9 
detected by the correlation detector are plotted with solid 
bars, whereas 58 small earthquakes with magnitude 
0.0 <Mw  < 1.0 detected by the local network are plotted with 
red bars. Among the 58 shocks, only four events were located 
by the local network data, as 54 events were only detected by 
a single station (YT01) which was the only station recording 
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Figure 4. Earthquakes that occurred during 29 December 2010 to January 2012 in Youngstown area are 
plotted by vertical bars against their occurrence date, whose lengths are proportional to their moment mag-
nitude, M„, (left vertical axis). Small earthquakes that occurred during December 2011 to January 2012 that 
are only recorded by local portable stations are plotted with red bars. Cumulative seismic moment is plotted 
by a continuous solid line (right vertical axis). The cumulative moment release is dominated by a few large 

?2.5) events. 

continuously during December 2011. Moment magnitudes 
(4„) of earthquakes that occurred in the Youngstown area 
were determined from RMS (root-mean-square) amplitude 
of S or Lg waves and calibrated to that of the 3.88 main 
shock on 31 December 2011 Phi et al., 2000]. For 58 small 
shocks, moment magnitudes were determined by using peak 
amplitude of S arrivals scaled to that of the main shock. 

[23] These shocks might have been related to the fluid 
injection operation, and their spatiotemporal distribution can 
help us to understand the relationship between the injection 
parameters and induced seismicity in the area Cumulative seis-
mic moment of 167 earthquakes with M,,„ 0.0-3.9 is plotted 
against occurrence date as a thick continuous line in Figure 4. 
The seismic moment release is dominated by a few large 
(M„,> 2.5) earthquakes (Figure 4). We estimate that the detec-
tion threshold for the regional earthquakes using the correlation 
detector is about M„, 1.0 in the Youngstown, Ohio region, 
whereas the detection threshold for local earthquakes in the 
study area is about Aim, > –0.5 by using local network data. 

4. Waste Fluid Injection at Northstar 1 Deep Well, 
Youngstown, Ohio 

[24] The Northstar 1 well was drilled to a total depth of 
2802 m, and the waste fluid injection commenced on 29 
December 2010. Daily injection volumes and start injection 
pressures are plotted in Figure 5 for the entire fluid injection 
operation [ODNR, 2012]. The maximum surface injection 
pressure was 13.0 MPa (=1890 psi) based upon the actual 
specific gravity of the injection fluid. The maximum injection 
pressure was permitted to increase up to 15.5 MPa on 16 
March 2011 and increased to 17.2 MPa on 3 May 2011 
[ODNR, 2012]. Three episodes of injection pressure changes 
are indicated in Figure 5. In the first 60 days, the fluid injec-
tion was carried out with a low level of injection pressure –5 

MPa, and the injection volume was less than 100 m 3/day. 
The injection parameters slowly increased with the injection 
pressure of about 10-12 MPa, and the daily injection volume 
of about 100-200 m3/day during the days 60-110 (Figure 5). 
During days 110-140, the injection pressure increased 
sharply to 15.5 MPa and consistently held, and injection 
volume exceeded 300 m3/day (Figure 5). The fluid injection 
at the well reached operational injection pressure of 17.2 
MPa and injection volume of about 320 m 3/day around 19 
May 2011 (day 141; Figure 5). These injection parameters 
are kept during June through December 2011 (see Figure 5). 

[25] We can recognize several instances of gaps in surface 
injection pressure—a sudden drop in injection pressure 
followed by prolonged low pressure. These gaps are present 
in the daily injection volumes as well (Figure 5). The drops 
in injection pressure correspond to 2-4 days of no pumping 
at the wellhead followed by 8 to 20 days of gradual increase 
of injection pressure (Figure 5). Most of the short and sharp 
pressure drops correspond to no pump running for a day on 
national holidays—Memorial Day, 4 July, and among 
others. The longer gaps are due to injection tests, on Labor 
Day (246-250), pump maintenance (days 283-285), and 
Thanksgiving holidays (days 331-334), etc. 

[26] The surface injection pressures shown in Figure 5 are 
listed as average pressure in the Northstar 1 injection log, 
which lists average wellhead pressure between start 
pressure at the beginning of injection each day and stop 
pressure at the end of injection each day. The wellhead 
pressure drops substantially after days of no injection oper-
ation as shown as minima in the pressure plot (Figure 5). 
Dissipation of injection pressure during the gaps is 
estimated to be about 0.069 MPa/h drop in the wellhead 
pressure. The average injection rate (number of hours the 
pump ran over a total daily injection volume) was about 
15 m3/h and remained nearly constant over the whole year 
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Figure 5. Average surface injection pressure in each day at Northstar 1 well during its operation 29 
December 2010 to 30 December 2011 in MPa is plotted with red line (right vertical axis). Dotted portions 
indicate no entries in the injection log. Daily total injection volume in cubic meters, m 3, is plotted with solid 
bars (left vertical axis). Average injection volume is about 350 m 3/day when the well is running full time at 
the maximum surface injection pressure of 17.2 MPa. A total of 78,797.6 m 3  of fluid have been injected into 
the Northstar 1 well. Cumulative seismic moment of 167 earthquakes that occurred during the fluid injec-
tion period is plotted as continuous solid line for reference. Instances of sharp increase of daily injection 
volume are indicated a and b, which correspond to occurrence of earthquakes (see the text). 

of injection operation at Northstar 1 well. During the 
summer months, June–August, the injection rate was some-
what low at 12.6 m 3/h. 

[27] On 30 December 2011, ODNR requested the opera-
tor of the Northstar 1 cease injection at the well based upon 
the proximity of the 24 December 2011 hypocenter to the 
Northstar 1 injection wellbore. As of 31 December 2011, a 
total of 78,797.6 m3  (495,622 barrels) of fluid had been 
injected into the Northstar 1 well. It is the only well out of 
177 class II (brine disposal) waste disposal wells operating 
in the state of Ohio during 2011 that has been linked to po-
tentially induced earthquakes. Daily total injection volume 
is proportional to the product of pump run time and injec-
tion pressure, and it may be an appropriate parameter to as-
sess the effect of fluid injection on the subsurface hydraulic 
system (injection interval). The injection pressure alone is 
not sufficient to represent the injection; it needs sufficient 
fluid to exert the pressure on subsurface rocks. 

4.1. Peaks and Minima of Injection Parameters and 
Seismicity at Youngstown, Ohio 

[28] When the seismicity in the Youngstown area during 
2011-2012 is compared with the fluid injection parameters 
at the deep injection well Northstar 1, there is some correlation 
between the injection parameters and occurrence of earth-
quakes. No felt earthquakes occurred prior to the injection 
operation on 29 December 2010. Once the injection at the well 
commenced, and the injection pressure was slowly applied, 
the first earthquake of Af, 1.2 occurred on 11 January 2011 
at 11:16, about 13 days after the commencement. As the fluid  

injection progressed and injection parameters steadily in-
creased, the seismicity in the area also increased as shown in 
the cumulative seismic moment release from days 13 to 76, 
2011 (Figure 5). The seismicity shown in Figure 4, in particu-
lar, the cumulative moment closely follows the increased sur-
face injection pressure as well as injection volume (Figure 5). 

[29] There are a pair of peaks in injection volumes as 
marked a and b in Figure 5. These sharp peaks in the injection 
flow rate (m3/day) appear to be correlated to the occurrence of 
earthquakes that followed such sharp increases closely. Such a 
short-term--several hours to a few days—response of the 
injection medium to the fluid injection may be an indication 
that the injection target strata are highly fractured, and the stor-
age volume is hydraulically connected to the injection fluid 
dissipation pathways. The cross correlation between the earth-
quake series and the fluid pressure as well as injection flow 
rate series were calculated to determine whether there was a 
lag between peak fluid pressure and peak seismic activity. 
The cross correlation is not symmetrical and indicates that 
the peak of seismicity follows the peak pressure by approxi-
mately five days. The lack of symmetry in the cross correlation 
is due to delayed seismic activity at the beginning and contin-
ued seismic activity after the injection of fluid. About 10+ 
days of short-term response is also reported at RMA [Healy 
et al., 1968] and is suggested that it was due to fractured 
Precambrian crystalline bedrock at the site. Although, the 
Precambrian basement in the Youngstown area was not the 
primary target interval, the fractured Precambrian rock directly 
below the wellbore shares similar fractured reservoir charac-
teristics as the RMA site. 
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4.1.1. Quiescence of Seismicity and Minima of Fluid 
Injection Pressure 

[30] There are quiescences in seismicity during certain time 
intervals such as days: 285-296 and 305-320 (see Figure 4), 
as marked with yellow bars in Figure 6. Those quiescent pe-
riods are defined as time intervals at least four consecutive 
days without earthquakes (A 0.9), and they appear to fol-
low the minima in the injection pressure as represented by ver-
tical red lines in Figure 6. Although not all the injection 
pressure minima correlate with the quiescence in seismicity, 
75% of the pressure minima (18 out of 24 minima) fall within 
the quiescent intervals (Figure 6), whereas about 62% of the 
quiescent intervals (18 out of 29 intervals) are associated with 
the pressure minima (Figure 6). We suggest that the cessation 
of fluid injection may have caused quiescences of earthquakes 
as illustrated in Figure 6. We are unable to model such behav-
ior with reservoir analysis due to lack of detailed knowledge 
on the ambient pore pressure at the Northstar 1 well [e.g., 
Hsieh and Bredehoeft, 1981]. 

4.2. Physical Basis of the Induced Seismicity in 
Youngstown, Ohio 

[31] The basic mechanism for initiation of induced earth-
quakes during fluid injection into deep wells is well under-
stood [e.g., Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Healy et al., 1968; 
Raleigh et al., 1976]: tectonic strain stored in the basement 
rock is released via earthquakes that are triggered by the 
injection of fluid into the basement rock. The Mohr-
Coulomb fracture criterion may be written as [Healy et al., 
1968; Yeats et al., 1997]: 

= TO 4- pan , 	 (1) 

where r is the shear stress on the fault plane at failure, r o  is 
the fracture cohesion, it is the coefficient of friction, and a n  
is the effective normal stress. Under the presence of pore 
pressure, the effective normal stress consists of two parts, a 
pore pressure P and the total stress S; hence, an = (S, - P), 
in which S, is the total normal stress acting on the fault plane, 
and P is the pressure of the ambient fluid [Healy et al., 1968]. 
For fault slip on preexisting faults, the cohesive strength (re) 
is taken to be close to zero [Zoback and Healy, 1984; Zoback, 
1992]. ranges from 0.6 to 1.0 [Zoback and Townend, 
2001], and Byerlee [1978] reports p = 0.85 for a variety of 
rock types at normal stress up to 200 MPa. The right side 
of the equation consists of a frictional term p (S„ - P), plus 
the cohesive strength, r o  and, hence as long as the right side 
is greater than the shear stress (r), fault slip will not occur. 
This empirical relation indicates that the effect of increasing 
pore pressure is to reduce the friction resistance to fault slip 
by decreasing the effective normal stress (a„) acting on the 
fault plane. 

[32] If the area has preexisting weak zones (fractures 
and faults), and the area is already close to failure, then 
a small increase in pore pressure would trigger earthquakes. 
Therefore, the gaps in injection parameters at the Northstar 
1 well reduced the pore pressure (P) in the above equation 
and effectively strengthened the friction resistance on the 
subsurface fault. This leads to reduced size and number of 
triggered earthquakes and the quiescence in seismicity as 
shown in Figure 6. 

[33] The parameters in the above equation can be evaluated 
for the Youngstown area on the basis of the following 
assumptions and relations between r, a,,, and the principal 
stresses. For strike-slip faulting in Youngstown area, the least 
(S3) and greatest (S 1 ) principal stresses are horizontal [Yeats 
et al., 1997]. We take the least principal stress (S3) to be the 
bottom hole pressure (BHP) of 27.5 MPa (=1000 kg/ 
m3  x 9.8 m/s2  x 2802 m); the intermediate principal stress S2 
is vertical and equal to the lithostatic pressure (mainly over-
burden) [Healy et al., 1968]. S2 at the bottom of injection well 
at 2802 m is 74.1 MPa (=2700 kg/m 3  x 9.8 m/s2  x 2802 m). 
The greatest principal stress S 1  must be at least 74.1 MPa. 
Estimates of the pore pressure before the fluid injection (P) 
at the Northstar 1 well is unknown. If we take a similar value 
to that of RMA well, which was about 75% of the BHP, P is 
20.6 MPa (=27.5 MPa x 0.75) which corresponds to the static 
fluid level of 700 m below the wellhead after injection stopped 
[Hsieh and Bredehoefi, 1981]. From the Mohr failure enve-
lope, the shear and effective normal stresses are given as 
[Healy et al., 1968; Yeats et al., 1997]: 

(S1 2 - S3) . 
r = 	sin 2a (2) 

(Si
an 	

S3 - 2P) (SI  - S3 ) = 	 cos 2a 	(3) 2 	 2 

where a is the angle between the fault plane and the plane 
normal to a l  . a - 45° for the strike-slip focal mechanism 
with P axis trending 219° and fault plane striking 265° 
given in the previous section for Youngstown area. Given 
51 =74.1 MPa, S3 =27.5 MPa, P=20.6 MPa, and a = 45°, 
the shear and effective normal stresses on a potential fault 
plane are r = 28.3 MPa and an  = 30.2 MPa. Therefore, 
according to the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, the cohesive 
strength, To would have to be at least 2.6 MPa to prevent fault 
slip in the reservoir rocks in Youngstown area prior to fluid in-
jection. If the cohesive strength is taken to be r 0  =0 on the 
fault plane, then pore pressure (P) must be less than -17.5 
MPa to prevent failure. 

[34] Average injection pressure of 7.5 MPa for two days and 
a daily total injection volume of 102 m3/day may have trig-
gered an /14 4, 1.0 shock on 3 February 2011 (day 35, 
Figure 6). If we use this injection pressure, the pore pressure 
is raised to 35.5 MPa (27.5 MPa + 7.5 MPa; BHP plus 
surface injection pressure), and it yields; r =28.3 MPa, 
an =15.3 MPa, and ro  =15.3 MPa. The occurrence of faulting 
upon reduction of the frictional term due to increased pore 
pressure indicates a value for r o  of 15.3 MPa or less. This is 
comparable to To  = 15.1 MPa estimated for the RMA [Healy 
et al., 1968]. The cohesive strength for crystalline basement 
rocks is about 50 MPa [Healy et al., 1968]. The cohesive 
strength of 15.3 MPa may be reasonable for the fractured 
injection media at the Youngtown area, which appears to be 
fractured Precambrian rocks with preexisting fault or fracture 
zones, to hold the fault together. 

5. Discussion 

[35] The earthquakes did not stop immediately after the 
shutdown of the injection operation at Northstar 1, although 
the rate and size of earthquakes steadily dropped within a 
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Figure 6. Surface injection pressure in MPa in each day during the whole operation of the Northstar 1 
well 29 December 2010 to 30 December 2011 is plotted with black line (right vertical axis). Daily total in-
jection volume in cubic meters (m 3) is plotted with solid bars (left vertical axis) and the earthquakes that 
occurred during December 2010 to January 2012 are plotted with vertical bars whose lengths are propor-
tional to their moment magnitude, M. The minima in the injection pressure are represented by vertical 
red lines, and quiescent intervals of seismicity are indicated by yellow bars. These injection pressure min-
ima are due to no pumping at the wellhead during equipment services and holidays, and 75% of the minima 
appear to be correlated to quiescent intervals of seismicity. The minima that are not related to the quiescent 
intervals are marked by x. 

month following shutdown. The largest shock on 31 
December 2011 occurred about 24 h after the end of injec-
tion on 30 December 2011 at Northstar 1. The largest earth-
quakes postdated the end of injection at other sites such as, 
Ashtabula, Ohio, and RMA near Denver, Colorado. At 
RMA, the largest earthquake (X 5.2) occurred on 10 
April 1967 more than a year after injection ceased on 
February 1966 [Healy et al., 1968]. Usually, pore pressure 
buildup from several months of fluid injection would 
require time to return to the preinjection level. 

5.1. Migration of Seismicity From East to West 
[36] Twelve relocated regional earthquakes cluster along 

ENE-WSW (Figure 7a), and their vertical distribution 
suggests that the rupture area can be represented by a pair of 
rectangular planes aligned en echelon with overall length of 
about 1.2 km and width of about 0.5 km (Figure 7b). The lin-
ear trend is consistent with a nodal plane striking 265° of the 
focal mechanism for the main shock on 31 December 2011 
(Figure 7a). A pair of earthquakes on 17 March 2011 (events 
#1 and #2) occurred at the eastern end of a 1.2 km long rupture 
area close to the wellbore (Figure 7a), then the subsequent 
shocks in August and September 2011 occurred in the further 
western part of the rupture area (events #3 through #7; 
Figure 7). The shocks on December 2011 and January 2012 
including the main shock on 31 December 2011 occurred at 
the western end of the rupture area (events #10—#12; 
Figure 7). Hence, the seismicity migrated gradually from the 
eastern end of the fault area close to the injection wellbore to-
ward the western end, away from the injection point (Figure 7). 

[37] The west-south-west (WSW) migration of the seis-
micity from the injection point can be explained by the 
outward expansion of the high fluid pressure front which 
increases pore pressure along its path on the fault zone and 
triggers earthquakes, and the progressive westward migration 
of seismicity continues until injection stops. The effect of 
increased pore pressure is to reduce the frictional resistance 
to faulting by decreasing the effective normal stress across 
the fracture plane [Healy et al., 1968]. A predominantly 
WSW-ENE trending seismicity with narrow depth ranges 
of 3.5-4.0 km indicates the existence of a fractured 
Precambrian rock in the form of en echelon rectangular faults 
as conduits of fluid migration. A migration of seismicity was 
also observed at RMA [Healy et al., 1968; Hsieh and 
Bredehoeft, 1981]. There is minor seismic activity in the 
northeast from the injection well within the ENE-WSW 
trending fractured Precambrian basement, suggesting the 
existence of step-like en echelon rupture planes (see 
Figure 3a). Deep basement fault(s) in the study area may 
act as vertical fluid conduits and provides a hydraulic con-
nection between the fluid disposal well injection depths and 
the earthquake source depths (Figure 7). 

5.2. Speed of the Earthquake Migration 
[38] The seismicity migrated from East to West for about 

1.2 km during 17 March 2011 to 13 January 2012. Although 
the migration rate is not homogeneous in time, an average 
speed is about 4.0 m per day (= 1.2 km/300 days) or —120 m 
per month. Somewhat higher migration speed of 2 to 40 mth 
was observed in a water injection experiment at the Nojima 
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Figure 7. (a) Accurately relocated regional earthquakes 
that have occurred during 17 March 2011 to 13 January 
2012 in Youngstown area are plotted by circles and denoted 
by event ids. The deep injection well Northstar 1 (NS#1) is 
plotted for reference. Events on 17 March 2011 (#1 and #2) 
are located close to the injection well. Subsequent later 
events have occurred further away from the injection well 
and the events on December 2011 to January 2012 are lo-
cated at the western end of the rupture zone; (b) Cross-
section view of the hypocenters. Injection interval of the well 
between 2504 and 2802 m is indicated by shaded rectangle. 
Events are clustered in depth ranges 3.5 to 4.0 km, and the 
seismicity shows gradual migration from the eastern end 
close to the injection wellbore to the western end of the fault 
zone. Circle sizes are proportional to the source radius of 
each event determined by empirical Green's function analysis 
and circular source model of Madariaga [1976]. Dashed 
lines suggest possible maximum rupture planes based on 
source model of Brune [1970]. 

fault zone in Japan [Tadokoro et al., 2000, 2005]. Seeber et al. 
[2004] reported a somewhat similar observation in Ashtabula, 
Ohio where seismicity shifted —1 km from the point of injec-
tion during May 1986 to June 1994. 

[39] The seismicity waned after the main shock on 31 
December 2011 (which also coincides with the stopping of 
the injection operation), which is somewhat different from 
the naturally occurring earthquakes in which most of the 
aftershocks occur immediately following the main shock. 
The seismicity plotted in Figure 4 is similar to an earthquake  

swarm, but in this case, seismicity is spread in time and space 
due to migrating high fluid pressure front. As such, most 
events may have occurred as doublets and multiplets. 

5.3. Total Injected Volume and Maximum Seismic 
Moment of the Induced Earthquakes 

[40] McGarr [1976] reported that annual sums of seismic 
moments for the Denver earthquakes from 1962 to 1965 
agree with the yearly total moment estimated from the vol-
ume of fluid injected at the RMA well. He postulated that 
the seismicity that results from a change in volume AV is 
related to the sum of the seismic moments of the earthquake 
population, EM0, that is, EM0  v IAVI, where v is the rigidity, 
and a necessary condition is that the change in volume is 
accommodated only by seismic failure. Gibbs et al. [1973] 
reported that the number of earthquakes per year appeared 
to correlate with changes in the quantity of fluid injected 
per year during 1962-1970 in Rangely, Colorado. 

[41] McGarr [2012] proposed that the maximum induced 
earthquake size (moment) scales with total volume of 
injected fluid. The pore fluid pressure from injection is 
needed to trigger the earthquakes [Raleigh et al., 1976; 
Zoback and Harjes, 1997], but additionally the total 
injected volume must be large enough to exert fluid pressure 
over a sufficiently large area of the preexisting faults, 
thereby triggering large-sized earthquakes. However, even 
if this volume is large, it may not be necessary that earth-
quakes will occur. For example, if a large volume is injected 
over a long period of time, sufficient to achieve fluid migra-
tion, earthquakes may not be triggered. We conclude that 
although total injected volume is a readily available param-
eter that may be useful for assessing the propensity for 
earthquakes to occur, it may need to be interpreted in asso-
ciation with knowledge of the injection rate, and/or an 
assessment of pressure levels. As in the progressive migra-
tion of seismicity, more injected volume would have a better 
chance to exert pressure to a wider rupture area, thereby in-
creasing the maximum size of the induced earthquakes. 
Although we do not know the WSW-ENE extent of the 
fault(s) in the Youngstown area, it is possible that continued 
injection of fluid at Northstar 1 well could have triggered 
potentially large and damaging earthquakes. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

[42] A total of 167 small earthquakes (Mia, 0.0-3.9) were 
detected during January 2011 to February 2012 in 
Youngstown, Ohio. These shocks were located close to a 
deep fluid injection well Northstar 1. Twenty-one accurately 
located earthquakes are distributed along the pair of en eche-
lon faults striking 265° (ENE-WSW) and dipping steeply to 
the north (dip = 72°N), consistent with the main shock 
focal mechanism. 

[43] All the well-located earthquakes have occurred at 
depths ranging from 3.5 to 4.0 km in the Precambrian crys-
talline basement. Most of the previously known earthquakes 
associated with the fluid injections in the eastern United 
States have occurred in Precambrian basement indicating 
that tectonic strain stored in the crystalline basement is 
released through the triggered events (e.g., Ashtabula, 
Ohio [Seeber et al., 2004], and Guy, Arkansas [Horton, 
2012]). The P axis of the main shock mechanism trends 
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NE-SW and corresponds to horizontal compression (cy funa„) 
which is slightly rotated from the ENE-WSW trending 
broad-scale regional stress field in the northeastern United 
States [Du et al., 2003; Zoback and Zoback, 1991]. 

[44] The first detected earthquake (A4„, 1.2) occurred on 11 
January 2011, 13 days after the commencement of injection 
at Northstar 1 well. At that time, a total of -700 m 3  of fluid 
had been injected at a rate of up to 5 m 3/h, and the surface 
injection pressure was up to 13.5 MPa. Total injection vol-
ume was a very small quantity when it started to trigger an 
earthquake, and the injection pressure was relatively low, 
and hence, there must have been nearly direct fluid conduits 
to the ENE-WSW trending fault very close to the injection 
wellbore, and the subsurface condition at the Precambrian 
basement may have been near critical for the earthquakes to 
occur. The cross correlation between the earthquake series 
and the injection flow rate series indicates that the peak of 
seismicity follows the peak pressure with approximately five 
days lag. This short-term response of the injection media at 
Youngstown is similar to an observation at RMA where 
about 10 days of time lag in earthquake occurrences was 
observed following fluid injection [Healy et al., 1968]. 

[45] We conclude that the recent, 2011-2012, earthquakes 
in Youngstown, Ohio were induced by the fluid injection at 
Northstar 1 deep injection well due to increased pore pressure 
along the preexisting (ENE-WSW trending) faults located 
close to the wellbore in the Precambrian basement. This is 
based on the facts that: (1) well-located earthquakes clustered 
in a narrow zone along the fault trace striking ENE-WSW in 
the Precambrian basement (Figures 3 and 6); (2) migration 
of seismicity from the east-close to the injection point, 
toward the west-away from the wellbore, indicating that 
the expanding high fluid pressure front increased the pore 
pressure along its ENE-WSW trending path and progres-
sively triggered the earthquakes; (3) occurrence of earth-
quakes was generally correlated with the total daily 
injection volume and injection pressure, and a pair of peaks 
in the injection parameters appears to be correlated with the 
occurrence of earthquakes at the early stage of fluid injection 
when the subsurface hydraulic system started to build up 
pore pressure; (4) 75% of the minima in surface injection 
pressure (no pumping operations) appeared to correlate with 
quiescent intervals of seismicity, which may indicate that the 
earthquakes were caused by the pressure buildup in the 
fractured Precambrian basement and stopped when pressure 
dropped; and (5) a short-term response of the injection 
media to the fluid injection parameters on the time scale of 
hours to few days (5+) suggests that the site behaved as a 
fractured Precambrian reservoir as in the Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal, Colorado. 
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• 

•) is an updated copy of the concerns and the maps that I submitted to ODNR at the Injection Well rules hearing on 
/6-15-12 in Reynoldsburg, OH : 

Given the potential for earthquakes and fluid migration along fault lines in proximity to injection wells I am concerned 

about the impact these wells will have on Ohio's environment and public health. 

I have superimposed The ODNR Class II Brine Injection Well map with ODNR maps that show faulting in Ohio. (See 

handouts.) As you can see, there are a number of injection wells that are being drilled into areas designated with 

faulting and more are being permitted every month. Ohio has been earmarked by the industry as the waste facility for 

millions upon millions of gallons of toxic waste euphemistically labeled "brine". I will discuss the new well in my 

county. 

The injection well permit filed in Coshocton County, (Adams #1, Application APATTO19998), indicates that the well is 

injecting into multiple geologic formations including the Mount Simon Basal Sandstone just above the bedrock. The 

Youngstown earthquakes were blamed on faults and injecting into bedrock. There is a fault line that runs from 

Holmes County all the way down through several counties to the Ohio River. This injection well, (along with 5 others), 

is located on that fault. The maps indicate that the east side of the fault block is down and the west side is up which 

seems to indicate a break in the bedrock. 

The well is sited at the juncture of 3 rivers- the Walhonding, the Tuscarawas, and the Muskingum. It is situated in the 

heart of the largest self-contained watershed in Ohio and covers 20% of the state. The City of Coshocton water 

treatment plant is a few miles downstream. 

Questions and concerns about siting injection wells near faults - 

(1) Does the faulting extend into the sedimentary layers above and how far? 

(2) What studies have been done to determine the nature and presence of faults in the sedimentary layers? 

(3) How much slickwater waste will these wells pump into a fault zone? 

(4) What will be the cumulative effect of the pressure and volume of multiple wells injecting billions of gallons of 

waste into a single fault zone? How will ODNR monitor the effects not only on the well but on the faults and geology 

surrounding the injection site? 

We have been assured by industry and the media that injection wells are reliable, safe, and pose no threat to health 

or the environment despite the quakes in Mahoning County, the cancer cluster around Clyde, Ohio, and the 

continued operation of the Ginsburg well in Athens County despite court ordered closure. However, the ODNR July 

2013 inspection report for the Adams 1 injection well here in Coshocton indicates that this new well had major 

problems. The packer did not seal off the annulus and allowed the fluid to be driven upward toward the surface and 

the aquifers it was designed to protect. Obviously, these wells can and do fail. It took a month for them to replace 

the packer. They had to grind, cut, mill, and even use explosive devices to extract the packer using hooks and 
magnets. 

Questions and concerns about the disposal of radioactive waste precipitates- 

Also in the report there was a reference to the solid waste precipitates from the storage tanks. If this waste is from 

the Utica and the Marcellus shales then it must contain radium and other native hot elements. This was being sent to 

our local landfill which was never meant to handle radioactive waste. I looked into this and found that radioactive 

waste in our state can be mixed with non-radioactive fill to reduce the amount of background radiation it emits. 

Federal Law prohibits this practice, does it not? I do not know if it this massive waste stream is even being tested for 

radiation. There was some mention of a profile that the landfill would generate but this may be a simple leachate 

test. The local landfill did not respond to my inquiries. 



radiation. There was some mention of a profile that the landfill would generate but this may be a simple leachate 

test. The local landfill did not respond to my inquiries. 

Ohio's policies for the handling and regulating of radioactive shale waste are inadequate and far too permissive. 

ODNR is trying to accomplish two missions whose goals are often in serious conflict; facilitating industrial 

development of a resou-ce that generates billions of tons of toxic liquid, solids, and gases vs. protecting the public. 

Unfortunately, the deep pockets of the oil industry have far more influence with policy makers and regulators than 

the public. Here is a quote from a Toledo attorney who recently sent me the latest set of guidelines which were 

quietly slipped into the state budget June 28 th : 

"( 1) Naturally-occurring radioactive material (NORM) was drastically redefined so that the preponderance of what is 
actually TENORM under federal law is now downgraded by the stroke of a pen to NORM. NORM can be disposed of in 
landfills without measurement or characterization. 

(2) "Beneficial use" is expanded beyond recognition. Essentially, any garbage which can be "beneficially" used is 
exempted from measurement or characterization. The Ohio Soils Recycling gambit in Columbus is to take drill 
cuttings, which are largely clay in content, and radioactive throughout and magically transform them with the stroke 
of a pen into material that can be used to shore up or replace landfill liners - to do! "Beneficial use!" 

(3) The General Assembly, in its casual but deliberate ignorance, expressly decreed in HB 59 that there henceforth 
needs to be no recordkeeping whatsoever of the origin, contents, or history of any frocking garbage load dumped into 
a landfill. Ta-da! ZERO institutional memory. 

So add to that the final insurance policy of REITs and you have as close to zero liability as possible. And you leave 
behind dozens of radioactive waste dumps that incidentally also become hazardous heavy metal dumps, because the 
giga-volumes of racking waste are inorganic crud with significant quantities of heavy metals laced throughout - and 
heavy metal poisoning by chromium, lead, nickel, etc. is a nontrivial public health hazard along with the radioactivity, 
which will endure for 1000 or more years. 

All of the above three Items were explicit changes in the law buried in the budget bill." 

Ohio needs an agency that is dedicated to protecting the environment and has the integrity and the resources to 

regulate a powerful an influential industry. The latest IPCC report on the climate that was just released underscores 

the need to bring the f ssil fuel industry under control within the next decade. If the oil and gas concerns are allowed 

to continue to steamy II their way over every constraint and regulation meant to protect the environment what hope 

do our children, (and 	urs), have for a viable future? 

The ODNR is hamstrung and incapable of assuring Please assume your re=sponsibility and protect our communities. 

the welfare of the citizens of Ohio. 

Looking forward to yo r response, 

Nick Teti 

Coshocton Citizens fo Truth About Fracking 

Coshocton, Ohio 

www.NapalmCreek.c m 



CLASS II BRINE INJECTION WELLS OF OHIO 

Superimpo sed with Faults 

STATE OF OHIO • DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

The dots indicate injection wells 

Structural features 

•••r" RomeTrough 

• Subcrop limits 

A 	Northstar #1 

A 	A' Line of cross section 

Major Structural Features 

ASF - Akron-Suffield Fault System 
CCSD - Cambridge Cross Strike Structural Discontinuity 
ECRB - East Continent Rift Basin 
FA - Findlay Arch 
GFTZ - Grenville Front Tectonic Zone 

F - Highlandtown Fault 
T - Smith Township Fault 

WA - Waverly Arch 
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— Lake Erie-Ohio River drainage divide 

0 Mississippi sandstone 

o Devonian Berea Sandstone 

• Devonian shale 

0 Silurian/Devonian 'Big Lime" interval 

• Silurian "Clinton/Medina" sandstone 

• Ordovician shale and limestone 

• Cambrian/Ordovician interval 

• Multiple injection zones 

• Permitted locations 
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Lake Erie 

Marcellus Shale 

Muskingum 
Watershed 

Utica Shale 

	 Fracking Potential - Marcellus Shale 

Fracking Potential - Utica Shale 

The Muskingum Watershed - The 
largest watershed in Ohio. It provides 
fresh running water to 25 counties in 
Ohio then joins the Ohio and 
Mississippi River systems which flow 
south through 8 states into our nation's 
prime Gulf Coast fishing grounds. 
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34031271770000 SW SC 08-Jul-13 3 FALSE FALSE 725 80 

Jordan Services on site cleaning out 

storage tanks and placing material in 

roll off containers owned by Waste 

Management and once profile is 

returned from landfill they will haul 

material to landfill. 

34031271770000 SW SC 25-Jun-13 == .LSE FALSE EEC 50 

Injection pump was in operation during 

my inspection and it was noted that 

five Infinity Water Trucks were waiting 

to unload at site during my inspection. 

34031271770000 SW SC 06-Jun-13 L L 	E FALSE 

Facility appears to be in satisfactory 

condition this inspection. 

34031271770000 SW SC 22-May-13 FALSE FALSE 

Visited site along with Chief Serir Kc cf 

division of geo surveys and toured site 

and answered questions that Mr. 

Serinko asked about injection well 

facility and equipment involved with 

disposal operations. 

34031271770000 SW SC 10-May-13 'LL:.- E FALSE 25 100 

No violations noted, injection pump 

was not in operation during my 

inspection and in conversation with 

operator stating that they have not 

been very busy this week. 

34031271770000 SW SC 26-Apr-13 2 FALSE FALSE 175 100 

Inspection revealed that injection 

pump was not in operation today and 

company owner was on site to discuss 

cleaning of dirtyfluids and proper 

handling of solids. 

34031271770000 SW SC 12-Apr-13 FALSE FALSE 165 280 

Inspection revealed that injection 

pump was not in operation today. 

34031271770000 SV. SC 02-Apr-13 FALSE FALSE 115 140 

Inspection revealed that injection 

pump was not in operation today and 

according to well care taker things have 

been slow goingfor the last couple 

weeks. 

34031271770000 SW SC 20-Mar-13 - :-.LsE FALSE 20 120 

Inspection revealed that injection 

pump was not in operation today and 

according to well tender things have 

been slow lately. 

34031271770000 SW SC 22-Feb-13 FALSE FALSE :55 140 

Inspection revealed that according to 

well attendant there was very little 

water being received at facility at thi: 

time. 
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34031271770000 SW 

— 

06-Feb-13 

- 

FALSE F=LEE 

- --- 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell setting the packer. 

Universal Well Services conducted the 

mechanical integrity test. The test 

passed and Bakerwell was authorized 

to resume operations. 

34031271773C3C _... 06-Feb-13 12 FALSE FALSE 0 1450 

On site to witness 4.5" injection string 

&packer run in hole and then pressure 

test annulus of tubing, packer was set 

under 20K tension and well head used 

as a mandrel type and a sphere will 

need to be used if packer is to be 

released so: a later date.Unive r 

34031271770000 SW ‘..: C _ 05-Feb-13 FALSE FALSE 

On site to witness Arrow Set Lock 

packer in hole, before running packer 

decision was made to run magnet in 

well to retrieve broken packer parts we 
got small amount of metal we made 

three runs with magnet and then ran 

bare tools in well to check total dept 

34031271770000 SW :1 4.Fet , 1 12 FALSE FALSE 

On site to pressure test the integrity of 

the 7" casing, rig crew ran a mechanical 

bridge plug too 54372' and they then 

filled casing with fluid and they closed 

the Blow Out Preventer and then they 

applied 1450 psi of pressure and we 

monitored pressure fo 

34031271770000 SW :C 01-Feb-13 FALSE FALSE 

Inspection revealed that service rig has 

packer moving up hole but it is still 

dragging a little it will be a slow process 

before they get packer out of hole, once 

out of hole they plan on running a 
casing scrapper In the well to make 

sure there is no bur 

34031271770000 S'i': 30-. e• - • FALSE FALSE 

On the day of my inspection Bakerwe II 

released the spear and tripped the jars 

out of the hole. They went back in with 

a 5" mill in an attempt to clear any 

obstructions that my be preventing the 

packer from coming up the hole. 

34031271770000 SW EC 30-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE 

Pulled down hole sphere today and 

started back into well with milling 

tools. 

34031271770000  
• 

_ SC 29-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE 

On the day of my inspettion I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

release the packer with a spear and 

hydraLlic jars. 



..,... -„... — ...-- 

Inspection revealed that Bakerwell 

Service personnel was on site to try and 

retrieve packer from wellbore ,they 

attached down hole tools to packer and 

used hydraulic means to try and break 

packer free they were able too do sc 
20 34031271770000 SW SC 29-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE 0 0 after several attempts and th 

4,  
Inspection revealed that service rig had 

to mix kill water before starting out of 

hole, pulled tubing and Blue-Dot tools 

from well and we did not retrieve 

packer at this point, decision was made 

to go in hole with down hole sphere and 

21 34031271770000 SW SC 28-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE 0 0 a set of hydraulic j 
ti 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

release the packer by means of using 

an overshot and jars. Bakerwell pulled 

all of the 4.5" casingfrom the well and 

22 34031271770000 SW SC 25-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE began equipping the well head wi 
1,- 

Inspection revealed that service rig has 

removed 4.5' injection stringfrom well 

they will nipple up BOP and then run 

2.375" tubing with fishing tool on 

bottom and then proceed to go in well 

34031271770000 SW SC 25-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE to try and retrieve packerfrom well. 

Inspection revealed that Bakerwell 

Services has service rig on site to try 

and determine if they have tubing leak 

or packer leak, after several attempts 

to release packer failed decision was 

made to cut injection string offjust 

34031271770000 

• 

SW SC 24-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE above packer and then go i 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

release the packer by means of 

detonating primer cord inside. This 

method was unsuccessful. The decision 

was then made to shoot the casing off 

34031271770000 SW SC 24-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE above 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

mechanically release the packer. It v,a:: 

reported that annular pressure was 

detected, requiring that the casing and 

'2':' 34031271770000 SW SC 23-Jan-13 FALSE FALSE packer be removed and tested. 





3403127177000'0 S...., : r _, _:--,:in-13 FALSE FALSE 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

release the packer by means of 

detonating primer cord inside. This 

method was unsuccessful. The decision 

was then made to shoot the casing off 

above 
P 

340312717700CC SW :::._ :3 -Jan -13 1E 

On the day of my inspection I met ODNR 

Inspector Dave Ball on location to 

witness Bakerwell attempting to 

mechanically release the packer. It was 

reported that annular pressure was 

detected, rectuiring that the casing and 

packer be removed and tested. 
r 

34031271770000 SW Sr 23-Jan-13 8 FALSE FALSE 0 

On site to witness service rig try and 

release packer theytried several 

different ways to release packet %Nitr-

o° luck, decision v.as made to part 

tubing just ab-cve packer and tt..en 

attempt to fish packer from well usir 

tubing and washover assembly. 
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Induced seismicity associated with fluid injection into a deep well 
in Youngstown, Ohio 

Won-Young Kim 1  
Received 1 February 2013; revised 6 June 2013; accepted 10 June 2013; published 19 July 2013. 

[1] Over 109 small earthquakes (44, 0.4-3.9) were detected during January 2011 to February 
2012 in the Youngstown, Ohio area, where there were no known earthquakes in the past. 
These shocks were close to a deep fluid injection well. The 14 month seismicity included six 
felt earthquakes and culminated with a M„, 3.9 shock on 31 December 2011. Among the 109 
shocks, 12 events greater than Mw  1.8 were detected by regional network and accurately 
relocated, whereas 97 small earthquakes (0.4 < M„, < 1.8) were detected by the waveform 
correlation detector. Accurately located earthquakes were along a subsurface fault trending 
ENE-WSW—consistent with the focal mechanism of the main shock and occurred at depths 
3.5-4.0 km in the Precambrian basement. We conclude that the recent earthquakes in 
Youngstown, Ohio were induced by the fluid injection at a deep injection well due to 
increased pore pressure along the preexisting subsurface faults located close to the wellbore. 
We found that the seismicity initiated at the eastern end of the subsurface fault—close to the 
injection point, and migrated toward the west—away from the wellbore, indicating that the 
expanding high fluid pressure front increased the pore pressure along its path and 
progressively triggered the earthquakes. We observe that several periods of quiescence of 
seismicity follow the minima in injection volumes and pressure, which may indicate that the 
earthquakes were directly caused by the pressure buildup and stopped when 
pressure dropped. 

Citation: Kim, W.-Y. (2013), Induced seismicity associated with fluid injection into a deep well in Youngstown, Ohio, 
J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 118, 3506-3518, doi:10.1002/jgrb.50247. 

1. Introduction 

[2] Since the early 1960s, it has been known that waste 
disposal by fluid injection at high pressure into subsurface 
rock formations can cause earthquakes known as induced 
seismicity [e.g., Nicholson and Wesson, 1992; McGarr 
et al., 2002]. There are well-documented cases of 
induced seismicity including Rocky Mountain Arsenal 
(RMA), Colorado, in the 1960s [Healy et al., 1968]; 
Ashtabula, Ohio, in the 1980s [Seeber at al., 2004]; Paradox 
Valley, Colorado, in the 1990s [Ake at al., 2005]; and Guy, 
Arkansas, during 2011 [Horton, 2012], among others. 
The largest events at those induced seismicities range from 
M„, 3.9 at Ashtabula, Ohio, M„, 4.3 at Paradox Valley, 
M„, 4.7 at Guy, Arkansas, and Mw  4.85 at Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal [Herrmann et al., 1981]. 

[3] Since early 2011, many significant earthquakes 
suspected to be induced events occurred in the United States 
midcontinent region [Ellsworth et al., 2012]. They are Mw  

Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of 
this article. 

'Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University, Palisades, 
New York, USA. 

Corresponding author: W.-Y. Kim, Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, 
Columbia University, 61 Rt. 9W, Palisades, NY 10964, USA. 
(wykim@ldeo.columbia.edu) 

02013. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 
2169-9313/13/10.1002/j grb.50247 

5.7 earthquake on 06 November 2011 at Prague, Oklahoma 
[Keranen et al., 2013]; Mw  5.3 event on 23 August 2011 at 
Trinidad, Colorado [Rubinstein et al., 2012; Viegas et al., 
2012]; /14, 4.8 event on 20 October 2011 at Fashing, Texas 
[Brunt et al., 2012]; M„, 4.8 earthquake on 17 May 2012 at 
Timpson, Texas [Brown et al., 2012]; M„, 4.3 earthquake on 
11 September 2011 at Cogdell oil field, Snyder, Texas 
[Davis and Pennington, 1989]; and M,,„ 3.3 event on 16 May 
2009 at Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas [Frohlich at al., 2011], 
and are listed in Table 1. These are broadly related to fluid 
injection into subsurface strata through disposal wells such 
as; for secondary recovery of oil (Cogdell, TX), waste fluid 
from coal bed methane production (Trinidad, CO), wastewater 
(Prague, OK) and brine from hydraulic fracturing of shale gas 
(Dallas-Fort Worth, TX). 

[4] Over the last several years, hydraulic fracturing has 
become widely used in the northeastern United States to 
extract natural gas from the Marcellus Shale (tight Devonian 
black shale) [see, e.g., National Academy of Sciences, 2012]. 
Much of the hydraulic fracturing of shale gas has been carried 
out in Pennsylvania, but the wastewater (brine) from the 
hydraulic fracturing process is being transported to Ohio and 
disposed of by injecting into deep wells at a depth range of 
2.2-3.0 km under high pressure of up to 17.2 MPa (2500 psi 
[pounds per square inch]). The target injection intervals are 
usually sandstone layers in the Knox Dolomite (Lower 
Ordovician to Upper Cambrian) to Mt. Simon sandstone 
(Middle Cambrian). Five deep injection wells were drilled in 
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KIM: INDUCED SEISMICITY IN YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

Table 1. Recent Potentially Induced Earthquakes Occurring in the United States' 

Date Time Lat. Long. Depth Magnitude Location 

(year-mo-dy) (hh:mm:ss) (°N) (y) (km) (M.) (references) 

2011-11-06 03:53:10 35.53 96.77 5 5.7 Prague, OKb  
2011-08-23 05:46:18 37.06 104.70 4 5.3 Trinidad, CO' 
2011-10-20 12:24:41 28.86 98.08 5 4.8 Fashing, TXd  
2012-05-17 08:12:00 31.93 94.37 5 4.8 Timpson, Tr 
2011-02-28 05:00:50 35.27 92.34 3 4.7 Guy, ARf  
2011-09-11 12:27:44 32.85 100.77 5 4.3 Snyder, TV 
2011-12-31 20:05:01 41.12 80.68 5 3.9 Youngstown, OH" 
2009-05-16 16:24:06 32.79 97.02 4 3.3 Dallas-Fort Worth, TX' 

'Listed according to their magnitudes. 
bKeranen et al. [2013]. 
dliferemonte et a/. [2002], Rubinstein et al. [2012], and Viegas et al. [2012]. 
dBrunt et al. [2012]. 
`Brown et al. [2012]. 
(Horton [2012]. 
aDavis and Pennington [1989], http://www.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqc_mt/MECH.NA/20110911122745.  
bODNR [2012]. 
'Frohlich et al. [2011]. 

the Youngstown, Ohio area since 2010, but only the Northstar 1 
injection well was operational during 2011 (Figure 1). Since the 
Northstar 1 waste disposal well became operational in late 
December 2010, Youngstown, Ohio has experienced small 
earthquakes. On 17 March 2011, residents in Youngstown, 
Ohio felt a Mw  2.3 earthquake. By 25 November 2011, nine 
earthquakes (M„, -1.8-2.8) occurred near Youngstown, Ohio. 
These shocks are reported by the Division of Geological 
Survey of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources 
(ODNR) [see Ohio Department of Natural Resources 
(ODNR), 2012, Table 5] by using data from sparse seismic 
stations in the region [Hansen and Ruff, 2003]. Prior to 2011, 
no earthquakes were recorded around Youngstown [Stover 
and Coffman, 1993; Hansen, 2012]. Although these earth-
quakes could not be accurately located due to sparse coverage 
of seismic stations in the region, these shocks were occurring 
close to a deep waste injection well Northstar 1 (Figure 1). 
On 1 December 2011, Lamont Cooperative Seismographic 
Network deployed four portable seismographic stations 
around Youngstown at the request of and in collaboration with 
ODNR to monitor seismicity at close distances and to deter-
mine hypocenters of the small earthquakes accurately for 
assessing whether these shocks were induced by the deep 
waste disposal well injecting fluid since the end of 2010 in 
the area (see Figure 1). 

[s] On 24 December 2011, a magnitude 2.7 shock occurred 
in the epicentral area, which was well recorded by the four-
station local network in the distance range from 1.9 to 6.5 
km from the epicenter. The hypocenter of the shock was very 
well determined by the local station data, which had adequate 
coverage with the station azimuthal gap of 119° and distance 
to the two closest stations less than the focal depth. The shock 
was located about 0.8 ± 0.4 km west of the Northstar 1 well at 
a focal depth of 3.6 ± 0.8 km (95% confidence level). On 30 
December 2011, ODNR requested the operator to shut down 
the Northstar 1 well, because the 24 December 2011 event 
was located close to the injection well with high confidence. 
On 31 December 2011 at 20:05 (UTC), a magnitude A y  3.9 
earthquake occurred in the same epicentral area within 24 h 
from the shutdown of the injection operation. 

[6] This is a rare case of likely induced seismicity in the 
northeastern United States where major events in a sequence  

have been well recorded by local portable seismographs in 
place (with a high sample rate of up to 500 samples/s), pro-
viding an opportunity to study the sequence of seismicity in 
detail. In this study, we analyzed the spatiotemporal distribu-
tion of seismicity in detail and compared it with available 
fluid injection parameters to determine if the seismicity in 
Youngstown area during January 2011 to February 2012 
was triggered by the fluid injection into a deep well or not. 
We also analyzed seismic data in detail in an attempt to shed 
light on relations between the induced seismicity and physi-
cal injection parameters of the deep well injection in the 
Youngstown area. The study area or Youngstown area refers 
to an area about 15 km radius from the main shock on 31 
December 2011 (41.118°N, 80.692°W) around Youngstown, 
Ohio (Figure 1) [see ODNR, 2012, Figures 20 and 22]. 

2. Geologic and Geohydrologic Setting 
[7] The study area (northeast Ohio around Youngstown) is 

located in a stable continental region of North America. 
Subhorizontal Paleozoic sedimentary strata composed of 
carbonates, evaporates, shale, sandstone, and siltstone of 
approximately 2.7 km thickness overlies the Precambrian 
basement. The bedrock units of the study area dip gently 
(-1°) to the southeast into the Appalachian Basin [ODNR, 
2012]. The Precambrian crystalline basement in northeast 
Ohio is composed of igneous and metamorphic rocks, 
extending the -1.1 billion years old Grenville Province 
exposed to the north in Canada. Geologic structures, includ-
ing faults, pervasive in the Grenville terrain, are considered 
as the origin of many faults and general structures within 
the overlying sedimentary strata [Baranoski, 2002]. 

[8] Most known fault systems in the study area trend ESE-
WNW [Baranoski, 2002]. The Smith Township fault, located 
about 20 km southwest of the study area, is the closest 
known fault system, which is a northwest-southeast 
oriented fault with the upthrown side to the northeast 
[Baranoski, 2002, Map PG-23]. This fault can be mapped 
on multiple units from the Precambrian surface through 
the Berea Sandstone (Late Devonian) and above based on 
well logs and driller's reported formation tops, illustrating 
that it has had recurrent movement throughout geologic 
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Figure 1. Nine earthquakes that occurred in Youngstown 
area during March—November 2011 are plotted by solid cir-
cles. These shocks were reported by ODNR and are scattered 
around the area. Twelve relocated earthquakes that have 
occurred in the area during March 2011 to January 2012 
are plotted with open circles. The relocated earthquakes 
include Mn, 2.7 shock on 24 December 2011, Mn, 3.9 shock 
on 31 December 2011, and A.„ 2.1 shock on 13 January 
2012, which are recorded by local portable stations, and 
hence, located accurately by seismic data. Four portable seis-
mographic stations deployed during 01 December 2011 to 30 
April 2012 are plotted with inverted triangles, and a new seis-
mographic station YSLD (Youngstown State University) an 
ANSS NetQuake strong motion instrument (solid triangle) 
are plotted for reference. Deep injection wells in the area 
are plotted with solid squares. Only Northstar 1 (NS#1) was 
operational during 2011. (inset) Permanent seismographic 
stations whose data were used to locate small earthquakes 
around Youngstown, Ohio are plotted with (solid triangles). 
Stations used for focal mechanism inversion are indicated 
by their source-receiver paths. Anna indicates Anna western 
Ohio seismic zone; Perry denotes 31 January 1986 M 5 earth-
quake; CO2 denotes CO2 No. 1 Well in Tuscawara County; 
Ashtabula denotes location of 1987 and 2001 earthquakes 
which occurred near the town. 

time [ODNR, 2012]. Recent earthquakes that occurred in 
northeast Ohio with well-determined focal mechanisms 
indicate that left-lateral strike-slip faulting along E-W 
trending, steeply dipping faults are the predominant style 
of faulting due to broad-scale ENE-WSW trending horizon-
tal compression, climax  [Nicholson et al., 1988; Zoback and 
Zoback, 1991; Du et al., 2003; Seeber et al., 2004]. 

[9] The earthquakes in this study occurred exclusively in 
the Precambrian crystalline basement, whereas the potential 
reservoir strata in the injection interval are Paleozoic sedi-
mentary rocks of alternating sandstone and dolomite layers. 

The Northstar 1 well was drilled into Precambrian granite 
for a total depth of 2802 m. The production casing was 
cemented in at a depth of 2504 m, and the well was com-
pleted open hole to depth 2802 m. Open hole electric logs 
indicate that the two largest porosity zones within the open 
hole section are the B zone Sandstone of the Knox Dolomite 
Group (Ordovician) with a total of 9.8 m net thickness averag-
ing 9.4% porosity and the Mt. Simon Sandstone (Basal 
Sandstone) of Conasauga Group (Cambrian), which showed 
15 m net thickness averaging 10.3% porosity [ODNR, 2012]. 
These two high-porosity zones are considered the reservoirs 
for brine injection at the site, although the target fluid injection 
zone is the entire open hole section of the well —298 m (depth 
interval between 2504 and 2802 m). 

[10] Within the Northstar 1 well, the Precambrian was 
encountered from a depth of 2741 m through total depth 
of 2802 m. Just above and at the Precambrian unconformity 
surface, porosity and permeability zones are indicated on 
the geophysical logs from 2736 to 2742 m depth. These po-
rosity zones may be due to weathering of the Precambrian 
unconformity surface [ODNR, 2012]. The magnetic reso-
nance log, which can detect higher and lower permeability 
zones of the rocks, showed a high-permeability zone with 
a high percentage of moveable fluid in the upper portion 
of the Precambrian strata (depth 2765-2769 m). Another 
high-permeability zone with a high percentage of moveable 
water is found from 2773 to 2776 m. At this same depth, 
high-angle natural fractures or fault zones have been identi-
fied from the well log and images. A clear ENE-WSW 
trending fracture zone has been identified from compass 
orientations of natural fractures plotted from fracture and 
breakout roseplots during geophysical logging at Northstar 
1 well [ODNR, 2012]. 

3. Seismicity 
[ii] More than 200 felt earthquakes have been noted in 

Ohio since 1776, including at least 15 events that have 
caused minor to moderate damage [Stover and Coffman, 
1993; Hansen, 2012]. The largest and most damaging earth-
quake occurred on 9 March 1937, in western Ohio, and the M 
5.4 shock caused notable damage in the town of Anna, 
Shelby County, where nearly every chimney in town was 
toppled. The seismic activity in western Ohio around Anna 
is relatively frequent compared to other parts of Ohio, and 
hence, the area is referred to as the Anna seismic zone. A 
number of earthquakes have occurred in northeast Ohio; for 
example, M 5.0 event on 31 January 1986 near Perry 
[Nicholson et al., 1988] (see Figure 1), and M 3.8 earthquake 
on 13 July 1987 and a M„, 3.9 earthquake on 26 January 2001 
near Ashtabula [Seeber and Armbruster, 1993; Seeber et al., 
2004]. The 1987 and 2001 earthquakes in Ashtabula have 
been reported as induced events due to injection of waste 
fluid at a deep Class I well. 

[12] There were no earthquakes reported within the study 
area (Youngstown, Mahoning County) prior to 2011 [Stover 
and Coffman, 1993]. During 17 March through 25 
November 2011, nine small earthquakes (Mw  1.8-2.7) 
occurred around Youngstown, Ohio (Figure 1). Although, 
the locations of these shocks were not very accurate due to 
sparse seismic station coverage, the shocks occurred close 
to an operating deep waste injection well (Northstar 1 well) 
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Table 2. List of 12 Regional and 9 Local Events Relocated by Using Double-Difference Method' 

Date Time Latitude Longitude Depth Mag Erh Erz 

Id (year-mo-dy) (hh:mm:sec) (°N) (V) (km) (M,,) (km) (km) 

Twelve Regional Events Located by Regional Seismographic Network 
1 2011-03-17 10:42:20.49 	41.12008 	80.68321 	3.76 1.78 2.02 4.10 
2 2011-03-17b  10:53:09.69 41.11983 80.68148 3.84 2.28 1.61 
3 2011-08-22 08:00:31.55 41.11846 80.68999 3.75 2.00 1.30 2.35 
4 2011-08-25 19:44:21.36 41.11937 80.68675 3.86 2.15 2.06 3.46 
5 2011-09-02b  21:03:26.06 41.11960 80.68639 3.98 2.16 2.86 6.79 
6 2011-09-26b  01:06:09.83 41.11847 80.69048 3.77 2.33 1.22 2.57 
7 2011-09-306  00:52:37.57 41.11945 80.68675 3.89 2.77 1.10 2.28 
8 2011-10-20 22:41:09.96 41.11821 80.69044 3.82 2.18 1.51 
9 2011-11-25 06:47:27.03 41.11885 80.69138 3.67 2.02 1.44 3.07 
10 2011-12-246  06:24:57.98 41.11850 80.69235 3.56 2.66 0.38 0.84 
11 2011-12-31 b  20:05:00.04 41.11855 80.69215 3.67 3.88 0.41 0.86 
12 2012-01-13 22:29:34.00 41.11828 80.69484 3.65 2.09 0.34 0.82 

Small Events Located by Local Portable Seismographic Network 
13 2012-01-11 21:29:28.06 	41.12294 	80.67929 	3.50 0.39 0.41 1.08 
14 2012-01-12 03:01:45.43 41.12304 80.68028 3.57 0.07 0.41 1.10 
15 2012-01-13 01:47:29.55 41.12252 80.68132 3.47 -0.05 0.43 1.34 
16 2012-01-14 12:53:36.94 41.1203 80.6837 3.90 0.09 0.46 0.84 
17 2012-01-17 02:25:59.60 41.11901 80.69127 3.91 0.34 0.43 1.01 
18 2012-01-17 07:09:08.73 41.12413 80.67020 3.61 -0.06 0.46 1.37 
19 2012-01-18 12:12:01.21 41.11866 80.69570 3.59 0.41 0.41 0.86 
20 2012-01-22 12:06:20.37 41.12316 80.67916 3.53 -0.11 0.41 1.10 
21 2012-02-11 06:47:19.09 41.12459 80.67278 3.66 -0.40 0.53 1.49 

'Event #16 was not relocated by double-difference method; Events 10, 11, and 12 are also relocated by using local seismographic network data; 
Mag =moment magnitude; Erh= horizontal location error, Erz= vertical location error, Location errors are from single event locations and correspond to 
95% confidence error ellipse. 

'Felt earthquakes. 

located in Youngstown. The error ellipses of these shocks 
were up to 1.99 x 1.57 km at 68% confidence level as 
reported by ODNR (M. Hansen, personal communication, 
2011). Hence, these shocks were suspected as induced 
earthquakes. The seismicity continued, and on 24 December 
2011, a magnitude 2.7 shock occurred in the study area, which 
was followed by a Mw  3.9 event on 31 December 2011. The 
14 2.1 event on 13 January 2012 was the last Mw  > 2.0 earth-
quake of the 2011-2012 sequence (Table 2). 

3.1. Single Event Location and Location Accuracy 
[13] Twelve regional events with Mw > 1.8 that occurred 

during 17 March 2011 to 13 January 2012 in Youngtown 
area were first located by using HYPOINVERSE [Klein, 
2007]. The velocity model used for location is an average 
1D model for northeastern Ohio that consists of the top layer 
with P wave velocity of 4.5 km/s and thickness of 2.7 km, 
and a 7.3 km thick crystalline basement with P wave velocity 
of 6.12 km/s [Seeber et al., 2004]. The S wave velocities are 
considered to be Vp/ .43 (Table 3). All events were located 
with P and S wave arrival times from at least a dozen seismo-
graphic stations around Youngstown, Ohio. For the nine 
earthquakes during March-November 2011, the nearest sta-
tion is at about 60 km, but most stations were at distances 
100 to 300 km with azimuthal gap of about 90° (Figure 1); 
hence, the location uncertainties are large-horizontal error 
is up to 2.8 km for 95% confidence level as listed in 
Table 2. The locations of 12 earthquakes with their horizontal 
error ellipse are plotted in Figure 2. 

[14] The last three events among the 12 shocks were also 
recorded by a four-station local network deployed during 1 
December 2011 to 30 April 2012 around the epicentral area  

(Figures 1 and 2). Hence, these shocks were accurately 
located by the local network data. Three shocks exceed the 
network criteria [e.g., Gomberg et al., 1990], which are 
based on the geometry of stations, and can be used to assess 
the reliability of the location. For three shocks, the number 
of local P or S wave arrival times used for each event were 
greater than eight (nobs = 8-10) of which half are S wave 
arrivals; the greatest azimuthal gap without observation 
was less than 180° (gap = 90-120°); distance to the closest 
station was less than focal depth (dmin = 1.9 km); and at 
least one S wave arrival time was within a distance of about 
1.4 times the focal depth for good depth constraint 
[Gomberg et al., 1990]. Three earthquakes that were 
recorded both by regional and local networks provide data 
to assess the event location uncertainty and will be used in 
a later section to anchor relocation of earlier shocks with 
no local data coverage. 

[15] To assess the effect of vertical velocity heterogene-
ities on focal depth and epicenter determination, we 
constructed 1D Earth models from the available acoustic 
well logs in the study area (NS#1 and CO 2  No. 1 Well, see 
Figure 1). We inferred crustal velocity structure for the top 
2.74 km of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in the region (see 
the supporting information). The Youngstown well log ve-
locity model consists of 19 layers and is characterized by 
interbedded high-velocity carbonate rock layers and thick 
low-velocity shale strata. The prominent strata are the 
Salina Group of Upper Silurian formation with interbedded 
salt, anhydrite, dolomite, and shale, which show large ve-
locity and density fluctuations, followed by Lockport 
Dolomite of Lower Silurian that exhibit very high P wave ve-
locity (see Figure S1). At the injection target interval depth 
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Table 3. Youngstown, Ohio Layered Earth Models 

Depth 	Vp 	Vs 	Depth 	Vp 	Vs 
	Density 	Depth 	Vp 	Vs 	Density 	Vp/ Vs  

0.00 4.50 2.60 0.00 3.86 2.19 2630 0.00 3.86 2.26 2630 1.71 
0.93 4.98 2.83 2600 0.93 4.98 2.80 2600 1.78 
2.11 6.13 3.48 2710 2.11 6.13 3.50 2710 1.75 

2.74 6.12 3.54 2.74 6.15 3.49 2710 
10.0 6.62 3.83 10.0 6.62 3.76 2710 10.0 6.62 3.83 2710 1.73 

'Constant Vp/Vs  =1.73 and density =2700 kg/m 3 . 
bConstant Vp/Vs  =1.76. 
'Variable Vp/Vs . The Moho is at 41 km depth with Vp = 8.1 km/s, Vs  =4.68 km/s, and density =2700 kg/m 3; at the top of the upper mantle. 

range of 2.3-2.74 km, low-velocity sandstone and high-velocity 
dolomite strata are interbedded. 

[16] In order to assess uncertainties in earthquake loca-
tion, we inferred a simple average ID velocity model by 
averaging groups of strata with similar characteristics. 
Hence, the model Youngstown well log A has three layers 
with constant VpNs  ratio of 1.76, and a two-layer model 
Youngstown well log B has various VpNs  ratio for each 
layer (Table 3). Locations using these velocity models indi-
cate that two layers over the basement Youngstown well log 
B model, with variable VpN s  ratios for each layer, yielded 
the location with the least root-mean-square (RMS) travel 
time residuals; however, the differences in location parameters 
are negligible. The northeastern Ohio velocity model that we 
used yields the focal depths of 3.52, 3.67, and 3.64 km for 
24 December 2011, 31 December 2011, and 13 January 
2012 events, respectively, with their 95% confidence error el-
lipsoids extending up to 0.86 km in the vertical direction. The 
horizontal error is up to 0.41 km at 95% confidence level 
(see Table 2). 

[17] Three different velocity models yield very similar 
locations with negligible differences in their location errors. 
The differences in focal depths are less than 0.15 km 
depending upon the three models used. If we take the cen-
troid of the source region to be at 3.5 km depth, then these 
location uncertainties in the vertical direction stretch 
between 2.7 and 4.3 km depths, which puts the earthquake 
sources firmly in the Precambrian basement. We consider 
the location accuracy given is well constrained by velocity 
structure from well log data, and the solution is reliable 
considering the network criteria discussed above. 

3.2. Focal Mechanism of the Earthquake on 31 
December 2011 

[18] The shock on 31 December 2011 was large enough to 
allow us to determine its seismic moment, focal mechanism, 
and focal depth by modeling observed seismic records at per-
manent seismographic stations around the study area and 
inverting for these parameters (Figure 1). We employed a 
regional waveform inversion method described in Kim and 
Chapman [2005], which is essentially a grid search inversion 
technique over strike (0), dip (8), and rake (?.) developed by 
Zhao and Helmberger [1994]. The results of the waveform 
modeling and inversion indicate that the focal mechanism 
of the main shock on 31 December 2011 shock is predomi-
nantly strike-slip faulting along steeply dipping nodal planes 
(see Figure 3). The best fitting double-couple source mecha-
nism parameters are 0 = 265°, 8 = 72°, = 12° (second nodal  

plane; 0 = 171°, 8 = 79°, and A.= 162°), and seismic moment, 
Mo = 8.30 ± 8.0 x 10 14  Nm (A y  3.88). The subhorizontal 
P axis trends southwest-northeast (219°) with a plunge of 
5° whereas the T axis trends SE-NW (127°) with a plunge 
of 20°. The P axis orientation is about 15° rotated counter-
clockwise from that of the 26 January 2001 earthquake in 
Ashtabula, Ohio, which is the nearest earthquake with known 
focal mechanism [Du et al., 2003]. The waveform modeling 
indicates that the synthetics calculated for focal depth of 3 ± 1 
km fit the observed data well. 

3.3. Accurate Relocations of 12 Regional Earthquakes 
[19] We relocated 12 regional earthquakes by using the dou-

ble-difference earthquake relocation method to minimize the 
effect of velocity model errors [Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 

Figure 2. Single event locations of the 12 regional earth-
quakes that occurred in Youngstown, Ohio during March 
2011 to January 2012 are plotted with shaded circles. The hor-
izontal location errors are represented by 95% confidence er-
ror ellipses. Four portable seismographic stations around the 
region deployed during 01 December 2011 to 30 April 2012 
and a new seismographic station YSLD (Youngstown State 
University) are plotted for reference. The last three events 
were located by using P and S wave readings from four porta-
ble seismographic stations located within 2-6.5 km from the 
earthquake source area. 
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Figure 3. (a) Relocated 12 regional earthquakes (circles) 
and 9 local earthquakes (black hexagons) which occurred 
during 17 March 2011 to 18 February 2012. Earthquakes 
are relocated in three clusters. Focal mechanism of the M,„, 
3.9 shock on 31 December 2011 is represented by a beachball 
indicating predominantly a left-lateral strike-slip faulting 
mechanism. Line A-B is parallel to the trends of the earth-
quake distribution striking N85°. Deep injection wells in 
the area NS#1 and NS#2 are indicated (solid squares) and 
portable seismographs YTO2 and YTO3 are plotted with solid 
inverted triangles. Centroid of clusters is plotted with plus 
symbols. (b) Geologic section along A-B at NS#1. Most of 
the rocks above the crystalline Precambrian basement are 
Paleozoic strata that consist of sandstone, limestone, shale, 
and dolomite. The injection well, NS#1, is indicated with a 
vertical shaded bar down to a depth of 2802 m. Open section 
of the well between 2504 and 2802 m is indicated by shaded 
rectangle. Target injection zone is between B zone sandstone 
of the Knox Dolomite Group and Mt. Simon sandstone (basal 
sandstone). Hypocenters are plotted with open circles, whose 
size is proportional to source radius of each event determined 
by empirical Green's function analysis and circular source 
model of Madariaga [1976]. 

2000]. We employed the waveform cross-correlation tech-
nique to reduce arrival time picking errors of weak regional 
P and S wave arrivals. The relocated regional events show that 
the epicenters align along a trend striking ENE-WSW (N85°) 
and at focal depths from 3.5 to 4.0 km (see Table 2 and 
Figure 3). Hence, these regional events are within a 1.2 km 
long near-vertical en echelon fault just below the Northstar 1 
wellbore (Figure 3). A geologic section along the line A-B 
below the Northstar 1 well shown in Figure 3 indicates that 

all the events occurred in the Precambrian basement. 
Distribution of the main shock and other shocks suggest that 
the nodal plane striking 265° and dipping 72° to North is the 
likely fault plane and that the mechanism is left-lateral 
strike-slip faulting along E-W trending subsurface faults. 

3.4. Small Earthquakes Located by Portable 
Seismograph Data 

[20] Nine small earthquakes with magnitude M„, —0.40 
and 0.41 were detected and located by the four-station local 
network during 11 January to 11 February 2012 (Table 2). 
We relocated these nine events by using the double-difference 
earthquake relocation method with the waveform cross-
correlation technique to reduce arrival time picking errors. 
The accurate relocation shows that the epicenters align 
into three distinct clusters (Figure 3). Three events are 
located in cluster #1 (events #16, #17, and #19), whereas 
four small events are in cluster #2 (events #13, #14, #15, 
and #20) and two small events are in cluster #3 (events 
#18 and #21; Figure 3). The cross sections of the clusters 
indicate that hypocenters of these shocks are at focal depth 
between 3.5 and 3.9 km and on near-vertical en echelon 
faults trending ENE-WSW (N85°; Figure 3), which is 
consistent with the locations of 12 regional events. 

3.5. Regional Seismicity and Magnitude Distribution 
[21] The distribution of felt earthquakes as well as small 

shocks detected and located by local network data in 
Youngstown suggests that there must have been a number 
of small shocks (less than M <2.0) in the area that may have 
been undetected by the sparse regional seismic network. We 
applied a waveform correlation detector using the regional 
station data to detect those small shocks. The correlation 
detector is known to lower the seismic event detection thresh-
old by about 1.0 magnitude unit beyond what standard pro-
cessing detects [e.g., Schaff, 2008; Schaff and Waldhauser, 
2010; Gibbons and Ringdal, 2012]. The method is well 
suited for this study, as we are dealing with small and repeat-
ing shocks with similar waveforms located within about a 
quarter wavelength from each other. We detected 97 addi-
tional small earthquakes (0.4 < Mx, < 1.8) that occurred 
within about 1 km from the main shock during January 
2011 to May 2012 by using the multichannel correlation 
detector. Hence, the method was able to find additional 
events by a factor of 10 increase in number of events 
such as those predicted by the Gutenberg-Richter magni-
tude-frequency relation. Three-component records from 
two USArray stations, M54A (A = 56 km) and N54A 
(A = 107 km) were the most useful (Figure 1). Three-com-
ponent waveform records of 24 December and 31 
December 2011 shocks were used as master templates. 

[22] Figure 4 shows all detected seismic events plotted 
with their occurrence date against moment magnitude of the 
events, since commencement of the fluid injection on 29 
December 2010 until the end of January 2012. A total of 
109 earthquakes with magnitude between M„, —0.4 and 3.9 
detected by the correlation detector are plotted with solid 
bars, whereas 58 small earthquakes with magnitude 
0.0 <M,„, < 1.0 detected by the local network are plotted with 
red bars. Among the 58 shocks, only four events were located 
by the local network data, as 54 events were only detected by 
a single station (YT01) which was the only station recording 
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Figure 4. Earthquakes that occurred during 29 December 2010 to January 2012 in Youngstown area are 
plotted by vertical bars against their occurrence date, whose lengths are proportional to their moment mag-
nitude, M„, (left vertical axis). Small earthquakes that occurred during December 2011 to January 2012 that 
are only recorded by local portable stations are plotted with red bars. Cumulative seismic moment is plotted 
by a continuous solid line (right vertical axis). The cumulative moment release is dominated by a few large 
(Mw  >2.5) events. 

continuously during December 2011. Moment magnitudes 
(M„,) of earthquakes that occurred in the Youngstown area 
were determined from RMS (root-mean-square) amplitude 
of S or Lg waves and calibrated to that of the Mw  3.88 main 
shock on 31 December 2011 [Shi et al., 2000]. For 58 small 
shocks, moment magnitudes were determined by using peak 
amplitude of S arrivals scaled to that of the main shock. 

[23] These shocks might have been related to the fluid 
injection operation, and their spatiotemporal distribution can 
help us to understand the relationship between the injection 
parameters and induced seismicity in the area. Cumulative seis-
mic moment of 167 earthquakes with Mw  0.0-3.9 is plotted 
against occurrence date as a thick continuous line in Figure 4. 
The seismic moment release is dominated by a few large 
(M„,> 2.5) earthquakes (Figure 4). We estimate that the detec-
tion threshold for the regional earthquakes using the correlation 
detector is about Mw  1.0 in the Youngstown, Ohio region, 
whereas the detection threshold for local earthquakes in the 
study area is about Mw > –0.5 by using local network data. 

4. Waste Fluid Injection at Northstar 1 Deep Well, 
Youngstown, Ohio 

[24] The Northstar 1 well was drilled to a total depth of 
2802 m, and the waste fluid injection commenced on 29 
December 2010. Daily injection volumes and start injection 
pressures are plotted in Figure 5 for the entire fluid injection 
operation [ODNR, 2012]. The maximum surface injection 
pressure was 13.0 MPa (=1890 psi) based upon the actual 
specific gravity of the injection fluid. The maximum injection 
pressure was permitted to increase up to 15.5 MPa on 16 
March 2011 and increased to 17.2 MPa on 3 May 2011 
[ODNR, 2012]. Three episodes of injection pressure changes 
are indicated in Figure 5. In the first 60 days, the fluid injec-
tion was carried out with a low level of injection pressure –5 

MPa, and the injection volume was less than 100 m 3/day. 
The injection parameters slowly increased with the injection 
pressure of about 10-12 MPa, and the daily injection volume 
of about 100-200 m3/day during the days 60-110 (Figure 5). 
During days 110-140, the injection pressure increased 
sharply to 15.5 MPa and consistently held, and injection 
volume exceeded 300 m3/day (Figure 5). The fluid injection 
at the well reached operational injection pressure of 17.2 
MPa and injection volume of about 320 m 3/day around 19 
May 2011 (day 141; Figure 5). These injection parameters 
are kept during June through December 2011 (see Figure 5). 

[25] We can recognize several instances of gaps in surface 
injection pressure—a sudden drop in injection pressure 
followed by prolonged low pressure. These gaps are present 
in the daily injection volumes as well (Figure 5). The drops 
in injection pressure correspond to 2-4 days of no pumping 
at the wellhead followed by 8 to 20 days of gradual increase 
of injection pressure (Figure 5). Most of the short and sharp 
pressure drops correspond to no pump running for a day on 
national holidays—Memorial Day, 4 July, and among 
others. The longer gaps are due to injection tests, on Labor 
Day (246-250), pump maintenance (days 283-285), and 
Thanksgiving holidays (days 331-334), etc. 

[26] The surface injection pressures shown in Figure 5 are 
listed as average pressure in the Northstar 1 injection log, 
which lists average wellhead pressure between start 
pressure at the beginning of injection each day and stop 
pressure at the end of injection each day. The wellhead 
pressure drops substantially after days of no injection oper-
ation as shown as minima in the pressure plot (Figure 5). 
Dissipation of injection pressure during the gaps is 
estimated to be about 0.069 MPa/h drop in the wellhead 
pressure. The average injection rate (number of hours the 
pump ran over a total daily injection volume) was about 
15 m3/h and remained nearly constant over the whole year 
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Figure 5. Average surface injection pressure in each day at Northstar 1 well during its operation 29 
December 2010 to 30 December 2011 in MPa is plotted with red line (right vertical axis). Dotted portions 
indicate no entries in the injection log. Daily total injection volume in cubic meters, m 3, is plotted with solid 
bars (left vertical axis). Average injection volume is about 350 m 3/day when the well is running full time at 
the maximum surface injection pressure of 17.2 MPa. A total of 78,797.6 m 3  of fluid have been injected into 
the Northstar 1 well. Cumulative seismic moment of 167 earthquakes that occurred during the fluid injec-
tion period is plotted as continuous solid line for reference. Instances of sharp increase of daily injection 
volume are indicated a and b, which correspond to occurrence of earthquakes (see the text). 

of injection operation at Northstar 1 well. During the 
summer months, June–August, the injection rate was some-
what low at 12.6 m 3/h. 

[27] On 30 December 2011, ODNR requested the opera-
tor of the Northstar 1 cease injection at the well based upon 
the proximity of the 24 December 2011 hypocenter to the 
Northstar 1 injection wellbore. As of 31 December 2011, a 
total of 78,797.6 m3  (495,622 barrels) of fluid had been 
injected into the Northstar 1 well. It is the only well out of 
177 class II (brine disposal) waste disposal wells operating 
in the state of Ohio during 2011 that has been linked to po-
tentially induced earthquakes. Daily total injection volume 
is proportional to the product of pump run time and injec-
tion pressure, and it may be an appropriate parameter to as-
sess the effect of fluid injection on the subsurface hydraulic 
system (injection interval). The injection pressure alone is 
not sufficient to represent the injection; it needs sufficient 
fluid to exert the pressure on subsurface rocks. 

4.1. Peaks and Minima of Injection Parameters and 
Seismicity at Youngstown, Ohio 

[28] When the seismicity in the Youngstown area during 
2011-2012 is compared with the fluid injection parameters 
at the deep injection well Northstar 1, there is some correlation 
between the injection parameters and occurrence of earth-
quakes. No felt earthquakes occurred prior to the injection 
operation on 29 December 2010. Once the injection at the well 
commenced, and the injection pressure was slowly applied, 
the first earthquake of Ai, 1.2 occurred on 11 January 2011 
at 11:16, about 13 days after the commencement. As the fluid  

injection progressed and injection parameters steadily in-
creased, the seismicity in the area also increased as shown in 
the cumulative seismic moment release from days 13 to 76, 
2011 (Figure 5). The seismicity shown in Figure 4, in particu-
lar, the cumulative moment closely follows the increased sur-
face injection pressure as well as injection volume (Figure 5). 

[29] There are a pair of peaks in injection volumes as 
marked a and b in Figure 5. These sharp peaks in the injection 
flow rate (m3/day) appear to be correlated to the occurrence of 
earthquakes that followed such sharp increases closely. Such a 
short-term—several hours to a few days—response of the 
injection medium to the fluid injection may be an indication 
that the injection target strata are highly fractured, and the stor-
age volume is hydraulically connected to the injection fluid 
dissipation pathways. The cross correlation between the earth-
quake series and the fluid pressure as well as injection flow 
rate series were calculated to determine whether there was a 
lag between peak fluid pressure and peak seismic activity. 
The cross correlation is not symmetrical and indicates that 
the peak of seismicity follows the peak pressure by approxi-
mately five days. The lack of symmetry in the cross correlation 
is due to delayed seismic activity at the beginning and contin-
ued seismic activity after the injection of fluid. About 10+ 
days of short-term response is also reported at RMA [Healy 
et al., 1968] and is suggested that it was due to fractured 
Precambrian crystalline bedrock at the site. Although, the 
Precambrian basement in the Youngstown area was not the 
primary target interval, the fractured Precambrian rock directly 
below the wellbore shares similar fractured reservoir charac-
teristics as the RMA site. 
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4.1.1. Quiescence of Seismicity and Minima of Fluid 
Injection Pressure 

[30] There are quiescences in seismicity during certain time 
intervals such as days: 285-296 and 305-320 (see Figure 4), 
as marked with yellow bars in Figure 6. Those quiescent pe-
riods are defined as time intervals at least four consecutive 
days without earthquakes (A 0.9), and they appear to fol-
low the minima in the injection pressure as represented by ver-
tical red lines in Figure 6. Although not all the injection 
pressure minima correlate with the quiescence in seismicity, 
75% of the pressure minima (18 out of 24 minima) fall within 
the quiescent intervals (Figure 6), whereas about 62% of the 
quiescent intervals (18 out of 29 intervals) are associated with 
the pressure minima (Figure 6). We suggest that the cessation 
of fluid injection may have caused quiescences of earthquakes 
as illustrated in Figure 6. We are unable to model such behav-
ior with reservoir analysis due to lack of detailed knowledge 
on the ambient pore pressure at the Northstar 1 well [e.g., 
Hsieh and Bredehoeft, 1981]. 

4.2. Physical Basis of the Induced Seismicity in 
Youngstown, Ohio 

[31] The basic mechanism for initiation of induced earth-
quakes during fluid injection into deep wells is well under-
stood [e.g., Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Healy et al., 1968; 
Raleigh et al., 1976]: tectonic strain stored in the basement 
rock is released via earthquakes that are triggered by the 
injection of fluid into the basement rock. The Mohr-
Coulomb fracture criterion may be written as [Healy et al., 
1968; Yeats et al., 1997]: 

r= ro per„, 	 ( 1 ) 

where r is the shear stress on the fault plane at failure, r o  is 
the fracture cohesion, tt is the coefficient of friction, and cr„ 
is the effective normal stress. Under the presence of pore 
pressure, the effective normal stress consists of two parts, a 
pore pressure P and the total stress S; hence, an  = (S„ - P), 
in which S„ is the total normal stress acting on the fault plane, 
and P is the pressure of the ambient fluid [Healy et al., 1968]. 
For fault slip on preexisting faults, the cohesive strength (r 0) 
is taken to be close to zero [Zoback and Healy, 1984; Zoback, 
1992]. p ranges from 0.6 to 1.0 [Zoback and Townend, 
2001], and Byerlee [1978] reports p = 0.85 for a variety of 
rock types at normal stress up to 200 MPa. The right side 
of the equation consists of a frictional term p (Sn  - P), plus 
the cohesive strength, r o  and, hence as long as the right side 
is greater than the shear stress (r), fault slip will not occur. 
This empirical relation indicates that the effect of increasing 
pore pressure is to reduce the friction resistance to fault slip 
by decreasing the effective normal stress (an) acting on the 
fault plane. 

[32] If the area has preexisting weak zones (fractures 
and faults), and the area is already close to failure, then 
a small increase in pore pressure would trigger earthquakes. 
Therefore, the gaps in injection parameters at the Northstar 
1 well reduced the pore pressure (P) in the above equation 
and effectively strengthened the friction resistance on the 
subsurface fault. This leads to reduced size and number of 
triggered earthquakes and the quiescence in seismicity as 
shown in Figure 6. 

[33] The parameters in the above equation can be evaluated 
for the Youngstown area on the basis of the following 
assumptions and relations between r, an, and the principal 
stresses. For strike-slip faulting in Youngstown area, the least 
(S3) and greatest (S1) principal stresses are horizontal [Yeats 
et al., 1997]. We take the least principal stress (S 3) to be the 
bottom hole pressure (BHP) of 27.5 MPa (=1000 kg/ 
m3  x 9.8 m/s2  x 2802 m); the intermediate principal stress S2 
is vertical and equal to the lithostatic pressure (mainly over-
burden) [Healy et al., 1968]. S2 at the bottom of injection well 
at 2802 m is 74.1 MPa (=2700 kg/m 3  x 9.8 m/s2  x 2802 m). 
The greatest principal stress S 1  must be at least 74.1 MPa. 
Estimates of the pore pressure before the fluid injection (P) 
at the Northstar 1 well is unknown. If we take a similar value 
to that of RMA well, which was about 75% of the BHP, P is 
20.6 MPa (=27.5 MPa x 0.75) which corresponds to the static 
fluid level of 700 m below the wellhead after injection stopped 
[Hsieh and Bredehoefi, 1981]. From the Mohr failure enve-
lope, the shear and effective normal stresses are given as 
[Healy et al., 1968; Yeats et al., 1997]: 

(S1 
2 
- S3) . 

= 	 sin 2a (2) 

(Si + S3 - 2P) (Si - S3) 
an  = 	

2 	
cos 2a 	(3) 2  

where a is the angle between the fault plane and the plane 
normal to a l  . a - 45° for the strike-slip focal mechanism 
with P axis trending 219° and fault plane striking 265° 
given in the previous section for Youngstown area. Given 
S1 = 74.1 MPa, S3 = 27.5 MPa, P= 20.6 MPa, and a = 45°, 
the shear and effective normal stresses on a potential fault 
plane are r = 28.3 MPa and an  =30.2 MPa. Therefore, 
according to the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, the cohesive 
strength, r o  would have to be at least 2.6 MPa to prevent fault 
slip in the reservoir rocks in Youngstown area prior to fluid in-
jection. If the cohesive strength is taken to be to =0 on the 
fault plane, then pore pressure (P) must be less than -17.5 
MPa to prevent failure. 

[34] Average injection pressure of 7.5 MPa for two days and 
a daily total injection volume of 102 m3/day may have trig-
gered an /14„, 1.0 shock on 3 February 2011 (day 35, 
Figure 6). If we use this injection pressure, the pore pressure 
is raised to 35.5 MPa (27.5 MPa + 7.5 MPa; BHP plus 
surface injection pressure), and it yields; r =28.3 MPa, 

=15.3 MPa, and ro  =15.3 MPa. The occurrence of faulting 
upon reduction of the frictional term due to increased pore 
pressure indicates a value for 1 -0  of 15.3 MPa or less. This is 
comparable to To = 15.1 MPa estimated for the RMA [Healy 
et al., 1968]. The cohesive strength for crystalline basement 
rocks is about 50 MPa [Healy et al., 1968]. The cohesive 
strength of 15.3 MPa may be reasonable for the fractured 
injection media at the Youngtown area, which appears to be 
fractured Precambrian rocks with preexisting fault or fracture 
zones, to hold the fault together. 

5. Discussion 

[35] The earthquakes did not stop immediately after the 
shutdown of the injection operation at Northstar 1, although 
the rate and size of earthquakes steadily dropped within a 
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Figure 6. Surface injection pressure in MPa in each day during the whole operation of the Northstar 1 
well 29 December 2010 to 30 December 2011 is plotted with black line (right vertical axis). Daily total in-
jection volume in cubic meters (m 3) is plotted with solid bars (left vertical axis) and the earthquakes that 
occurred during December 2010 to January 2012 are plotted with vertical bars whose lengths are propor-
tional to their moment magnitude, M. The minima in the injection pressure are represented by vertical 
red lines, and quiescent intervals of seismicity are indicated by yellow bars. These injection pressure min-
ima are due to no pumping at the wellhead during equipment services and holidays, and 75% of the minima 
appear to be correlated to quiescent intervals of seismicity. The minima that are not related to the quiescent 
intervals are marked by x. 
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month following shutdown. The largest shock on 31 
December 2011 occurred about 24 h after the end of injec-
tion on 30 December 2011 at Northstar 1. The largest earth-
quakes postdated the end of injection at other sites such as, 
Ashtabula, Ohio, and RMA near Denver, Colorado. At 
RMA, the largest earthquake (M„, 5.2) occurred on 10 
April 1967 more than a year after injection ceased on 
February 1966 [Healy et al., 1968]. Usually, pore pressure 
buildup from several months of fluid injection would 
require time to return to the preinjection level. 

5.1. Migration of Seismicity From East to West 
[36] Twelve relocated regional earthquakes cluster along 

ENE-WSW (Figure 7a), and their vertical distribution 
suggests that the rupture area can be represented by a pair of 
rectangular planes aligned en echelon with overall length of 
about 1.2 km and width of about 0.5 km (Figure 7b). The lin-
ear trend is consistent with a nodal plane striking 265° of the 
focal mechanism for the main shock on 31 December 2011 
(Figure 7a). A pair of earthquakes on 17 March 2011 (events 
#1 and #2) occurred at the eastern end of a 1.2 km long rupture 
area close to the wellbore (Figure 7a), then the subsequent 
shocks in August and September 2011 occurred in the further 
western part of the rupture area (events #3 through #7; 
Figure 7). The shocks on December 2011 and January 2012 
including the main shock on 31 December 2011 occurred at 
the western end of the rupture area (events #10—#12; 
Figure 7). Hence, the seismicity migrated gradually from the 
eastern end of the fault area close to the injection wellbore to-
ward the western end, away from the injection point (Figure 7). 

[37] The west-south-west (WSW) migration of the seis-
micity from the injection point can be explained by the 
outward expansion of the high fluid pressure front which 
increases pore pressure along its path on the fault zone and 
triggers earthquakes, and the progressive westward migration 
of seismicity continues until injection stops. The effect of 
increased pore pressure is to reduce the frictional resistance 
to faulting by decreasing the effective normal stress across 
the fracture plane [Healy et al., 1968]. A predominantly 
WSW-ENE trending seismicity with narrow depth ranges 
of 3.5-4.0 km indicates the existence of a fractured 
Precambrian rock in the form of en echelon rectangular faults 
as conduits of fluid migration. A migration of seismicity was 
also observed at RMA [Healy et al., 1968; Hsieh and 
Bredehoeft, 1981]. There is minor seismic activity in the 
northeast from the injection well within the ENE-WSW 
trending fractured Precambrian basement, suggesting the 
existence of step-like en echelon rupture planes (see 
Figure 3a). Deep basement fault(s) in the study area may 
act as vertical fluid conduits and provides a hydraulic con-
nection between the fluid disposal well injection depths and 
the earthquake source depths (Figure 7). 

5.2. Speed of the Earthquake Migration 
[38] The seismicity migrated from East to West for about 

1.2 km during 17 March 2011 to 13 January 2012. Although 
the migration rate is not homogeneous in time, an average 
speed is about 4.0 m per day (= 1.2 km/300 days) or —120 m 
per month. Somewhat higher migration speed of 2 to 40 m/h 
was observed in a water injection experiment at the Nojima 
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Figure 7. (a) Accurately relocated regional earthquakes 
that have occurred during 17 March 2011 to 13 January 
2012 in Youngstown area are plotted by circles and denoted 
by event ids. The deep injection well Northstar 1 (NS#1) is 
plotted for reference. Events on 17 March 2011 (#1 and #2) 
are located close to the injection well. Subsequent later 
events have occurred further away from the injection well 
and the events on December 2011 to January 2012 are lo-
cated at the western end of the rupture zone; (b) Cross-
section view of the hypocenters. Injection interval of the well 
between 2504 and 2802 m is indicated by shaded rectangle. 
Events are clustered in depth ranges 3.5 to 4.0 km, and the 
seismicity shows gradual migration from the eastern end 
close to the injection wellbore to the western end of the fault 
zone. Circle sizes are proportional to the source radius of 
each event determined by empirical Green's function analysis 
and circular source model of Madariaga [1976]. Dashed 
lines suggest possible maximum rupture planes based on 
source model of Brune [1970]. 

fault zone in Japan [Tadokoro et al., 2000, 2005]. Seeber et al. 
[2004] reported a somewhat similar observation in Ashtabula, 
Ohio where seismicity shifted —1 km from the point of injec-
tion during May 1986 to June 1994. 

[39] The seismicity waned after the main shock on 31 
December 2011 (which also coincides with the stopping of 
the injection operation), which is somewhat different from 
the naturally occurring earthquakes in which most of the 
aftershocks occur immediately following the main shock. 
The seismicity plotted in Figure 4 is similar to an earthquake  

swarm, but in this case, seismicity is spread in time and space 
due to migrating high fluid pressure front. As such, most 
events may have occurred as doublets and multiplets. 

5.3. Total Injected Volume and Maximum Seismic 
Moment of the Induced Earthquakes 

[40] McGarr [1976] reported that annual sums of seismic 
moments for the Denver earthquakes from 1962 to 1965 
agree with the yearly total moment estimated from the vol-
ume of fluid injected at the RMA well. He postulated that 
the seismicity that results from a change in volume AV is 
related to the sum of the seismic moments of the earthquake 
population, EM0, that is, EM0 	IAVI, where v is the rigidity, 
and a necessary condition is that the change in volume is 
accommodated only by seismic failure. Gibbs et al. [1973] 
reported that the number of earthquakes per year appeared 
to correlate with changes in the quantity of fluid injected 
per year during 1962-1970 in Rangely, Colorado. 

[41] McGarr [2012] proposed that the maximum induced 
earthquake size (moment) scales with total volume of 
injected fluid. The pore fluid pressure from injection is 
needed to trigger the earthquakes [Raleigh et al., 1976; 
Zoback and Harjes, 1997], but additionally the total 
injected volume must be large enough to exert fluid pressure 
over a sufficiently large area of the preexisting faults, 
thereby triggering large-sized earthquakes. However, even 
if this volume is large, it may not be necessary that earth-
quakes will occur. For example, if a large volume is injected 
over a long period of time, sufficient to achieve fluid migra-
tion, earthquakes may not be triggered. We conclude that 
although total injected volume is a readily available param-
eter that may be useful for assessing the propensity for 
earthquakes to occur, it may need to be interpreted in asso-
ciation with knowledge of the injection rate, and/or an 
assessment of pressure levels. As in the progressive migra-
tion of seismicity, more injected volume would have a better 
chance to exert pressure to a wider rupture area, thereby in-
creasing the maximum size of the induced earthquakes. 
Although we do not know the WSW-ENE extent of the 
fault(s) in the Youngstown area, it is possible that continued 
injection of fluid at Northstar 1 well could have triggered 
potentially large and damaging earthquakes. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

[42] A total of 167 small earthquakes (Mia, 0.0-3.9) were 
detected during January 2011 to February 2012 in 
Youngstown, Ohio. These shocks were located close to a 
deep fluid injection well Northstar 1. Twenty-one accurately 
located earthquakes are distributed along the pair of en eche-
lon faults striking 265° (ENE-WSW) and dipping steeply to 
the north (dip = 72°N), consistent with the main shock 
focal mechanism. 

[43] All the well-located earthquakes have occurred at 
depths ranging from 3.5 to 4.0 km in the Precambrian crys-
talline basement. Most of the previously known earthquakes 
associated with the fluid injections in the eastern United 
States have occurred in Precambrian basement indicating 
that tectonic strain stored in the crystalline basement is 
released through the triggered events (e.g., Ashtabula, 
Ohio [Seeber et al., 2004], and Guy, Arkansas [Horton, 
2012]). The P axis of the main shock mechanism trends 
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NE-SW and corresponds to horizontal compression (a il.) 
which is slightly rotated from the ENE-WSW trending 
broad-scale regional stress field in the northeastern United 
States [Du et al., 2003; Zoback and Zoback, 1991]. 

[44] The first detected earthquake (A4„, 1.2) occurred on 11 
January 2011, 13 days after the commencement of injection 
at Northstar 1 well. At that time, a total of -700 m 3  of fluid 
had been injected at a rate of up to 5 m 3/h, and the surface 
injection pressure was up to 13.5 MPa. Total injection vol-
ume was a very small quantity when it started to trigger an 
earthquake, and the injection pressure was relatively low, 
and hence, there must have been nearly direct fluid conduits 
to the ENE-WSW trending fault very close to the injection 
wellbore, and the subsurface condition at the Precambrian 
basement may have been near critical for the earthquakes to 
occur. The cross correlation between the earthquake series 
and the injection flow rate series indicates that the peak of 
seismicity follows the peak pressure with approximately five 
days lag. This short-term response of the injection media at 
Youngstown is similar to an observation at RMA where 
about 10 days of time lag in earthquake occurrences was 
observed following fluid injection [Healy et al., 1968]. 

[45] We conclude that the recent, 2011-2012, earthquakes 
in Youngstown, Ohio were induced by the fluid injection at 
Northstar 1 deep injection well due to increased pore pressure 
along the preexisting (ENE-WSW trending) faults located 
close to the wellbore in the Precambrian basement. This is 
based on the facts that: (1) well-located earthquakes clustered 
in a narrow zone along the fault trace striking ENE-WSW in 
the Precambrian basement (Figures 3 and 6); (2) migration 
of seismicity from the east-close to the injection point, 
toward the west-away from the wellbore, indicating that 
the expanding high fluid pressure front increased the pore 
pressure along its ENE-WSW trending path and progres-
sively triggered the earthquakes; (3) occurrence of earth-
quakes was generally correlated with the total daily 
injection volume and injection pressure, and a pair of peaks 
in the injection parameters appears to be correlated with the 
occurrence of earthquakes at the early stage of fluid injection 
when the subsurface hydraulic system started to build up 
pore pressure; (4) 75% of the minima in surface injection 
pressure (no pumping operations) appeared to correlate with 
quiescent intervals of seismicity, which may indicate that the 
earthquakes were caused by the pressure buildup in the 
fractured Precambrian basement and stopped when pressure 
dropped; and (5) a short-term response of the injection 
media to the fluid injection parameters on the time scale of 
hours to few days (5+) suggests that the site behaved as a 
fractured Precambrian reservoir as in the Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal, Colorado. 
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